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Preface
Dear participants of the Virtual TTMD 14th Symposium on HVAC+R Technologies
It is my privilege to salute you all who join us in this attempt to share knowledge and experience for a more
resilient future. Indeed, we would have liked very much to host you in Istanbul around a physical event, but
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this time we could only get together virtually. We hope that this situation
brings also a new perspective on perhaps how we communicate with each other. With the advancement of
information technologies, our symposium will now be able to serve thousands of participants.
The main theme of the 14th virtual symposium of TTMD is “Resilient HVAC solutions to achieve a more
sustainable future”, which is decomposed into 10 different subtopics/sessions.
The World and its energy needs after COVID-19 seen from a bird eye view, will be forming our symposium’s
introductory session. The executive director of IEA Dr. Fatih Birol, the president of The Federation of European Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Associations Mr. Frank Hovorka and Dr. Levent Kurnaz from the
Bosporus University will take the virtual floor to deliver speeches on the expected near future as well as a
more secure and sustainable far future.
The second and third sessions are reserved for the urban aspects of sustainability. As more and more people
are living in cities compared to rural regions, the modern city life brings many new adaptation problems for
those who have no other choice but to dwell in cities today. Heat islands forming as a result of ever increasing cooling needs and global warming threats force both the local governments and individuals to find
practical but sound solutions. Dr. Francis Allard from la Rochelle University, Dr. Andreas Matzarakis from
DWD, Dr. Panagiotis Nastos from National and Kapodistrian University of Athens and Mr. Yunus Arıkan from
ICLEI will try to enlarge the horizons of the participants during these two consecutive sessions.
A high quality indoor environment generally results in increased productivity and occupant satisfaction.
However, what is admitted indoors is served by what is available by the outdoors. So indoor environmental
quality goes hand-in-hand with outdoor air quality. That is the reason why Med. Dr. Hasan Bayram, the president of Turkish Thoracic Society will present us the correlation between outdoor pollution and lung diseases
while the director of EPB Mr. Jaap Hogeling will talk about the value chain brought by indoor environment
quality amelioration and Dr. Ivo Martinac from KHT Sweden will explain us the role smart technologies
which may be employed in the quest for better indoor environmental quality in session 4.
IBPSA is a non –profit society of building simulation researchers, developers and practitioners who dedicate
themselves to improving the built environment and session 5 is reserved to those who lead this ambitious
society. The Turkish branch of IBPSA has been functioning under TTMD since 2018. Dr. Lori McElroy, the
president of the international IBPSA society, Dr. Pieter de Wilde from University of Plymouth and Dr.
Cheool-Soo Park from Seoul University: tree important figures within IBPSA will inform us about the role of
simulation tools on the design of better systems.
Session 6 of our symposium is reserved for the establishment of commissioning efforts in Turkey. The panel
will bring three parties (the owner/investor, designer and CxC management firm) together around one table
to discuss the status-quo of CxC and its future promises.
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Energy efficiency and the role of renewables are parameters that has an impact on our search for low carbon
future. In session 7, Dr. Oğuz Can will talk about the measures taken by the Republic of Turkey Ministry of
Energy and Naturel Resources in this respect. The benefits of a so long underestimated district heating and
cooling systems will be mentioned by two speakers who represent a renowned company Danfoss: Mr Miha
Bobic and Mr. Dimity Bochalov. Finally, Dr. Halime Paksoy of Çukurova University will furnish us with the
indispensable details and benefits of energy storage.
Session 8 focuses on the directives that certain regions and countries impose. Dr. Jarek Kurnitski and Jaap
Hogeling from REHVA will explain the directive efforts effectuated by the EU whine Dr. Essam Khalil from
Cairo University and Dr. Catalin Lungu from Civil Engineering University of Bucharest will respectively reveal
the approaches taken by Arab countries and Romania.
The role of renewables in a sustainable society is assessed by three keynote speakers in Session 9. Dr. Değer
Saygın, Dr. Stephen Roosa, the ex-president of the EEA and Dr. Klaus Vajen the president of ISES will speak
about the importance of renewable energy for a more resilient future.
Finally, Session 10 of our symposium is reserved for Solar Decathlon Competition which has been organized
since 2002 by DoE. Dr. Badr Ikken who is the director of IRESEN (Institut de Recherche en Energie Solaire et
Nouvelles) in Morocco will furnish us with the details of Solar Decathlon Africa 2019 and the role of Green
Energy Park working for the sustainable development of the Kingdom of Morocco. His Solar Decathlon
Competition experience will be supported by Dr. Amached Mohammed, the coordinator of one of the teams
(TDART) which successfully took part in the past year’s competition. Finally, Dr. Karsten Voss from Bergische
University, Wupperthal will be informing us about the targets of Solar Decathlon Europe 2021 which will be
held in Wupperthal Germany.
The symposium will continue with the presentations of papers on the 4th of June. There will be three sessions
reserved to individual academic presentations which will take place in the afternoon of the 4th of June.
I sincerely hope that the symposium will be very productive and beneficial for us all.
Dr. Murat Çakan
Symposium Organizing Committee Chair
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Preface
Distinguished Colleagues,
It is a great pleasure for me to find the opportunity to address you on behalf of the Turkish Society of HVAC
and Sanitary Engineers for the 14th International HVAC+R Technologies Symposium. I would like to
welcome you all to this 4-day Online Symposium, whose main theme is “Resilient HVAC Solutions to Achieve
More Sustainable Future”.
We are organising this symposium online for the first time due to the pandemic and this Symposium brings
us face-to-face with digitalisation worldwide, as a concept that has given rise to technological leaps, as if to
emphasise the importance of resilience in a transforming and changing world, while allowing us to achieve
our mission to contribute to the development of our profession effectively and to get together with all of
our colleagues from the East to the West.
I would like to commemorate the following quote from our Great Leader, Atatürk: “Science is the only true
guide for everything in the world: for the civilisation, for life, for success. It would be negligent, ignorant,
wrong to seek a guide other than science. It is imperative only to understand the maturation of the circuits
of science at every moment of our lives and to watch it rise in time.”
The needs and expectations of our world after COVID-19 (A.C.) are not different than those before COVID-19
and in fact, the past few months taught us that we are in an even more urgent need to take action.
This framework gives rise to the importance of designing the energy-effective, multi-comfort and environmentally friendly spaces integrated with renewable energies for the future, allowing for sustainable
development in urban areas. Access to zero-carbon integrated energy systems and near zero-energy
zero-carbon buildings; comfort and interior quality in sustainably structured environments; learning competence and digital transformation with continuous optimisation; design, commissioning, monitoring, and
management of access to high-performance systems; data generation; analysis and solutions; and
assistance to governments, the industry, and our colleagues in making the best choices are, in fact,
leverages for the innovative transformation of the low-carbon and sustainable future.
It is obvious that the needs of our world are pushing us to take the knowledge-based actions urgently which
requires our collaboration in all dimensions to improve health, comfort, safety and energy efficiency in all
buildings and communities with 100% renewable energy for everyone, used wisely and efficiently.
Within this regard, our online Symposium helped us achieving our mission to contribute to the
development of our communities through the exchange of technical information, practical experience and
research results.
As TTMD, we maintain our scheduled activities with a sensitivity towards growth and change and a vision of
leading creativity as an active solution partner for all of our stakeholders. TTMD International HVAC+R Technologies Symposium aims to bring together all stakeholders within the value change of our HVAC industry
for quite an intensive and detailed agenda and is an important meeting point for presentations on new
practices in HVAC technologies, exchanges of the results of practical or theoretical scientific studies, and
generation of ideas for solutions to meet emerging needs.
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I would like to convey our high appreciation to all speakers for their contributions by highlighting the importance of designing the energy-effective, multi-comfort and environmentally friendly spaces supported by
systems integrated with renewables for the future, allowing the sustainable development in urban areas.
I would like to extent my sincere gratitude to our Scientific and Advisory Boards that allowed for the
realisation of this important gathering organised without interruptions since 1994 for the 14th time this
year; the Members of our Organising Committee who provided direction and value to the event; and Chair
of the International Scientific Committee Dr. Ahmet Arısoy; Chair of the Organising Committee Dr. Murat
Çakan; Turkish HVAC&R Exporters Association (ISIB) that supported the Symposium with their contributions;
and our Sponsors representing HVAC+R industry: Alarko Carrier, Daikin, Danfoss, Doğu Iklimlendirme,
Gelişim Teknik, Norm Teknik, Üntes, and Viessmann; all Esteemed Scientists and Industry Representatives
that have contributed to our design of a sustainable future with their contributions and exchanges of information; our Symposium Stakeholders, Eventuum Organizasyon, Demircode, Canlı Yayin, and Still Tercume;
and you, our Valued Participants.
Thanks to all organizations, more than 170, worldwide for their continuous support which proved that we
are a big Family.
Looking forward to welcoming you all in 15th International HVAC+R Technologies Symposium in Istanbul in 2022.
Let’s meet where the continents meet.
Dr. Kemal Gani Bayraktar
Chair of 14th TTMD International HVAC+R Technologies Symposium
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Presenters Biographies

DR. ANDREAS
MATZARAKIS

Prof. Dr. Andreas Matzarakis is leading since August 2015 the Research Center Human
Biometeorology of the German Meteorological Service in Freiburg and responsible for
the Heat Health Warning System in Germany. Appointed as extraordinary Professor at
the University of Freiburg since October 2006. He received a degree in Meteorology in
1989 from the Physics Department, Ludwig-Maximilians-University of Munich in 1989
and a Ph.D. degree in Meteorology and Climatology from the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki. From 1995 to 2001 he was a scientific assistant at Meteorological Institute
of the Albert-Ludwigs University of Freiburg and earned his habilitation about the
"thermal component of the urban climate” in 2001.
He is appointed to Professor at the University of Freiburg in October 2006. His research
is mainly focused on urban climatology, human-biometeorology, tourism climatology
and climate impact research. Several models and tools in applied climatology and
biometeorology i.e. RayMan Model, SkyHelios Model and CTIS (Climate-Tourism/Transfer-Information-Scheme) have been developed by him. He is editor of the section Biometeorology of the Atmosphere Journal and President of the Society for the Promotion of
Human Biometeorological Research in Germany.

DR. BADR
IKKEN

Dr. Badr Ikken received an engineer degree in mechanical engineering and industrial
production & solar systems from the Berlin Institute of Technology. He wrote a thesis on
pr oduction technologies of hard materials. During 8 years, he worked in the Department for Machining Technology of the Institute for Machine Tools and Factory Management (IWF) in Berlin, first as a research associate, then as a project manager. In the
Institute for Production Systems and Design Technology (Fraunhofer IPK), he served as
leader for several industrial projects involving companies such as Siemens Power
Generation, INA Schaeffler, Saint-Gobain Diamantwerkzeuge, SGL Carbon,.. Between
2008 and 2010, Badr Ikken served as CTO of the multinational company Lunos-Raumluftsysteme. During this period, he developed and launched two new production lines in
Germany. He also expanded the production in China.
In September 2010, he joined the Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy (MASEN) as Director of Integrated Development, in charge of Industrial Integration and R&D. He
co-founded the Moroccan-based National Institute IRESEN (Institute of Research in
Solar Energy and New Energies). He is the Director General of IRESEN since July 2011
and established 2016 the largest solar research platform in Africa, the Green Energy Park
and he is currently building a network of applied research centers (Green Energy Park,
Green & Smart Building Park, Green H2A,..)
Badr Ikken is Vice-President of the new climate economy commission of the Moroccan
Confederation of Enterprises (CGEM), member of the board of the National Center for
Scientific Research (CNRST) and represents Morocco in different international commissions.
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Presenters Biographies

DR. CATALIN
LUNGU

Associate Professor at The Technical University for Civil Engineering, since 1996, he graduated PhD in Civil Engineering (2004), The Technical University for Civil Engineering
from Bucharest with specialised training at the Paris XII Val de Marne University, France;
he is invited professor, at the Technical Military Academy in Bucharest and at the Ecole
Nationale Superieure de l’Energie, l’Eau et l’Environment ENSE 3 (Grenoble, France).
Since 2016 he is vice-dean of the Building Services Engineering Faculty, and since 2012
Senate member of The Technical University for Civil Engineering. Since 2012 he is also
vicepresident of AIIR - the Romanian Association for Building Services Engineers and
since May 2017 vice-president of REHVA; mr. Lungu is also the chair of the committee
which organises the Romanian Conference on Energy Performance of Buidings (RCEPB),
since 2009; he was personal counselor of the Romanian Minister of European Funds
(2016) and the General Manager of the organising committee of the HVAC world
congress CLIMA 2019 (2016-2019).

Prof. Cheol Soo Park is a Professor of architectural engineering at Seoul National University (SNU). He received a B.S. degree and a M.S. degree from SNU. He earned a Ph.D.
degree from Georgia Tech in 2003. Before joining SNU, he taught at Sungkyunkwan
University from 2005 to 2018.
Prof. Cheol Soo Park’s research interests include advanced building simulation
(uncertainty analysis, sensitivity analysis, Bayesian calibration), occupant modeling
(Markov chain, agent, random walk), building performance assessment, machine
learning, Building Information Model (BIM) to Building Energy Model (BEM), optimal
DR. CHEOL-SOO design, and optimal operation of building systems.

PARK

DR. DEGER
SAYGIN

Dr. Deger Saygin works as the Director of the SHURA Energy Transition Centre. In his
former role at the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), Deger has
developed and led the global renewable energy roadmap (REmap) programme
between 2013 and 2017. This programme has assisted the world’s largest energy using
70 countries in accelerating the use of renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies to operationalise the goals of the seventh Sustainable Development Goal and the
Paris Agreement. Prior to joining IRENA, Deger has worked as a researcher at the Utrecht
University carrying out projects for intergovernmental organisations, countries and the
private sector about more sustainable uses of energy and resources in the manufacturing industry where he also received his Ph.D on. He received his undergraduate degree
in Environmental Engineering from the Middle East Technical University in Ankara. He is
the author of more than 80 national and international scientific articles, book chapters
and technical reports.
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DMITRY
BOCHKALOV

DR. ESSAM
KHALIL

DR. FATIH
BIROL

Dmitry Bochkalov, was born 2.11.1977, in Moscow Russia. In 2000 he graduated from
Moscow Power Engineering Institute (Technical University) as mechanical engineer
specialised in industrial heating systems. In 2000 he was employed by Danfoss in Sales
department and since then he took various professional and management positions
within Danfoss till now. In 2011 he moved from Danfoss Russia to global position of
Business development in Danfoss and by that his responsibility spread on several locations in EU, Russia and China for various products, such as mechatronic controllers and
district heating substations. During his carrier, he also expanded his management
knowledge by studying on MBA in Henley Business School of Reading university.
Currently he is appointed as Senior Business Development Director of District Energy
Division on which holds responsibility for business development across the world.
B.S. (1971) and MS. (1973) Mechanical Engineering, Cairo University, and DIC (1976) and
PhD (1977) from Imperial College of Science and Technology, London University, UK.
Currently Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Cairo University since June 1988. Over
48 years of experience in design and simulation of combustion chambers for terrestrial
and aerospace applications. HE published 14 books in English and over 950 papers in
journals and conference proceedings on combustion, energy and indoor air quality
control. Developed and delivered advanced courses in heat transfer, gas turbine combustion and terrestrial energy. Prof. Khalil received multiple awards among which:
Fellow ASME, Fellow ASHRAE, Fellow AIAA, ASME George Westinghouse Gold Award
recipient 2009, ASME Harry Potter Gold Award recipient 2012, and Director at Large
ASHRAE (2016-2019). Prof. Khalil is convenor of ISO TC205 WG2 “Design of Energy
Efficient Built Environment”, Convenor of ISO TC163 WG4 “Holistic Approach to Energy
Performance of Buildings”, and Member of CEN TC371 WG1. He is the Chair of Egyptian
and Arab HVAC Code Committee, Chair of Egyptian Ventilation Code Committee, Chair
of Egyptian Indoor Air Quality Code Committee, and Member of Egyptian Smart Cities
Code Committee.

Dr. Fatih Birol has served as Executive Director of the International Energy Agency since
September 2015. Under his leadership, the IEA has undertaken its first comprehensive
modernisation programme since its creation in 1974. This effort focuses on three pillars:
opening the doors of the IEA to include major emerging countries, such as Brazil, China,
India, Indonesia, Mexico and South Africa who have joined the IEA Family, thus increasing its share of global energy demand from 38% to almost 75%; broadening the IEA’s
security mandate to natural gas and electricity as well as oil; and making the IEA the
global hub for clean energy technologies and energy efficiency. Before the IEA, Dr Birol
worked at the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in Vienna. He
earned a BSc degree in power engineering from the Technical University of Istanbul and
received a MSc and PhD in energy economics from the Technical University of Vienna. Dr
Birol was awarded a Doctorate of Science honoris causa from Imperial College London
in 2013. He was also made an honorary life member of Galatasaray Football Club in 2013
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DR. FRANCIS
ALLARD

FRANK
HOVORKA

Francis Allard is presently Professor Emeritus at La Rochelle University (France) and
chairman of Tipee: (https://www.plateforme-tipee.com). F. Allard received his Master
degree from INSA de Lyon (1975). He obtained his PhD in Building Physics (1978), and
his “Doctorat d’Etat ès Sciences” (1987) at INSA de Lyon. Staff Scientist at CNRS
(1982-1992), he was Director of CEMERSOL (Solar Energy Center) in Venezuela
(1979-1981) and guest scientist at NLBL in Berkeley (California) (1988-1989). In 1992, F.
Allard was nominated full professor at the board of creation of La Rochelle University.
He was director of LEPTAB (Laboratory of Transfer Phenomena applied to Buildings)
(1993-2011), Dean of the Faculty of Sciences and Technology (1997-2002) and vice
rector for research (2008-2012). F. Allard was vice president of REHVA (2002-2008) and
president for the term 2008-2011. His main domain of expertise is heat and mass transfer phenomena with application in energy efficiency and indoor environment quality in
buildings and urban microclimate. He published more than 270 papers in international
journals, conferences or books. F. Allard was granted Gold Medal of REHVA in 2015, he is
Member of IAIAQ (International Academy of Indoor Air Quality), and Doctor Honoris
Causa of UTCB Romania).

Director of Technology and innovation of the French Federation of Real Estate Developers (FPI) and President of REHVA (Federation of European Heating,Ventilation and Air
Conditioning Associations).
His career is dedicated to sustainability integration into urban and building projects.
Consequently, he worked on financial tools dedicated to real estate communication
between stakeholders in order to develop impact and risks assessment.
His actual role is to develop the impact analysis and solutions of our buildings developments. (energy efficiency, GHG impact, Life Cycle Analysis and Life Cycle Costs, financial
performance indicators)
Prior to this, he worked for the “Caisse des depots” group in charge of the real estate
sustainable development policy and investment policy in France. His role was the integration of ESG criteria in the business of direct investments and also non direct investment through funds. He also represented the group in different stakeholders platform
in France and Internationally as UNEP-FI, or EEFIG for example at the European commission level. His background is in construction field with Vinci and real estate development in eastern Europe, France and Germany mainly with Icade ( French REIT)
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DR. HALIME
PAKSOY

HASAN
BAYRAM,
MD, PhD

Dr. Paksoy is currently a professor in the Chemistry Department, the dean of Faculty of
Arts and Sciences and also the Director of the Center for Environmental Research at
Çukurova University, Adana, Turkey. She is a chemical engineer who has been concentrating on thermal energy storage technologies since 1992. She serves as the Turkish
Delegate and was the former Chair of the Executive Committee of the International
Energy Agency Energy Conservation through Energy Storage (IEA ECES). Representing
Turkey, Dr Paksoy has signed the Implementing Agreement of IEA ECES with the International Energy Agency on behalf of Çukurova University in 1995.
Halime Paksoy leads the thermal energy storage team at Cukurova University currently
with two masters and six PhD students. Their main research is on fundamental and
applied energy storage studies, as well as on developing thermal energy storage materials and their applications in buildings and industry. She is associate editor responsible
for energy storage in the International Journal of Solar Energy Society.

Dr. Hasan Bayram received his MD degree from Erciyes University in 1988, and completed his Pulmonology Residency at Dicle University School of Medicine in 1999, in Turkey.
He performed his PhD in the field of asthma and air pollution at Queen Mary Westfield
College, University of London, UK (1994-1998), and worked as a Post-Doctoral Research
Fellow at National Heart and Lung Institute (2002-2003), Imperial College, London, UK.
Consequently, he set up the Respiratory Research Laboratory within University of
Gaziantep, and continued on his research studies from 2005 to 2016. He moved to Koc
University, School of Medicine in 2016, where he continuous his work as a full time
professor in pulmonary medicine. Dr Bayram is also an adjunct faculty member of Old
Dominion University, VA, USA since 2014.
He is author of more than 100 full papers and book chapters.
Dr. Bayram’s main research interests focus on effects of diesel exhaust particles and
engineered nanoparticles on airway epithelial cells in airway diseases. His ongoing
research includes mechanisms underlying pathogenesis of chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD) including role of progenitor/stem cells. He also seeks to understand the role of ciliary activity of airway epithelial cells in COPD and bronchiectasis.
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DR. IVO
MARTINAC

JAAP
HOGELING

DR. JAREK
KURNITSKI

With a background in mechanical and building services engineering, his main expertise
is in the areas of indoor environment quality (IEQ) management, building performance
management, high-performance building design-development-operation, as well as
sustainable community and urban development. Over the years, special focus areas
have included air filtration, IEQ management in commercial aircraft, resource-efficient
hotel-/resort development and operation, building performance management, as well
as
energy
system
modelling
for
building
clusters
and
districts.
Prof. Dr. Martinac has been responsible for and/or participated in a broad range of international, collaborative academic/industrial collaborative programs and projects, including in Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, the European Union, the Middle-East, Africa,
South-East Asia and the USA. His current research focuses on user-adapted building
performance management, indoor climate and energy systems for high-performance
(e.g. near-zero energy) buildings/districts, smart buildings and smart cities. He strongly
believes in the pursuit of sustainable development in close collaboration between the
public and the private sectors.

Jaap Hogeling MSc. ME. Manager international projects and Standards of ISSO (the
Netherlands Building Research Institute) and at EPB Center. Over 30 years active in the
CEN and ISO. Since 2003 Chairperson of CEN/TC371 «Program Committee on EPBD»
related to the EPBD (Energy Performance Buildings Directive), parallel to this active at
ISO level. Editor in Chief of REHVA Journal. Since 1989 active member of ASHRAE, RAC,
Tech-council, BOD (2019-2022). International awards: REHVA Professional Award (2009),
Fellow of REHVA (2011) and Golden Pin of REHVA (2019); ASHRAE Fellow (2011), Distin
guished Service (2019).
National Royal Award: «Officer in the Orde van Oranje-Nassau» (2012); Honorary
member of TVVL the Netherlands (2019)

Jarek Kurnitski is a Professor at Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia, and at Aalto
University, Finland. He is the leader of Estonian Center of Excellence in Research ZEBE,
Zero Energy and Resource Efficient Smart Buildings and Districts. He is internationally
known for the preparation of technical definitions for nearly zero energy buildings
through many activities in REHVA Technology and Research Committee and contributions to European standards. Recently he chaired a task force preparing European
residential ventilation guidebook. He has been deeply involved in the work to improve
the energy efficiency of the built environment in Estonia and Finland with major contribution in the development of dynamic simulation based energy calculation frames for
present energy performance regulations. He has been recognized with scientific awards
from professional associations SCANVAC (2000), REHVA (2005), and Estonian state
research award (2018), and his list of publications includes more than 500 items.
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DR. KARSTEN
VOSS

DR. KLAUS
VAJEN

DR. LEVENT
KURNAZ

Karsten Voss is a professor of building physics and technical services at the faculty of
architecture and civil engineering of the University Wuppertal, Germany, since 2003. His
courses focus on environmental building design in the bachelor and master of science
in architecture and civil engineering.
He studied mechanical engineering and achieved his PhD at the faculty of architecture
of EPFL Lausanne with experimental and theoretical research on an energy autonomous building. After some years of employment at an energy consulting company, he
was with the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, Freiburg, for 12 years. He
forms and coordinates the solar building group performing international applied
research in building science in contract for the industry and national as well as European
research programs. He works as expert for the International Energy Agency (IEA) in the
tasks on solar energy in building renovation, solar sustainable housing, net zero solar
energy buildings and solar energy utilization in urban planning. Current work within the
IEA focuses on building energy competitions and living labs.

Prof. Klaus Vajen is director of the Institute of Thermal Engineering at University of
Kassel (DE). He holds a PhD in applied physics and his scientific work focuses mainly on
experimental and numerical investigations of (solar) thermal energy components and
systems,
where
he
published
more
than
300
scientific
papers.
He founded and coordinates the master program "Renewable Energies and Energy
Efficiency (re2)" at University of Kassel as well as the European graduate school for
PhD-students "Solar Energy Network (SolNet)".
Prof. Vajen is furthermore chairman of the university council of the German Solar Energy
Society, president of the International Solar Energy Society (ISES) and was chair of the
Solar World Congress 2011 in Kassel.

Prof. Levent Kurnaz was born in Istanbul. He received his B.S. Degree in Electrical and
Electronic Engineering in 1988, his M.S. Degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
and his B.S. Degree in Physics in 1990 from Bogazici University, his M.S. Degree in Physics
in 1991 and his Ph.D. Degree in Physics in 1994 from University of Pittsburgh. Between
1995 and 1997 he worked as a research associate at Department of Chemistry in Tulane
University. In 1997 he joined Bogazici University Physics Department as an assistant
professor. Since he has been a Professor of Physics at Bogazici University. In 2014 he has
been appointed as the Director of the Center for Climate Change and Policy Studies at
Bogazici University. He is also one of the council members and the lead for the Sustainable Cities SDG for the UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network in Turkey. He is
married with two children.
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Lori McElroy is an Environmental Engineer and has spent the last 25 years working in
energy and environment related practice and research. She has acted as principal investigator on numerous European, UK and Scottish Government funded projects and has
published extensively on sustainability, energy and environmental issues in the built
environment.
The majority of Lori’s career has been spent on exploring mechanisms to support the
transfer of simulation technologies from academia to design practice and on supporting the professions and communities to improve the quality and performance of the
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ANDREAS MATZARAKIS
Research Centre Human Biometeorology, Deutscher Wetterdienst,
German Meteorological Center
Speech Title: Appropriate Heat Stress Indices And Micro Scale Models For Applications In Urban
Studies
Application of thermal indices has become very popular over the last three decades. It is mostly aimed at
urban areas and is also used in weather forecasting, especially for heat health warning systems. Recent studies also show the relevance of thermal indices and their justification to thermal perception. Only twelve out
of 165 indices of human thermal perception are classified to be principally suitable for the human biometeorological evaluation of climate for urban and regional planning: this requests that the thermal indices provide
an equivalent air temperature of an isothermal reference with minor wind velocity. Furthermore, thermal
indices must be traceable to complete human energy budget models consisting of both a controlled passive
system (heat transfer between body and environment) and a controlling active system, which provides a
positive feedback on temperature deviations from neutral conditions of the body core and skin as it is the
case in nature. Seven out of the twelve indices are fully suitable, out of which three overlap with the others.
Accordingly, the following four indices were selected as appropriate: Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI),
Perceived Temperature (PTJ), Physiologically Equivalent Temperature (PET), rational Standard Effective Tem
perature (SET*) and optionally mPET (modified PET).
The modelling is performed by RayMan model, which can calculate mean radiant temperature and thermal
indices (PMV, PET, SET*, UTCI and PT). For the calculation of mean radiant temperature RayMan is able to
calculate short and long wave radiation fluxes based on several methods of spatial inputs environments (fish
eye photos, geometrical characteristics of obstacles, free- drawing) and providing output of mean radiation
temperature, shade, sunshine durations and thermal indices. Another model ist the SkyHelios model. In
contrast to RayMan model, SkyHelios allows for spatial calculations for thermal comfort (PET, UTCI) and
several input and influencing parameters. SkyHelios supports the calculation of PET, UTCI and PT. Various
common spatial data formats can be used as input for the calculations.
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CĂTĂLIN LUNGU
Universite Technique de Constructions Bucarets
FII-UTCB/REHVA/OAER/AIIR
Speech Title: Romanian Energy Performance Certificate According To The New Set of
The Epb Standards
Romania’s building stock is made up of about 85% residential buildings, out of a total of 417 Mil m2. Up to
80% of the CO2 emissions from the Romanian building stock could be diminished through a comprehensive
renovation programme.
The percentage of the buildings built before 1990 is around 82%, the average residential energy consumption is 308 kWh/m2 and the major renovation rate is approx. 0,5% (according to EU Building Stock
Observatory).
The Romanian EPC system was first developed in 2001 as a voluntary scheme. Following the transposition of
the EPBD into a national law (in 2005), and the revisions in 2013 and 2016, nowadays the EPC is compulsory
for new and existing buildings when either sold or rented. In reality, very few real estate agencies ask for EPC
information when advertising properties for sale.
To enhance their value and strengthen the users trust, changes in the EPC format and information gathered
were required. The usefulness of the EPC can be increased through a better structure of the content and by
shaping better recommendations to improve the energy performance (linked with clear benefits). This
should be supported by an the introduction of an effective technical compliance check and an awareness
campaign aiming to increase the acceptance and value of EPC as energy renovation instruments.
In the presentation the author will provide last data from EUROSTAT regarding the Romanian building stock
and will detail the new format of the EPC, including a comparison between energy classes from the old EPC
and from the new one, taking into account the procedure presented in CEN standard EN 52003-1:2016 which
requires 2 reference points: the energy performance regulation reference Rr and the building stock reference Rs.
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CHEOL-SOO PARK
Professor
Department of Architecture and Architectural Engineering,
College of Engineering, Seoul National University
Speech Title: Application of Machine Learning Models to Hvac Systems
The current Building Energy Performance Simulation (BEPS) tools are based on first principles. For the
correct use of BEPS tools, simulationists should have in-depth expertise of building physics, numerical
methods, control logics of building systems, etc. Hence, it takes significant time and effort to develop a
first princi-ples-based simulation model for existing buildings—mainly due to the laborious process of
data gathering, determination of uncertain inputs, model calibration, etc. Rather than resorting to the first
principles-based approach, a data-driven machine learning approach has received growing attention,
specifically for the simulation of existing buildings.
This speech will address application of popular machine learning simulation models, e.g. Artificial
Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, Gaussian Process, Random Forest, and Genetic programming,
to Mod-el-Predictive Control (MPC) of chillers, heat pumps and air handling units installed in existing
buildings. It will be highlighted in the speech that the machine learning models can be beneficially used
(1) to describe the dynamic behavior of HVAC systems, (2) to identify underperforming components or
low-efficiencies among parallel devices or systems, (3) and to find optimal operation strategies of HVAC
systems in real-life cases. In addition, limitations and lessons learned from the aforementioned case studies
will be presented. Finally, the future prospect of the approach will also be addressed.
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DEĞER SAYGIN
SHURA Energy Transition Center
Speech Title: The Role of Renewable Energy in Heating Sector
Electricity demand represents around only one-fifth of Turkey’s total final energy consumption. Fossil fuels
and direct renewables consumption in end-use sectors for transport, space/domestic water heating and
cooking in buildings and as process energy in manufacturing is around four times higher than electricity use.
A complete transformation of Turkey’s energy system requires expansion of the renewable power deployment in these sectors as well. Representing less than 10% of the total final energy consumption, currently
only a small share of the actual renewable energy potential is consumed in these sectors. Renewable energy
share needs to be increased with the vast potential offered by resources such as solar, geothermal and
biomass as well as renewable energy powered electrification and hydrogen production, and energy efficient
technologies. Achieving the potential of these technologies in heating, cooling and transport applications
will enable Turkey to make significant progress in renewable energy deployment. These sectors represent
around 60 per cent of the total energy-related carbon dioxide emissions of Turkey. Higher uptake of low-carbon technologies will reduce these emissions, thereby contributing to Turkey’s efforts to mitigate the adverse
impacts of climate change. Planning the transformation of these sectors requires gaining more insight into
the potential, cost, benefits and commercialisation pathways of renewable energy, electrification and energy
efficient technologies.
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ESSAM E. KHALIL
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Cairo University, Egypt
Chairman ARAB Air Conditioning Code Committee
Convenor ISO TC163 WG4
Speech Title: ARAB-Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Code for Energy-Efficient Buildings
One important function of a building is to provide a comfortable and healthy environment for its occupants,
the attainment of which generally requires the use of energy for cooling and/or heating and for ventilation,
domestic hot water, lighting and other amenities. The use of energy for these purposes exploits natural
energy resources in competition with other energy needs and also causes environmental impact. Attention
is also paid to the generation of CO2 by the use of this energy. A worldwide effort toward rationale use of
natural resources will open wide the markets for energy efficient air conditioning equipment in buildings.
The building Construction industry likely holds the greatest prospects for energy saving than any other
through the design and construction of energy efficient buildings with improved thermal performance and
increased efficiency of air conditioning equipment. However, Arab national and regional authorities currently
attempt to adequately govern energy performance levels for air conditioned buildings to a great extent. Preferably, the same system of International standards should be appropriately adopted in our region. In addition, building automation products contribute significantly to improving a building's efficiency and flexibility
of use, making them easier and more economical to operate. Technical factors include the extremely high
rate of innovation in information and communications technology and the challenge of integrating different
automation and control systems in building environment applications.
Over the years the need of unified Arab codes was realized and true efforts were exerted to achieve such honourable goals. The Arab League had approved the need for such code and steps stared on 2006 to construct
and institutionalize such code that takes account of the wide spread of the Arab world with its diversified
climatic changes, social and geographical nature. Arab Code of Air Conditioning and refrigeration aims at
addressing design basic guidelines to Consultants, municipalities and planners on one side and to specify the
conditions for execution of the construction of such systems. Such Code should necessarily be concerned
with provision of minimum regulations, provisions and requirements to ensure safety and adequacy to
persons and property wherever heating, ventilation and air conditioning is installed and to all alterations or
improvements, including replacement of any apparatus or device, pertaining to heating ,ventilation and air
conditioning. These vary from simple refrigeration machine, window air conditioner, split units up to central
systems and district cooling. The code sets regulations covering indoor temperature and humidity, thermal
radiation and ventilation air speed established for applications in buildings in the Arab countries. These 'comfort' factors are difficult to quantify and enforce, differences are due to human traditions, standards of living
and social welfare. Economic and social factors affecting the acoustical market include an increase in commercial productivity goals and an increased concern for speech privacy. The climatic conditions in summer
were highlighted in graphic representations such as that shown in figures 1 and 2 that should be used as
design bases for summer air conditioning calculations.
Many Arab countries, currently manufacture Basic air conditioning equipment for residential and commercial applications, e.g. Egypt (Saiver and Egat), Jordan (Petra), Saudi Arabia (Zamel), Emirates (SKM) .Window
and split units are almost locally manufactured every where.
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JAREK KURNITSKI
Professor at Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia, and at Aalto University, Finland
Speech Title: Nearly Zero Energy Buildings and EPBD Implementation in EU
The target of NZEB was introduced together with cost optimality approach in 2010, in the recast of EPBD
which now has been once again revised in 2018. The latest revision did not any changes to NZEB and cost
optimality, but stressed the importance of good indoor climate and smartness of buildings. NZEB was
strengthened by the long-term renovation strategy which aims to transform all existing European building
stock to NZEB by 2050. It is important to distinguish that NZEB means different energy performance level for
new buildings and major renovation, both can be justified by cost optimality and evidently there are some
limitations and differences in renovation. In 2010, NZEB was launched to be a revolutionary change in
construction and it was expected to be more ambitious than just the cost optimal energy performance level.
Ongoing development shows that it takes time to implement radical changes, sometimes energy calculation
methodologies have not been ready for the high performance, and updating of building codes has been a
long-lasting process. National energy calculation frames and methodologies include many differences and
have created a situation where national NZEB requirements cannot be compared easily. Primary energy NZEB
values cover very broad range and sometimes even bigger numbers may represent higher performance than
smaller ones. In the presentation, the latest NZEB data from 2019 will be analyzed and some available examples will be discussed. There are countries which have been able to move to dynamic calculation methods
together with strict NZEB requirements that has made energy performance an integrated part of BIM based
building design. Because of very different starting points, European EPB standards support almost all types
of energy calculation methods such as monthly, simplified hourly and full dynamic simulation. In many cases,
dynamic simulation software is the only reliable method for energy performance predictions, for instance in
the case of ground coupled systems or other passive measures utilization. It is also important to avoid
common performance gaps in between calculated and measured performance, therefore occupant behavior, building operation and smart features have to be adequately addressed. To illustrate the development of
NZEB requirements, some comparisons of new apartment buildings as well as major renovation solutions will
be analyzed.
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LORI McELROY
International Building Performance Simulation Association
Speech Title: Building Performance Simulation: Challenges and Opportunities of IBPSA in a
Changing World
This paper presents recent observations regarding the future for our industry and the opportunities that
this brings for IBPSA. The purpose is to highlight just how buoyant our field is. It will also touch on the
role of simulation in re-thinking our relationship with the built environment post
COVID19.
We find ourselves in a situation of constant change, and disruption w ith populations expanding in some
parts of the world and contracting in others. We appear to be in climate and environmental crises while
attempting to grow economies and deal with related political turmoil. From a built environment perspective, and following the recent crisis, planners and the construction industry need to work with governments
and businesses worldwide to provide safe places for people to live and work quicker, cheaper and better than
ever before. All of this brings with it the problem of balancing environmental concerns with the wider needs
of everyone on the. The quality of the buildings and neigbourhoods we inhabit have suddenly and rightly,
been propelled into the spotlight, but how do we reshape our thinking before sliding back into our old ways?
The situation is daunting and the challenges both great and exciting.
This presents challenges and opportunities for innovation in research and industry – and simulation can play
a key role to play in this. I am not suggesting that simulation can solve global problems, but it can help us
manage scarce resources and futureproof what is being built now. In countries that are expanding, there are
huge opportunities to re-imagine the idea of Smart Cities and integrating simulation into the design process
could help designers and governments to get things right first time – but we have to use it wisely. IBPSA can
play an important part by leading the way by providing a support network for sharing ideas.
One of the great things about simulation is the absence of language or cultural barriers to the objective of
improving the performance of our buildings and cities.
As a champion of the routine use of simulation in design and construction for over 25 years, I am excited to see
possibilities emerging at a practical level for many of the things I have been advocating for a long time now.
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MIHA BOBIC
DANFOSS
Speech Title: Complete Management and Optimization Solution for District Energy Systems
Digitalization is enabler for better operation of district heating, especially the 4th generation cannot exist
without digital help. One can split district energy system into generation of heat, distribution of heat and
demand. Demand side is necessary for prediction of load and minimization of temperature level/heat need.
Distribution deals with pressure and temperature fields into network, thus defining needed pressure and
temperature levels of heat at the production side. While production side is about to optimize which plant
goes into operation, charging or discharging of heat storage and forecasting the load for whole network,
where side effect is to forecast electricity production from combined heat and power plants. Overarching
precondition is to get data as granular as possible through true IoT data collection system and that calculated
decisions of artificial intelligence engine are connected with hardware execution elements: valves, differential pressure controllers and electronic temperature controllers. End-to end optimization enables energy
savings in combination with greater comfort for users.
Key words: District energy, artificial intelligence optimization, End-to end district energy optimization,
digitalization of district energy systems
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PANAGIOTIS T. NASTOS
Laboratory of Climatology and Atmospheric Environment, Department of Geology and Geoenvironment,
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, , Athens, Greece
Speech Title: Urban Green Spaces Versus Urban Built Environment From The Perspective of Human
Thermal Sensation. Modeling Against Mobile Measurements
It is well known that green spaces within urban built environments could be beneﬁcial for human thermal
comfort at the micro-scale, especially during summer period at moderate climates, by effectively reducing
heat stress. Global warming, by means of heat waves, is expected to affect the human activities in the densely
populated areas. This is the case of Athens mega city, the capital of Greece, which faces the most pronounced
urbanization impact related to urban morbidity and mortality, mostly during heat waves events.
The objective of this study is to evaluate the human thermal sensation in a green-urban area of Athens during
a summer day by using a 3D microscale climate model and utilizing mobile meteorological measurements.
The assessment of the biometeorological conditions over the study area, was attained by the use of the
ENVI-met (V3.1) model, which is a three-dimensional, prognostic, microscale model for the calculation of
meteorological conditions and distribution of air pollutants. The experimental micro-measurements of air
temperature, humidity, wind speed, globe temperature and global solar radiation were conducted in two
routes on July 12, 2017, from 15:00 to 17:00 and from 21:00 to 23:00 Athens local time (UTC+3:00). The
meteorological parameters were recorded every 5s, using the appropriate sensors mounted on a cargo
bicycle at 1.5m height.
Furthermore, these densely carried out bicycle measurements were used to validate the high spatiotemporal
simulations of thermal comfort (72h starting at 06:00 on July 11, 2017), derived by the model ENVI-met.
Regarding the human thermal sensation, the human thermal index Physiologically Equivalent Temperature
(PET) was estimated with respect to both model’s simulations and experimental micro-measurements.
The spatial distributions of the thermal index regarding the two bicycle routes for the study green-urban area
were illustrated using ArcGIS 10.2. The in-situ measurements along with the model’s output results reveal the
thermal comfort regime of the selected area and the ability of the model to evaluate the
micrometeorological conditions, under different mitigation scenarios.
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PIETER DE WILDE
University of Plymouth (UK) and Secretary of IBPSA-World
Speech Title: Intelligent Computing for Building Performance Analysis
Building simulation is a key tool to assess building performance during the building design stage: at this
stage there is no building yet that can be monitored and assessed. Building simulation emulates aspects of
building performance using a computer-based, mathematical model and applies fundamental physical principles and engineering techniques and thus is the ideal approach to make predictions. Yet in practice there
often is a discrepancy between what is predicted and what is measured once the building is constructed,
commissioned, and in use. This phenomenon is often named the ‘performance gap’. In some domains such as
the energy use of buildings the performance gap has been observed to be as large as a factor two, meaning
that actual consumption is double the amount that was predicted. This has important consequences for the
design and future efficiency of HVAC systems.
This invited talk will reflect on some of the underlying challenges in predicting building performance when
using simulation. It reviews the principles of building simulation, giving a brief overview of the field. It compares and contrasts building simulation with physical measurements, drawing parallels and explaining some
of the root causes of the performance gap. It then explores the underlying needs and drivers of design,
construction and facility management processes of buildings, which are hard to capture and often left undefined. Finally, the presentation explores how approaches from the field of requirement engineering may help
to support proper definition of computational needs, embedding computational analysis efforts within the
wider context of assessment approaches that are available in the building domain, as a step towards intelligent approaches to assess building performance. It is concluded that requirement engineering may be used
to support the building simulation field on two levels: that of building engineering and design, and that of
the development of software used to inform building engineering and design efforts.
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Architecture design and Energy Performance of TDART house for the Solar Decathlon
Africa Competition 2019
N. Laghmich1, A. Chorak Franky1, M. Ahachad1, M. Mahdaoui1, M. Ouardouz1, Y. Berroho1,
R. Elalaiji2, F. Bahraoui1, N. Tlemsani1
1
Abdelmalek Essaâdi University, Faculty of Science and Techniques,
2
Abdelmalek Essaâdi University, National School of Applied Sciences
SUMMARY
This paper describes the architecture design and energy performance of a modular wood house:
TDART at Solar Decathlon Africa 2019 trough simulations (Energy Plus) and measured data.
TDART team challenges to design and build highly efficient building based on the full
integration of active-passive solar technologies and bioclimatic architecture to reach a positive
energy balance. Besides, the house shows a new innovative and sustainable insulation of the
envelope. The impact of insulation, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system
on thermal performance have been analyzed through the comparison of three wooden houses
and demonstrated excellent performance of TDART. The combination of low energy
consumption and high energy production during competition merited the TDART home the
first place in the four measured contests "Comfort Conditions", "Electrical Energy Balances",
"Appliances" and “Home Life and Entertainment" and the 6th place overall.
Keywords: Solar house; Solar Decathlon; Energy modelling; Energy Plus, Energy Efficiency
1. INTRODUCTION
The buildings sector represents 36% of final energy consumption worldwide and 39% of CO2
emissions [1]. In Morocco, building (residential and tertiary) is one of the major energyconsuming sectors, it represents 33% of final energy consumption and records strong growth
in annual energy consumption. To reduce its energy bill, Morocco has adopted a national energy
efficiency strategy which aims to achieve energy savings about 20% by 2030 through better use
of energy in all areas of economic and social activity. The integration of energy efficiency and
renewable energy techniques in the construction sector is one of the strategies that will allow
to face the energy challenges of the Kingdom and to achieve its objectives in the fight as regards
climate change [2]. Hence, more interest is recently given to energy consumption in green
buildings. A green building is a structure built according to an environment-friendly and
resource-efficient process throughout the building life cycle from site identification, design,
construction to operation [3]. A house became a green building when it includes technological
solutions, like solar panels environmentally friendly construction material and thermal
insulation and maintaining intensive energy use habits. In this context, for the first time in
Africa, the Solar Decathlon Africa 2019 (SDA’2019) which is the 2019 edition of Solar
Decathlon was organized by U.S. Department of Energy and the Solar Energy and New Energy
Research Institute (IRESEN) in Benguerir, Morocco to design and construct a small, modular
and autonomous building. It is an international university competition that stimulates
interdisciplinary learning in engineering, sustainability and architecture. Students from
different disciplines participate in teams led by university professors during a one year and a
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half preparation period and five weeks of on-site competitions. Our TDART team from
Abdelmalek Essaadi University participated among 18 participating teams with a modular and
highly efficient house. TDART house uses wood as a building material, providing a great
quality of life to its occupants to respect the environment, recycling and sustainability.
There are several studies about the building construction using wood as the material of
construction [4, 5, 6, 7] to minimize the environmental influences. Passive measures such the
use of solar technology and different types of insulation (Straw, phenolic, vacuum insulated
panel (VIP), Mineral wool, Wood fiber, Glass wool, cellulose, VIP + hemp, Aerogel + EPS,
VIP + wool, VIP + wood fiber) have been implemented by various researchers to minimize
energy demand and to improve the building envelopes [6, 7, 8]. There are diverse factors such
as the climate, building envelope system, building equipment, mechanical component and
indoor environmental conditions that influence the buildings energy consumption and the
mechanical systems have a wide impact on it [9, 10]. Besides, research on the application of
energy-efficient HVAC equipment is becoming attractive [11, 12, 13].
In this paper, the results from a case study of the architecture design and thermal performance
of an innovative, solar, and highly efficient house with sustainable insulation is presented. The
objective of this study is to depicts the TDART building energy performance improvement
through the implementation of passive energy efficiency measures and strategies during the
design, construction and operation of the house to reach a better indoor thermal comfort. The
results and assessment of both energy production and energy consumption with different
scenarios are discussed.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The building design strategies are based on the full combination of the active-passive solar
technologies and bioclimatic architecture to achieve a positive energy balance by providing a
high quality of life to its occupants. In this paper, the passive techniques have been highlighted.
2.1.Brief building description
TDART house (Figure 1) has been based on a bio-climatic architecture that can offer optimal
hydro-thermal comfort during the whole year by taking advantage of the natural resources of
its environment (the sun, the natural circulation of air, the thermal inertia of the materials and
soil), to minimize energy requirements for heating, cooling and lighting. On one hand, this low
consumption is due to the compensation of the internal contributions (electrical material, the
inhabitants) or by solar contributions. On the other hand, it is due to the very strong insulation
of the envelope, the absence of thermal leakage, the orientation, the structure of the house and
the control of natural and mechanical ventilation. Besides, the design of the architecture was
also based on a volumetric module of 3 × 3 × 3 (length, width and height) as shown in Figure
2.

Figure 1: TDART house at the end of construction

Figure 2: Final modular design of TDART house
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2.2.Physical model

As mentioned above, wood construction was chosen as the building material for the TDART
house. Thermal insulation is placed inside the walls. This has resulted in a well-insulated wall,
as wood is itself an excellent thermal and acoustic insulation material (See Figure 3). It insulates
6 times more than brick, 12 times more than concrete and 350 times more than steel. Thus, by
building with wood, you gain square meters of living space, while ensuring effective insulation
and therefore a feeling of comfort. In TDART house 58 m2 has been used of rigid panels
DANOPREN500 of extruded polystyrene foam (XPS), 40 mm thick for the roof, 93 m2 for
ground floor and 53 m2 for the intermediate floor. The second material used to reinforce thermal
insulation is a flexible roll made of recycled fabrics for thermal insulation of buildings. To
improve the acoustic insulation of TDART’s envelope, the team used Danosa M.A.D.2
Acoustic membrane, which is made of extremely thin glass fiber, which is a non-crystalline
material, with a short-range network structure, these glass fibers are used without matrix as
filters and fibrous covers not only for acoustic insulation but also for thermal insulation, which
increases the wall structure.

Figure 3: Exterior wall composition

The following scenarios have been conducted in this paper:
➢ The reference model: the initial model was the starting point for the construction of both
the architectural and the energy performance concepts. The envelope of the house was
composed only of wood without incorporating any other material as is shown in Table 1, with
this basic model we could benchmark the other optimized models.
➢ The improved thermal envelope: a study three-different thicknesses of the insulation has
been conducted. However, the construction team imposed 12 cm as a limit on the thickness of
the insulation, so we take three different scenarios presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Thermal properties of the envelope

2.3.The study approach/mathematical model

Energy Plus is an energy analysis and heat load simulation program. It is based on the
architectural description of the building, the physical composition, the associated mechanical
systems, etc. First, a simulation of the building was carried out to analyze the temperature
evolution within the different rooms of the building based on Energyplus software. Afterwards,
a study to calculate the annual heating and cooling needs was carried out by setting the comfort
interval from 20 to 25°C. Finally, the modelling of the system that will be integrated into our
TDART building has been completed.
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 Physical simulation model simplifying assumptions are:
• The absorptivity of the walls is 0.6.
• Each zone is modelled by a homogeneous volume characterized by uniform state
variables.
• The infiltration rate is calculated according to the following equation:
Iinfiltration= (Idesign)(Fschedule) [A+B |Tzone-Todb|+C(Wind Speed)+D(Wind Speed)]
A is constant, B is the variation according to temperature, C and D are the infiltration due to wind
speed (0.6; 0.036; 0.1177; 0).
• The external and internal heat transfer coefficients are determined according to the "Adaptive
convection algorithm".

Figure 4: Graphical interface of Google
Sketch Up, 3D model design

Figure 5: Semi-transparent
visualization of thermal zones

2.4.Weather data
The house was analyzed under arid climate conditions which represent the climate of Benguerir
city Morocco. Meteorological data is generated by METEONORM software. All simulations
were launched, analyzed and interpreted throughout all the seasons and with enhanced precision
during the competition period from 13 to 27 September 2019. From all 13 zones, only 6 zones
are classified as conditioned zones (See Figure 5), which constitute the living spaces in the
house.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1.The temperature variation with different scenarios (Nisrine)
Figure 6 shows the interior temperature variation during the competition period for all scenarios
studied without any energetic systems. The results obtained show a remarkable difference between
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the based building (Without insulation) and the insulated building. This can be explained by the fact
that during the night period, the uninsulated envelope with a low thermal performance loses all the
heat gains accumulated during the day, resulting in a strong fluctuation of the inside temperature
with the same behaviour of the outside one. This results in an uncomfortable condition in the
occupied rooms. However, the integration of the three scenarios of the insulated building generates
a reduction of the temperature by an average of 3°C. The scenario with 10 cm of ACR insulation
has a slightly higher temperature profile than the two other optimized scenarios which reflects the
possibility of overheating during the hot season. Despite the fact that the building is well insulated,
an HVAC system is still required to maintain the temperature within the setpoint range.

Figure 6: Temperature during the competition period 13-27 September
3.2.The heating and cooling energy requirement with four optimized thermal envelope
scenario (Nisrine)

Figure 7 shows the results obtained for the annual heating and cooling requirement and the total
requirement for the entire house to ensure thermal comfort conditions in the 20°C to 26°C range.
While the difference in cooling loads between the basic model and the others is not huge, since
the indoor temperature for the basic model decreases rapidly at night, as shown in Figure 6, and
heat could not accumulate. The three insulation scenarios use two types of insulation with
similar properties and have an approximate thickness, so the three energy loads are quite
similar. To choose our insulation model, several factors were taken into consideration: fire,
moisture and temperature resistance. XPS insulation has a higher fire resistance than ACR
insulation. On the other hand, ACR absorbs moisture and loses its thermal characteristics. We
embed ACR insulation in walls because of its high compressive strength, while we were looking
for high compressive strength in the floor. Taking all this into account, the combination of ACR
(5 cm) & XPS ( 4 cm) insulation was chosen.
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Figure 7: Yearly energy loads for different insulation construction
3.3.Comparison of thermal performance of the wooden buildings (Aicha)

The graph in Figure 8 reports the measured temperature of a typical day in September 2019 of
three wooden buildings: our TDART house and two other houses. All houses were required to
keep a temperature of 25°C. Thermal insulators were added to the walls and roof of each house
because they have low thermal inertia building in the interest of improving the thermal comfort
and reducing the energy consumption. Which has proven their efficiency when combined with
appropriate HVAC systems. As you can see in Figure 8, it was the case for our TDART house
and House 1 but unfortunately not for House 2. This later confronted the overheating issue as
it has a larger glazed area and only one internal unit to cool the whole conditioned space.

Figure 8: The measured temperature of a typical day in September 2019 of three wooden buildings

The combination of low energy consumption and high energy production during the required
activities of the competition merited the TDART home first place winner in the Comfort
conditions contest, Electrical Energy Balance contest (requiring a positive energy balance),
Appliances contest and home life & Entertainment contest. The home earned sixth place in the
overall competition.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
 The purpose of this work was mainly to present the TDART building energy performance
improvement through the implementation of passive energy efficiency measures and strategies
such as improving the building envelope, and the HVAC system to reach a better indoor thermal
comfort. The paper discusses the results of the simulations and the measurements and the main
findings can be summarized as follows:
 The 27 PV panels TDART house guaranty an electrical energy production of 712 kWh
while the energy consumption was estimated at 214 kWh during the measuring contests.
 The practical strategies presented in this paper could be very useful for architecture designs
to replicate the TDART house to implement it in a nearly zero-energy house in the continent of
Africa and the Mediterranean region.
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F Gas Regulation, Kigali Amendment and Future of Turkish HVAC-R Industry
Andac Yakut
Daikin Turkey
SUMMARY
European Union’s F gas Regulation is revised in 2014 and got into force in 2015. In 2016 Kigali
Amendment that aims HFC phase down is accepted globally which Turkey has not ratified yet.
Also in 2018 F gas Regulation in Turkey is published.
In this study first EU’s F gas Regulation and Turkish F gas Regulations are compared in terms
of labelling, leakage checking, certification etc. Secondly, in case of Turkey ratifies Kigali
Amendment, the future effects of HFC phase down to Turkish HVAC industry and how quotas
should be defined for Turkey and what should be the next step for Turkey is discussed in detail.
Keywords: F gas Regulation, Kigali Amendment, HFC, phase down
EU F GAS REGULATION
The F Gas Regulation published in Europe in 2006 focused on preventing “leaks and emissions”
with regular leakage control, certification of technical personnel, record keeping obligation,
recovery obligation, labeling, etc. [1]. These measures, together with the MAC (mobile air
conditioning systems) directive, will make F gas emissions stable despite their increasing use.
However, these measures are not sufficient to reach the EU low carbon road map 2050 targets.
More action is needed to achieve these goals.
The European Commission published the revised New F Gas Regulation No. 517/2014 on
20.5.2014 to achieve EU's low carbon road map 2050 targets. The new 2014 F gas legislation
aims to cut emissions of F gases by two thirds by 2030. This regulation came into force in the
EU as of 01.01.2015 [2].

Figure 1. EU’s F Gas emissions reduction targets
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 2006 AND 2014 F-GAS REGULATIONS
While the 2006 F Gas Regulation focuses on prevention of "leaks and emissions" by regular
leakage control, certification of technical personnel, record keeping obligation, recovery
obligation, labeling etc., in the new 2014 F Gas Regulation, the requirements in the previous
regulation (with some amendments) remain the same, but in addition, a number of new
measures have been introduced. These are;
1. Phasing down the consumption of HFCs: (Phase down of HFCs placed on the market through
quota allocation)
2. Additional Product & service bans: (Limited product bans were further extended)
THE HFC PHASE-DOWN SCHEDULE
The new F Gas Regulation aims to gradually reduce the amount of HFC’s in the EU market
through the allocation of quotas to (bulk) HFC manufacturers and importers. This phase down
aims to reduce HFC consumption by 79% by 2030. (Figure 2, based on the annual average of
the total amount released in Europe between 2009 and 2012. The quota amount mentioned here
will be calculated on a new unit defined as "CO2 equivalent", not on the basis of weight (kg).
“CO2 equivalent” is equal to the amount of refrigerant (kg) multiplied by the global warming
potential (GWP) of the refrigerant. (CO2eq = kg x GWP).

Figure 2. EU’s HFC phase-down Schedule
HOW TO ACHIEVE HFC PHASE DOWN?
Determining the quota amounts in terms of “CO2 equivalent” will steer refrigerant
manufacturers and importers to alternative refrigerants also equipment manufacturers towards
new technologies. This phase down can be achieved using one or more of the following:
1. Change to HFC refrigerants with a lower global warming potential (GWP)
2. Change to non-HFC refrigerants
3. Reduce the HFC refrigerant quantity
4. Recover and reuse HFCs
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NEW F GAS REGULATION: ADDITIONAL GWP LIMITS FOR AIR
CONDITIONERS & HEAT PUMPS
With the new F Gas Regulation, besides the phase down, there are a number of new limitations
for the equipment. One of these;
• For single split air conditioners with a charge below 3 kg: GWP must be <750 from 2025 [2].
Although this regulation does not impose a specific GWP limit or product ban for equipment
containing more than 3 kg of refrigerant, multi-split or VRV systems, Chiller systems, it is
recommended that all equipment manufacturers should switch to alternative refrigerants as soon
as possible. The reason for this is that, although there is no specific GWP limit for these
equipment, all HFC refrigerants to be used in the equipment will fall under the “phase down”
as of 2015.
The phase down of the HFCs and the GWP limitations introduced by the EU's F Gas Regulation
mentioned above followed by the phase down of the HFCs globally with the Kigali Agreement,
will bring alternative refrigerants with low GWP value to an important position in the coming
period. Possible solution for these limitations can be switching to alternative refrigerant R-32
instead R410A refrigerant currently used in domestic air conditioners. This is because the GWP
value of R410A refrigerant is 2088, while the GWP value of R-32 refrigerant is 675.
KIGALI AMENDMENT (GLOBAL HFC PHASE DOWN)
On October 15, 2016, the Montreal Protocol Parties reached a historic agreement that would
significantly reduce global climate change. This agreement took place at the 28th Meeting of
Parties in Rwanda, Kigali, attended by approximately 200 countries worldwide, aims to
phasedown the global consumption (in CO2 equivalent) of HFCs (hydrofluorocarbons) under
the Montreal Protocol [3].
This agreement, in the past period, supports the COP 21 climate agreement in Paris, which aims
to keep the global average temperature rise below 2˚C, by focusing on HFC gases.
In accordance with this agreement, different phase down schedules were prepared for developed
countries (A2) and developing countries (A5, 2 subgroups) (Table 1). Even tough Turkey has
not ratified the Kigali Amendment yet, Turkey belongs to A5 (developing countries) Group 1.
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Table 1. Kigali Amendment Global HFC phase down Schedules

quantities CO2eq. = kg x GWP

With this agreement, because the phase down of HFCs has become global, refrigerants with
low GWP values will gain great importance in the upcoming period. The R-32 refrigerant for
domestic and commercial air conditioners is the best example of this.
F GAS REGULATION TURKEY
F gas Regulation in Turkey is published on 04.01.2018 [4]. Although this published regulation
is similar to the European Union’s 2006 F gas regulation, there is no detailed information about
issues such as reporting, labeling, central database and certification.
The details will be determined by Turkish Ministry of Environment and Urbanization after the
EU project called “Technical Assistance for Increased Capacity for Transposition and Capacity
Building on F-Gases.”
“TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR INCREASED CAPACITY FOR TRANSPOSITION
AND CAPACITY BUILDING ON F-GASES” PROJECT
The objective of this project is alignment of the F gas Regulation in Turkey with the valid EU
F gas Regulation (EU) 517/2014 [5].
This EU-funded project will end in May 2020.
At the end of the project, harmonized draft F Gas Regulation for Turkey will be created.
In this draft regulation, there will be detailed information about reporting, labeling, central
database and certification that are not in the current regulation.
FUTURE OF TURKISH HVAC INDUSTRY
EU’s F Gas Regulation and Kigali Amendment is not about the phase out of HFCs but about
the phase down of HFCs and aims to achieve this phase down within the framework of calendar.
In this phase down schedule refrigerant quantities are expressed as CO2eq. (kg x GWP). The
reason for why CO2 eq. used is not to direct the equipment manufacturers to a certain refrigerant
and to provide freedom in refrigerant selection for the phase down process.
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Phase down HFCs can be achieved through a combination of various measures. For example,
reducing GWP with both HFC and non-HFC’s and also reducing the amount of refrigerant will
contribute to phase down (For example: with microchannel technology, more recovering and
reuse of refrigerants and by promoting them). Also, when selecting alternative refrigerant,
besides the environmental impact of the refrigerant, many factors such as energy efficiency,
availability, cost-effectiveness, safety etc. of the refrigerant play an important role.
When defining phase down schedule and quota quantities in the framework of F gas Regulation
and Kigali amendment for Turkey, in order to correct modeling of future use of HFC
refrigerants, not only current use in Turkey but also future use should be estimated with a correct
assumptions.
When estimates and assessments are being made not only current Turkish market but also
considering that export amounts of equipment and thus the quantity of refrigerant may increase
in future should be taken into consideration. In determining the future use of refrigerant for
Turkey a modeling or simulation can be done as mentioned above.
Finally, regarding Kigali Amendment and F Gas Regulation for Turkey it is recommended that
Turkish equipment manufacturers switch to alternative low GWP new technologies as soon as
possible.
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An Approach to Use of High Pressure Water Mist System for Continuous Operation
İsmail Turanlı, Arda Aytuğlu
Norm Teknik A.Ş., Turkey
SUMMARY
Today, it is inevitable for facilities to continue their operations as soon as possible after a fire
situation with the obligations brought by the increasing competition environment. In industrial
facilities and commercial buildings of the twenty-first century, it has become unacceptable for
the facility to remain out of operation. For this reason, it is important to ensure continuous
operation by minimizing the combustion and water damage caused by the fire. In this approach
it is introduced how a more sustainable hazard recovery and business continuity operation can
also be achieved on a performance based system by addressing the advantages / disadvantages
of traditional fire protection systems for existing or commercial buildings, data centres and
industrial facilities. It is also introduced a comparison of drainage system, water supply tank
and contamined liquid tank capacity for storage of flammable liquids for a storage where
sprinkler or high pressure water mist system is used.
INTRODUCTION
For centuries, water has been used as a medium to fight fires by cooling the fire. Water mist
system technique created by separating the water into small particles which is smaller than
1000μ and turning particles into fog thereby increasing the heat energy absorption area of the
environment and rapidly decreasing the oxygen level. In order to investigate the water mist
system there are three types of water mist system; low pressure system where the distribution
piping is exposed to pressures of 12.1 bar (175 psi) bar or less, intermediate pressure system
where the distribution system piping is exposed to pressures greater than 12.1 bar (175 psi) but
less than 34.5 bar (500 psi) and high pressure system where the distribution system piping is
exposed to pressures of 34.5 bar (500 psi) or greater [1]. In high pressure systems generally
316L seamless stainless pipe is used, but it can differ for different manufacturer’s solutions.
Since the water mist system is a performance-based system, the design and the installation
parameters of water mist systems are based on full scale tests, so that different designs
parameters will occur based on manufacturer. Every manufacturer may or not have their own
solution for the same situation. The test and approval of the systems, nozzles, pumps and other
equipment are made by different variety of 3rd party organizations. Such as VDS, FM, IMO
etc. Fire suppression consist of three main physical effects; evaporation cooling, oxygen
displacement and radiation blocking [2].
This approach aims to give an angle for investors, facilities and consultants in areas where the
post-fire recovery times should be considered, the water supply tank area for the fire protection
should be considered and to compare provided area for the contaminated water after fire are
required to be stored.
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WATER MIST IN DATA CENTRES
One single deluge water mist system for all zones in data centre can be used. The system has
faster activation than gas based systems, ready immediately after discharge, there is no need for
expensive and time consuming refilling process where time is money for the data centers, data
center may be kept running during the extinguishment, water is not harmless to human and
equipment, no need to shut off ventilation system before activating the water mist system and
since the system is modular it will be easier to extend to cover the more sections as the data
centre gradually expands [3].
Figure 1 Sample Data Centre Zones [4]
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DATA CENTRE UNPLANNED OUTAGE RELATION
When it comes to continuous operation, the data centres has one of the most expensive
unplanned outage due to downtime. The fire is an unexpected situation for everyone but a case
where it needs a precaution before and after the fire. The damage caused by the extinguishment
agent needs to be minimized for reduced downtime and proceed continuous operation. In the
most cases even if don’t have redundant system refilling time must be considered. Even if there
is a redundant extinguishment system the problem is always clearing the space and the damaged
equipment. The recovery time will differ depending on the situation, downtime cost comparison
can be made referring to a study below where it is said the costs of downtime per minute
depending on different data centres.
Figure 2 reports the minimum, median, mean and maximum cost per minute of unplanned
outages computed from 63 data centers. This chart shows that the most expensive cost of an
unplanned outage is over $17,000 per minute. On average, the cost of an unplanned outage per
minute is nearly $9,000 per incident [5]
Figure 2 Total cost per minute of an unplanned outage
Comparison of 2010, 2013 and 2016 [6]

TOXIC LIQUID STORAGE
If there is a toxic flammable liquid storage decided to be designed based on NFPA30, the
drainage system of contamined post-fire water must be separated from main drainage system
and needs to be equipped with traps or separators and must be stored in tanks. And according
to Turkish laws it is said clearly below.
Depending on the type of packaging material and the amount of waste stored, it is mandatory
to have fire extinguishers and to establish a separate collection system to prevent contamination
of soil, groundwater and surface water. Fire extinguishers and collection systems for spilled
waste are kept separate for incompatible wastes. The collection system is sized for the largest
warehouse space [7].
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A separate drainage mechanism is developed at the bottom to prevent waste from coming into
contact with sewage or surface water. Only drainage points are allowed where the water used
during firefighting will be drained in a controlled manner [8].
SPRINKLER PROTECTION FOR A TOXIC LIQUID STORAGE
In this section sprinkler system is going to be designed for single row rack storage of toxic
flammable liquids in metal containers, portable tanks and IBCs. The storage selected for this
case the fire zone has 5m (m) ceiling height, 4,5 (m) storage height, 12 (m) wide, 15 (m) length
where the area is 180m2. And the water discharge time taken from NFPA 30 below.
16.7 Water Supply. Water supplies for automatic sprinklers, other water-based protection
systems, hose streams, and hydrants shall be capable of supplying the anticipated water flow
demand for a minimum of 2 hours [9].
Figure 3 Table 16.5.2.1 Design Criteria for Sprinkler Protection of Single- and Double-Row
Rack Storage of Liquids in Metal Containers, Portable Tanks, and IBCs [10]

Selected Storage Specifications and Design Parameters for Sprinkler System;
Design Area – 180 (m2)
Container Style and Capacity ≤ 19L
Maximum Storage Heigh ≤ 4,2m
Maximum Ceiling Height ≤ 5,4m
Sprinkler Type K ≥ 11.2 (pendent only) ,Response - QR (HT)
Design Density – 26,455 L/min/m2), (26,455 mm/min)
According to NFPA 30, 2018;
Q (L/min) =Design Density (L/min/m2) x Design Area (m2) (1)
Q (L/min) =26,455 (L/min/m2) x 180 (m2)
Q= 4.761,9 (L/min)
Water storage tank capacity only for sprinkler system excluding hose streams and hydrants
Water Supply Tank Capacity = 4.761,9 (L/min) x 120 (min) (2)
Water Supply Tank Capacity = 571.428 (L) => 572 (m3)

This means 5 (m) height x 114,4 (m2) area needs to be provided for this sprinkler system water
supply. Additional contamined water storage tank and separate drainage system needs to be
provided. The conamined tank capacity may (572 + liquid storaged) m3 and the drainage pipe
system for this system will be DN250.
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WATER MIST PROTECTION FOR A TOXIC LIQUID STORAGE
For the same storage system is designed depending on manufacturer’s design manual. The
selected nozzle is for Flammable Liquids which can be used in this situation.
K factor = 1.69
Operation Pressure = 66 bar
Nozzle Spacing = 3.25 (m) x 3.25 (m)
Design Nozzle Quantity = 12
Q per nozzle (L/min) = K x √P (bar) (3)
Q per nozzle (L/min) = 1.69 x √66 bar
Q per nozzle (L/min) = 13,73 (L/min)
Qtotal (L/min) = 12 x 13,73 (L/min)
Qtotal (L/min) = 247 (L/min)
Water storage tank capacity only for high pressure water mist system excluding hose streams
and hydrants
Water Supply Tank Capacity = 247 (L/min) x 120 (min)
Water Supply Tank Capacity = 29.640 (L) => 30 (m3)
This means 5 (m) height x 6 (m2) area needs to be provided for this water mist system water
supply and the contamined water storage tank and separate drainage system needs to be
provided. The contamined liquid tank capacity may (30m3 + liquid storaged) and the drainage
pipe system for this system will be DN100.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The advantages of water mist system used in Data Centres are that the system is performance
based, which provides continuity, less water usage, harmless for human and equipment and
there is no ventilation effect on extinguishment system. Therefore every manufacturer has
different solution for data centres and the pressure type of water mist system so the droplet size
should be considered for cooling capacity and performance. And every manufacturer has
different design manuals based on different standards.
The results for the toxic flammable liquid storage is an approach for selected circumstances. It
may vary for different types of liquid, storage method, the size of storage and the design
standarts. The water supply tank height is 5m since the storage ceiling heigh is below 5.4m. So
that the comparison of water usages are 572m3 for sprinkler system and 30m3 for water mist
system and the area needs to be provided are for extinguishment system water supply are 114m2
for sprinkler and 6m2 for water mist system. The contamined liquid amount which is water,
going to be much less than sprinkler system if water mist system is used. The capacity of
contamined liquid storage will be (572 m3 + liquid storaged) in sprinkler system and (30m3 +
liquid storaged). And for the drainage of system pipe sizes may be DN250 for sprinkler system
and DN100 for water mist system. The cost effectivity should be considered when comparing
two systems. And for the protection of toxic flammable liquid storages some other systems such
as foam based, dry chemical etc. may be used depending on the circumstances.
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Numerical and Experimental Analysis of Innovative Greenhouse Air
Conditioning System
Levent Çolak, Başak Dere and Zeynep Hazal Gümüşlüol
Başkent University, Turkey
SUMMARY
The purpose of the study is creating an energy-efficient and innovative air conditioning system
for greenhouses. Designed air distribution channels allow producers more economical
production during a whole year period. In parallel with it, the prices of the products will be
decreased and requested products will be more accessible for consumers.
To determine the most energy-efficient and economical air conditioning scenario, flow domains
of each alternative is modelled and analysed with CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
package programs. Air distribution channels and the whole greenhouse ambient are evaluated
separately to avoid dramatic numerical mistakes. The verification tests are done on the scaled
prototype of the first alternative air conditioning scenario. After the verification with an error
%5, other alternatives are run with using the verified numerical model. By evaluating contours,
the most effective air conditioning alternative is specified.
To evaluate the economical side of the chosen air conditioning alternative, thermo-economic
analysis is performed using excel macros.
INTRODUCTION
Many commercial applications are aimed to supply products during a whole year period. To
achieve this goal producers are wasting great effort to generate suitable climatic conditions for
plants. Accordingly, the effectiveness of greenhouse air conditioning system is one of the most
critical considerations in the system design because of the impact on the price of the
products.Modern greenhouses are systems in which water, fertilizer, ventilation mechanisms
(heating, cooling and humidification), and the amount of heat and light entering can be
controlled. The main purpose of modern greenhouses is to create the opportunity to grow in the
greenhouse by providing suitable conditions for the plant during the periods when the desired
product cannot be produced under natural conditions. In case the ambient temperature is low
for the plant to grow, it allows the harvest to take place by increasing the temperature thanks to
modern greenhouses. Also, when the temperature of the region where the greenhouse is located
and the radiation and heat gain increase, the temperature inside the greenhouse is higher than
the normal temperature required by the plant, which leads the producer to the need for cooling
in the greenhouse.
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Another popular cooling application is done to push forward the time that is used for plantation
of the plants. To supply some specific winter products to the market, scheduled plantation
period of the year must be waited by producers. However, when the conditions of the cold
plantation months are created in the greenhouse indoor climate, producers may supply winter
products earlier than their competitors.
The mass of hot air charged into the greenhouse is expected to reach the target volume, that is
the place where the plants are located, change the ambient temperature, but the temperature of
the air charged into the greenhouse is higher than the local temperature. This upward movement
of air causes the charged air to reach or partially reach the target volume. To solve the heating
problem of the plants, extra hot air is charged into the target volume of the plants. To create an
extra mass of hot air, the heating system must draw more power and consume more fuel. Fuel
spent unnecessarily damages the environment by increasing carbon emissions. Also, while only
the volume of plants should be heated, this process, which is carried out to bring the entire
greenhouse environment to the desired temperature, causes a serious energy loss and causes a
decrease about efficiency.
Since the temperature of the charged air is lower than the ambient temperature during the
blowing of cold air into the greenhouse, the cold air settles on the greenhouse floor and cooling
can be done easily. In this way, the limits of the target volume are easily achieved. However,
modelling cold airflow, defining flow barriers and evaluating numerical analysis results is an
analysis problem in itself. Also, the instantaneous temperature of the greenhouse environment
should be considered to keep the desired temperature within the greenhouse within a certain
range, because the amount of cold air that needs to be charged will be determined accordingly.
Sending too much cold air to the location can create excessive cooling energy and cause plants
to be damaged by cold as the cold air reaches the target volume effectively.
To prevent the explained reasons of the efficiency decreases, zone air conditioning techniques
are used as microclimatic layers are created into the greenhouse by CFD analyses, heating and
cooling processes are evaluated separately with particularly designed components. The creation
aim of the microclimatic layers is to block the extra air conditioning cost with conditioned just
the target volume.
CFD simulations can be a valuable tool for analysing the internal airflow and understanding the
functionality of the designed air conditioning components at the greenhouse indoor climatic
conditions.
Our simulations are performed with three different CFD software packages, SimScale, ANSYS
Fluent, which allowed us to examine the validity of several cases by comparing their results.
This project aims to design an efficient, innovative air-conditioning system and an integrated
heating/cooling components that can be produced in high quality and quantity throughout the
year, and the efficient use of energy, which has become an important design condition all over
the world, and that the air conditioning system to be used in greenhouses is environmentally
friendly.
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There is also a scientific background about greenhouse air conditioning systems, mechanical
ventilation and specific turbulence models are examined[main]. The first experiments studying
the air circulation in a greenhouse were conducted by Businger, Morris and Neale[1]. At the
same time, some theoretical models are described to explain the air exchange in the greenhouses
that are depending on external wind speed and temperature difference[2]. Also, some
experimental studies are done to explain the air circulation in the greenhouse that is made with
wind tunnels by Sase et al. [3]. The first CFD application about greenhouse air conditioning
system was conducted by Okushima[4]. The validation of the numerical model is supplied by
Sase’s wind tunnel experiment.
There are studies on active and passive heating methods to meet the heating need of the
greenhouse in winter. Active heating was applied using geothermal energy, using soil-air heat
exchangers and phase-changing storage materials [7-8]. Passive heating is; water tanks, rock
beds, north-facing wall applications, mulching, movable insulation elements, thermal curtain
applications. When these applications are evaluated in terms of energy efficiency to be provided
in the greenhouse; thermal curtain application is the most practical and convenient way [7-9].
The most appropriate thermal behaviour of a greenhouse for cooling is due to the high
performance of the cooling system it contains in extreme conditions. Natural ventilation
prevents solar radiation input, which can be used in combination with forced ventilation
(exhaust fans) or with reflective materials placed locally, causing extremely high-temperature
values for plants. Such cooling systems can only be effective in regions where the summer
season is not very hard and the average temperature does not exceed 33 degrees. In regions
where extreme temperature conditions are experienced and the average temperature exceeds 40
degrees, evaporative cooling is the most efficient form of cooling. Roof type cooling systems
are used as an alternative to evaporative cooling, which creates a fog image and is provided
with the help of a fan when used in the greenhouse. The daily temperature difference between
the capillary heat exchanger and soil and the blowing temperature has been reduced. Apart from
this, some studies suggested using excessive heat that is harmful to plants during the daytime
in a water tank to reduce the negative effect of low temperatures during the night hours. When
these studies are examined, it was seen that heating, cooling and ventilation units should be
used together. In experimental studies on the control of greenhouse microclimate, according to
the temperature conditions of the region where the greenhouse is located, simultaneously; solar
energy for heating, greenhouse soil for heat storage, greenhouse soil and cold water were used
for cooling. Experimental studies on greenhouses have shown that the improvements to be made
in the temperature factor are directly related to the manufacturability of the product in the
greenhouse[10].
On the other hand, composite systems can perform both heating and cooling with a single
device. The soil-air heat exchanger system (EAHES) used today is one of the most successful
systems to be compatible with greenhouses. Heat exchangers can be used to transfer heat to the
soil mass at a constant temperature or to draw heat from the soil mass. Also, a combined hollow
space heat exchanger system (ACCHHES) carrying liquid has been developed. This system
carries the constant temperature deep surface water through irrigation pipes and uses it to cool
the greenhouse [11].
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Economical comparisons have been made to make it easier to choose among the systems used
in greenhouse air conditioning. The purpose of these studies is to determine the most
advantageous group by making a comparison between the two basic structures used in
greenhouse air conditioning, the solar system and the fuel system. Solar systems contain
polypropylene capillary heat exchangers. In the system with two batteries, the first battery is
suspended in the greenhouse, the second is under the greenhouse soil. Throughout the day, the
heat exchanger suspended in the air heats the air in the greenhouse by recycling the thermal
energy needed by the plants, the excess energy that arises and stored during the day. Recycled
energy is stored in the heat exchanger under the greenhouse during the day. The conventional
heating system to be compared with the solar system is a 15 kW fuel tank. In DecemberFebruary, the traditional system is more successful than the solar system. But for the rest of the
year, the solar system can create better conditions in the greenhouse. Another advantage of the
solar system is that it absorbs the excessive heat that will negatively affect the growth of the
plants and prevents the formation of temperature values that will negatively affect the growth
of the plants. It has been observed that the use of the solar system annually saves up to 360
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ�
of fossil energy. It has been determined that the annual profit for approximately 700
𝑚𝑚2
thousand decares of greenhouse in our country is 2520 million kWh [12].

In this study numerical and experimental analysis are evaluated together, a prototype
greenhouse is modelled concerning the dimensions that are calculated from similitude analysis.
Required heating installation is constructed as pipes that are filled with thermal oil which
involves an electrical heater inside. For the cooling side, air distribution channels are modelled
with a calculated geometric similitude scale. The setup will be constructed and combined at the
further time of the project.
METHODS

The methods and methods to be applied to reach the project objectives are given below. The
following themes will be covered specifically for the project: Creating a mathematical model,
performing pre-tests and obtaining boundary conditions, running numerical analysis with CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics), prototype manufacturing, verifying the model, evaluating
different scenarios. The methods to be used in the project will not include previously applied
and unlike current solutions, they will include the inclusion of thermo-economic analysis in the
design process and the creation of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and microclimatic
layers.
The boundary conditions to be used during the run of the final numerical model will be
determined by the inputs given to the test unit. In the design of conditioned air distribution
channels, the geometries of the duct and the air blowing openings on the duct will be optimized
by evaluating different geometries.
The CFD analysis to be made will consist of three parts. The first is the analysis to be run in the
control volume specified in the greenhouse to create microclimatic layers in the greenhouse.
The second one is to analyse the friction losses that will occur within the air distribution
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channels to be designed. The third part is to analyse the geometry of the heating installation that
is based on finned and bare pipes.
Verification tests to be carried out within the project can be summarized as follows; by
integrating a pre-prototype, which has been reduced by similitude analysis, into the test unit,
results will be obtained such as the speed of air exit from the duct, pressure drops to occur along
the duct and the temperature distribution within the greenhouse. During the tests, the data to be
taken from thermocouples and flowmeters can be observed momentarily from the display
screens integrated into the test units and intervened when an unexpected situation is
encountered.
In verification tests, studies will be carried out to verify the numerical model that has been run
and whose mesh structure has been checked. It is aimed that the deviation between the airflow
rate, speed, pressure drop values and the values obtained from the verification tests when the
conditioned air is blown into the greenhouse and the air duct on the test mechanism formed by
combining the produced prototype and the test unit. Also, the microclimatic layers intended to
be formed are intended to meet the 5% temperature change requirement between these layers
in addition to the numerical analysis and validation test results.
RESULTS
This work aimed first to improve the efficiency level of the greenhouse air conditioning system
by that producers are increase their profit and the prices of the products will be decreased, the
accessibility of the products will increase for the consumers.
When the scheduled time of planting is set to the earlier months with using zone air conditioning
techniques for cooling, the supply time to the market is being earlier than before and that
situation creates an advantage between to producers about the marketplace competition.
The increase in efficiency prevents the excessive wasting energy that is used to heat or cool
greenhouse. By microclimatic layer creation, only the volume where the plants are living is airconditioned this prompt to lower energy requirements for the whole air conditioning system.
Accordingly, the restricted energy sources of our country are used sparingly.
Designed air conditioning system components that are air distribution channel and heating
installation results in a more efficient air conditioning system for greenhouse. Air distribution
channels are examined as constant cross-section area with the gaps constant and increasing
diameter through the channels, conical shape with the gaps constant and increasing diameter.
Then, the model that has a conical shape with constant diameter is more effective than the other
channel alternatives. Also, heating installation is modelled with bare and finned pipes
separately. The model that includes finned pipes is more successful than the bare pipes. The
heating installation is located on the floor of the greenhouse and most of the heat transfer occurs
with convection heat transfer, because of the area increase finned pipes are a more powerful
tool to heat the greenhouse.
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When the whole system is evaluated by CFD analysis with best efficient components,
microclimatic layers are created and to validate the numerical model a test setup is designed.
For the validation of the numerical model, results that are taken from CFD analyses and tests
are compared, %5 of error is enough for the validation of the numerical model.
The specified air conditioning scenario will be evaluated with thermo-economic analysis,
thermo-economic analysis is run with constituted excel macros.
Names and units
EAHES

earth to air heat exchanger

CFD

computational fluid dynamics

HAP

Hourly analysis program

Heat Flux
Power

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚2

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

Energy

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ

DISCUSSION
It is important to mention some limitations of this study:
•

•
•

In this study a room with heating installation and three air distribution channels was
considered. Earlier studies have shown the importance of physical parameters on the
performance of air conditioning systems such as charged air velocity and temperature,
room geometry and the number of heat sources. Further researches needed to evaluate
the performance of different physical characteristics
This study was performed for a single isolated greenhouse and the radiation heat
transfer are calculated from Carrier HAP program. Further research is needed to
validate these heat flux values.
The study only considered a geometrically reduced test set up, to validate the numerical
model the data that are taken from the geometrically scaled test unit is used. Further
research is necessary on exploring the impact of the test set up with real dimensions.
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The Comparative Assessment of Mechanical Systems in the Commissioning Process in
terms of Turkey and U.S. Green Building Certification Systems
Berk Kurtulus, Ufuk Yeni, Umit Yildirim, M.Sahin Iskenderoglu
INCOMA Engineering and Consultancy
SUMMARY
With the realization of industrial revolutions, the melting of glaciers in the world and the
increase in global warming, human beings have to take some precautions. The process started
with the Montreal Protocol in the 1980s, the Kyoto Protocol in the 2000s and then the Paris
Agreement began to take measures for global warming with the participation of countries all
over the world. In this context, building certification systems have been developed to improve
energy efficient and quality building understanding with a holistic approach of reducing or
saving energy consumption. LEED certification systems developed by United States Green
Building Council green building certification. In addition, the Green Building Association in
Turkey (CEDBIK) activities are carried out by this area. The mechanical, electrical and
automation systems of the buildings are called commissioning process, starting from the
preliminary design stage at the beginning of the project, determining the devices in the design
and manufacturing stages, selecting, arriving at the site and performing the pre-function
controls, and this process is called commissioning process and this process is the stable
operation of the systems in the green buildings facilities.
INTRODUCTION
As environmental pollution increases in the world, the main target of all sectors has been to
enable people to live healthy and improve the quality of the environment. Within the scope of
this target, sectors have started to audit, evaluate and certify the environmental performance of
their products with some systems. The construction sector is responsible for 50% of energy
consumed in the world, 42% of water consumed, 50% of greenhouse gases, 40% of pollution
in drinking water, 24% of air pollution and 50% of CFC and HCFC emissions. In this context,
the concept of green building has been brought to the agenda in the construction sector in recent
years [1].
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) developed
in 1990 is the first green building evaluation system. BREEAM and LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design), which was first used with a pilot application in 1998, are
now widely used worldwide. However, the implementation of BREEAM ex-UK and LEED exUS systems in different countries brought some difficulties and problems. Many countries have
time to adapt to their local standards, climatic conditions, vital activities, etc. developed its own
green building evaluation system. Like many other countries, also in Turkey based on existing
systems, it has started to work for the creation of a national system for the evaluation of green
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building. One of these studies is the CEDBİK Certificate carried out by the Environmentally
Friendly Green Buildings Association (CEDBİK) [2].
Many different views of the green building assessment system, the characteristics of a building,
designing and building uses recognized measures of performance that set its properties. The
measures used are represented in a wide category of criteria from energy to ecology. These
categories are; building management, indoor health and well-being, energy, water,
transportation, materials, waste, land use and ecology and environmental pollution [3].

Figure 1. Weights of the sustainable criteria

From this point of view, the most important process step of energy consumption of buildings
and making these systems work efficiently like data sheet specs is commissioning. In this study,
the perspective of green building certification systems on commissioning will be evaluated.
Located in commissioning and testing, adjusting and balancing processes developing
specifications for many years in the American tenders, recently heard in Turkey, it has begun
to be organized seminars on. Especially with both LEED certification is the mandatory criteria
as well as additional points that require certificates of green building topics for about 10 years
in Turkey will be compared with the BEST certification system developed by CEDBİK is kept
in the forefront.
OVERVIEW OF LEED AND BEST CERTIFICATES
It can be used for all types of buildings, including existing buildings, commercial interiors,
schools and homes, new buildings under construction and renovated buildings undergoing
major renovation. LEED system; the studies on the neighborhood, retail and health system are
in the pilot phase. To date, 41.8 million square meters of construction has been involved in the
LEED system [4].
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Figure 2. Four levels of LEED Certification

Figure 3. LEED main titles [5]

Table 1. The rating distribution of LEED credit titles
LEED-Credit Titles

Rating

Integrative Process

1

Location and Transportation

16

Sustainable Sites

10

Water Efficiency

11

Energy and Atmosphere

33

Materials and Resources

13

Indoor Environmental Quality

16

Innovation

10

Total Points

110
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Like many countries, Turkey also based on this system is trying to create its own system.
Although it is not yet legally valid in our country, there are two systems created jointly with the
participation of people from different fields. Environmentally Friendly Green Buildings
Association (CEDBIK) was established in 2007 to contribute to the development of the building
industry in the light of sustainable principles. CEDBİK During the system is prepared for
receiving the National Green Building Certification LEED and BREEAM modeled for Turkey
[4].

Figure 4. Four levels of BEST Certification (approved-good-very good-best) [6]

Table 2. The rating distribution of BEST credit titles
LEED-Credit Titles

Rating

Integrative Green Project Management

9

Site Using

13

Water Using

12

Energy Using

26

Health and Comfort

14

Materials and Resources Using

14

Living

14

Operation and Maintenance

6

Innovation

2

Total Points

110
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PLACE OF COMMISSIONING IN LEED AND BEST CERTIFICATES
The success of a LEED project is directly related to the fulfillment of the Commissioning
prerequisite in Basic Building Systems and how to obtain the Enhanced Commissioning loan
as it moves towards the building project's LEED Certification [7].
The LEED Certification system follows European and British Standards, primarily American
Standards, and high-quality guidelines set by independent organizations. It ensures that these
standards are updated with each developed version. Current project registrations as LEED
version are carried out with 4.0 and 4.1.
The distribution of points for the Enhanced Commissioning concept in the Energy and
Atmosphere Title is as follows:
Table 3. Enhanced Commissioning points distribution
Prerequest- Fundamental Commissioning and Verification
EAp1: Fundamental Commissioning and Verification
Enhanced Commissioning Credit

Points
Mandatory
-

EAc1: Enhanced Commissioning Total Points

6

Option-1: Systems Commissioning

4

Path-1: Enhanced Systems Commissioning

3

Path-2: Enhanced and Monitoring-Based Commissioning

1

Option-2: Envelope Commissioning

2

Commissioning title is included in the Energy and Atmosphere title in the LEED Certificate
System. In fact, although it has direct or indirect effects on various loans in many titles, it shows
its effect directly in two titles in the LEED Rating System. Only Commissioning in this sense
can be considered as commissioning on mechanical systems; because it is covered in a narrower
frame with electrical systems and automation system that it is associated with mechanical
systems.
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Figure 5. Percentage distribution of Enhanced Commissioning credit in Energy and Atmosphere
chapter

In BEST certificate system is named “Control-Commissioning-Acceptance Process of Building
Energy Systems”, the basic energy systems of the building; It is aimed to verify that it is
manufactured and operated in order to provide optimum efficiency performance in accordance
with the requirements, project design criteria and technical specifications specified by the
building owner.
Table 4. Commissioning points distribution for BEST
Control-Commissioning-Acceptance Process of Building Energy Systems

Mandatory

Building System Manuals

1 Point

RESULTS
BEST contributes 1 point for o & m manuals for building users. A new system, BEST, has not
made clear distinction for tab and commissioning. The approach seems more like project
management; control processes and specification approaches prove these. Many standards have
been referred to and no exact boundaries have been mentioned. While the point of view on
specifications is on commissioning feasibility at LEED, when viewed by BEST, it is on project
management.
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Related credit titles of a situation arise when considered from the following in Table 5,
especially who can be Commissioning Authority or Control Responsible.
Table 5. Who can be the CxA?
Who can be the CxA?
a member of the design team (e.g., a
project architect, engineer, or energy
an employee of the architecture or
modeler who is also the HVAC designer)
engineering firm
not a member of the design team (e.g., a
LEED administrator or energy modeler
who is not participating in the design)
a member of the design team (e.g., a
project engineer subcontracted to the
a subconsultant to the architecture or architect)
engineering firm
not a member of the design team (e.g., a
LEED administrator, Cx specialist, energy
modeler)
an employee or subcontractor of the
general contractor or construction
manager

a member of the construction team
not a member of the construction team

an employee of the owner or an independent consultant contracted to the owner

LEED
Fundamental
Enhanced
No, unless
project is under
No
1.860 m²

BEST
Mandatory
<5000 m²

Yes

No

Similar

No, unless
project is under
1.860 m²

No

<5000 m²

Yes

Yes

not specified

No, unless
project is under
1.860 m²

No

<5000 m²

Yes

No

Similar

Yes

Yes

Specified for
P.M. Firm
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Table 6. Procedures of Commissioning Activities

For example, in sections with a significant score of 6 points in the Enhanced Commissioning
title for LEED, the relationship of systems with automation, training and O&M manuals come
to the fore.
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Table 7. Difference for Enhanced Commissioning
Owner's training requirements
Perform seasonal testing
Perform 10-month review
Develop ongoing Cx plan
Stages

Include monitoring-based and/or envelope Commissioning
requirements
Commissioning with automation system
Verify TAB
O&M Manuals

DISCUSSION
The LEED Certification system is a system that has been operating for many years. It has been
prepared taking into consideration the functionality of all building types and complex
structures. It has been updated many times until now, the point systematic has changed with
technology. The BEST Certification system is that it is a new system and mostly oriented
towards residences. When it is examined for residences, it is seen that it has a high-quality
system.
When evaluated in terms of commissioning, LEED approaches transactions more
systematically and professionally. BEST remains at the project management level. In fact,
commissioning with project management is not the same.
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Investment Comparison of Plastic and Metal Pipe Systems Used at Cooling Systems in
Terms of Energy Consumption
Bülent Bıdı, Uğraş Aydın
Gelişim Teknik A.Ş., Istanbul
SUMMARY
This article describes advantages of glass fiber reinforced heating-cooling pipes produced using
corrosion-free fusiolen PP-RP since black steel pipes commonly used at heating and cooling
systems corrode with time and payback period of plastic system with higher initial investment
cost compared to metal according to energy consumption results of two different systems based
on corrosion.
INTRODUCTION
At heating-cooling (fancoil) systems of large buildings such as shopping malls, hospitals, and
hotels plastic pipes produced using corrosion-free fusiolen PP-RP can be used as alternative to
black steel pipes. Although steel piping systems seem more affordable since investors take
initial investment costs into consideration before anything, the truth is very different.
For a business extra energy and maintenance costs that shall be borne in future due to
inefficiency must be taken into account next to initial investment costs.
One of the biggest costs businesses face is energy. This study explains how businesses can
make profits.
METHODS
Calculations are made based on forward temperature of a cooling project being 6°C and return
temperature being 13°C. Pipe diameters used at cooling systems are between DN15 and DN500.
While critical line calculation is made hydraulic efficiency of pump is taken as 75% and
mechanical efficiency as 90%. Electricity cost is 0.10 Euro/kwh. At calculations C coefficient
of glass fiber reinforced fusiolen PP-RP pipes is taken as 150 while C value of steel pipes is
taken as 120. Continuous duty period of cooling system is taken as 365 days and 24 hours a
day.
Due to time-bound corrosion of metal pipes C coefficient after the 5th year is taken as 90 and
due to high corrosion after the 10th year C coefficient is taken as 75. For isolation thickness
ambient air temperature is taken as 38°C and relative humidity as 70%. Interest rate ( i ) is 2%.
Initial investment cost of metal system: 308.282,70 Euros (Black steel pipe, fittings 35%,
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Collector, Isolation, Labor) while initial investment cost of plastic system: 647.797,38 Euros
(glass fiber reinforced pipe with fusiolen PP-RP, fittings 50%, Collector, Isolation, Labor).

RESULTS
Energy costs of metal and plastic pipes are calculated based on critical line method and results
are given at Table 1.
Table 1. Pipes Monthly Electrical Energy Consumption According To Critical Line Method.

For annual energy consumption based on corrosion:
Because corrosion starts on inner surfaces of steel pipes before the end of 5 years (such as
particles forming on water or partial sludging) when C coefficient is taken as 90 annual
electricity cost would reach 449.004,84 Euros (Extra +117.328,44 Euros / year), (Table 2).
Due to high corrosion at steel pipes after the 10th year when C coefficient is taken as 75, annual
electricity cost would reach 563.056,56 Euros (Extra +231,380.16 Euros / year) (Table 2). At
Figure 1 increasing electricity costs of metal system are given. Because plastic system is
corrosion-free, energy costs are fixed.
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Figure 1. Annual Energy Consumption of Systems

Table 2. Cash Flow by Years
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Figure 2. Break-Even Point of Metal and PP-RP Systems After Twenty Years in Business

According to calculations the break-even point is 3.8 years. After this time increasing energy
costs of metal system makes it impossible to have any advantages.
In Case Steel Pipe System Is Used:
Corrosion or sludging at steel piping system with time would disrupt surface smoothness and
prevents pump from making the desired circulation and/or leads to consumption of more
electricity.
Corrosion or sludging would prevent devices and equipment on system to work systematically
in time.
Corrosion or sludging would cover heat transfer surface in time and lead to decreased efficiency
of devices.
Chemicals used to clean the system might accelerate metal corrosion.
If fittings materials are cast, they would corrode faster and this would lead to accelerated
decomposing of system.
In case system water is emptied due to malfunction, maintenance, chemical cleaning or any
other reason, contact with oxygen would accelerate corrosion.
Operating error of business might lead to decomposing of installation pipes in a short time as
two years. (For instance filling the system with almost 100% pure water expecting a better
performance)
Decreasing flow in system would lead to failure to meet the required thermal capacity, system
temperature has to be changed. This would further shorten life of other devices and equipment.
Insufficient flow at system would lead to increased electricity consumption to reach set values
of pump pressure (Possibly as first measure auxiliary pumps shall be worked with main pumps)
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Capacity changes at system would lead pump to exceed efficient performance interval and fail
to meet the need. Even if it meets the need, the system would be working very inefficiently
which would increase electricity consumption once again (This is not evaluated at tables and
pump efficiency is taken as constant).
In order to meet foreseen values during project designing of the system, increase in electricity
consumption costs of pump might reach to 100% in time.
Since heat transfer coefficient (60W/mK) is 400 times higher than that of fusiolen PP-RP it
cannot tolerate isolation errors that might happen during installation. In case of faulty isolation
high energy losses might arise in addition to sweating.
Weakening of steel pipe section meaning complete corrosion of installation pipes might make
it irreparable. Repairs after punctures might lead to pulsating and give damage to other points.
When increased contact with oxygen at every repair is added, the process becomes even more
complicated. Such situations might lead to facilities getting closed before time and fail to give
services for an extended period.
Steel pipe has advantages next to disadvantages. However at current systems this pipe cannot
keep its advantages through life of system. An indefinite period of operating is guaranteed.
Pipes lose their advantages during operation more or less depending on the system.
Figure 3. External and Internal Corrosion at Metal Pipe

Figure 4. Isolation Thickness

In Case Fusiolen PP-RP Faser Composite Pipe System Is Used:
After the system starts operating fully, it works at the same level of efficiency because of
inexistence of pipe-related problems.
Pipe works much safer which leads to less maintenance thus fewer staff.
Thanks to inexistence of corrosion liquid flow can be used easily with simple filtration.
As long as producer’s technical values and warnings are followed, pipe-related problems would
be not possible. System decomposition or complete collapse as in steel pipe is out of the
question.
No precautions against internal or external corrosion are required. It is also resistant against
metal ions.
System does not need chemical protection for functioning. Chemical wash would not be
necessary. Special liquids are not required.
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Because heat transfer coefficient is very low (0.15 W/mK) it can tolerate isolation failure even
if there are any.
It has low elongation thanks to glass fiber technology (0.035 mm/mK). It can be safely used at
high temperatures and pressures.
It is possible to make not just pipes and fitting but also collectors and valve assemblies of
systems with fusiolen PP-RP products up to 630 mm.
Some examples of heating-cooling systems made using glass fiber reinforced fusiolen PP-RP
pipes in different countries:
Figure 5. Bank Heating - Cooling System 120,000 sqm Pendik / Istanbul / Turkey

Figure 6. Casino & Otel / USA

Heating-Cooling System
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Figure 7. Data Center Cooling System University of Mainz / Germany

CONCLUSIONS
If glass fiber reinforced Fusiolen PP-RP pipe system is preferred, the initial investment cost
would be 339.514,68 Euros higher than metal pipes. However, after 3.8 years operating costs
would make it more advantageous compared to steel system.
If metal system is preferred it might look 339.514,68 Euros cost effective in the beginning.
However increasing energy costs at a period of twenty years of operation would lead to investor
losing 4.228.726,18 Euros (Table 2) of revenue that it can save.
During cost calculations heat losses at pipes and maintenance costs of systems are not taken
into consideration. If possible, heat losses are considered, break-even point might be much
shorter. It must not be forgotten that average renovation period of hotels is 10 years.
Thus for a system that would be operated for at least 20 years when all operating costs and
sustainability is taken into consideration corrosion-free glass fiber fusiolen PP-RP heatingcooling pipe system is the correct, logical, and applicable solution.
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CFD Simulation of Room Heating By a Panel Radiator
Bülent İmamoğlu
Istanbul Gedik University

SUMMARY

Radiators are the most common heating devices in residential buildings. In recent years, bulky
cast iron radiators are replaced with compact and light panel radiators.
There are many factors affecting the performance of radiators such as surface area, water
temperature, position in the room, distance from the wall and the floor. Best way to assess and
compare multiple cases of radiator installation is to use a CFD model.
A numerical model of a room with a window and a radiator was developed using ANSYS
FLUENT version 2019 R3. The radiator and room walls were assumed as constant temperature
surfaces. Heat transfer was assumed to be by natural convection from the radiator only. Three
separate cases were modeled and compared with literature.
INTRODUCTION
This study aims to model heat transfer in a room that is heated by a panel radiator using CFD
methods. The motivation is to locate radiators appropriately and choose correct radiator
temperature for efficient heating of the room.
ANSYS FLUENT version 2019 R3 was chosen as modeling software. This software package
is capable of solving full Navier-Stokes equations including energy equation, with a choice of
many popular turbulence models [1]. The discretization is done by SIMPLEC algorithm that is
described in detail in [2].
This study involves modeling of natural convection, which is simply modeled in FLUENT as
addition of gravity effects and using ideal gas model (as opposed to constant density) for air.
There are some papers available on this topic in literature. Jahanbin and Zanchini [3] modeled
a room of size 4 x 4 x 3 m3 with a window and a radiator with FLUENT. They investigated the
effect of radiator to wall distance and temperature gradient on the radiator. Thy included a
radiation model as well, along with natural convection. Teodosiu et al. [4] implemented in
Fluent a CFD simulation model of a cavity with an internal heat source. The results of the model
were compared to experiments in a climatic room of size 4 x 4 x 2.8 m3 by Inard [5]. Sevilgen
and Kilic [6] investigated the effects of temperature distribution on thermal comfort via a
mannequin in the model.
In this study the room size is 4 x 4 x 3 m3 and a radiator of 0.2 m thickness, 0.6 m height and
1 m width is placed 0.2 m above the floor and under a window, which is 1 m from the floor,
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1.2 m wide and 0.6 m high. This geometry is almost the same as in [3] with the exception of
window height. Radiator to vertical wall distance is varied in 3 cases, 0.1 m, 0.2 m and 3.7 m
(the latter one corresponds to placing the radiator at the opposite wall, 0.1 m from that wall).
METHODS

The following options were enabled in ANSYS FLUENT during simulations:
Energy equation is enabled
Density based model is chosen
Implicit Roe-FDS scheme
3rd order muscl, 2nd order for turbulence quantities (k, ε) are selected
RNG k-epsilon turbulence model with enhanced wall treatment is enabled
Gravity effect is on
Air is modeled ad an ideal gas (not constant density!)
These choices are the recommended procedure for modeling natural convection. The turbulence
model was recommended in [3].
The grid was produced by FLUENT’s Mechanical aapplication using cutcell assembly meshing
with 781900 elements and 813093 nodes. Grid spacing is 2 cm on the radiator and 4 cm in the
furthest point.

Figure 1. Mesh used for Case 1, sectioned for easier viewing

Boundary conditions are no-slip walls everywhere, only differing in temperature values. The
inner walls and the outer wall except window area have an assigned temperature of 20°C. The
window is at 0°C and all six faces of the radiator are set to be 50°C.
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RESULTS
Three cases were run in which the position of the radiator are varied:
Case 1: Radiator is 10 cm from the outer wall.
Case 2: Radiator is 20 cm from the outer wall.
Case 3: Radiator is 10 cm from the wall opposite to the outer wall.
The temperature contours and streamline plots are presented below.
Case 1:

Figure 2. Temperature contours of Case 1

Figure 3. Streamline plot of Case 1
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Case 2:

Figure 4. Temperature contours of Case 2

Figure 5. Streamline plot of Case 2

Figure 6. Temperature contours of Case 3
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Figure 7. Streamline plot of Case 3

The heat fluxes for all cases are given below. Case 3 maximizes the heat transfer as expected,
because the heater is away from the window.
Table 1. Heat Flux from the Window heat flow (W)
radiator and the window
Radiator heat flow (W)
Case 1
186.3
–44.8
Case 2
186.5
–45.8
Case 3
186.6
–35.8

Total heat flow (W)
141.5
140.8
150.8

DISCUSSION
Three cases of radiator heating were simulated for a room with constant temperature walls and
window. Position of the radiator was varied among these cases.
Comparison between Cases 1 and 2 does not yield a significant difference, however Case 1 is
a little better in heating the room because the radiator has been kept close to the window so it
can better heat the cool air in front of the window.
In Case 3, the radiator was shifted to the opposite end of the room, furthest from the window.
This is against practical applications; however in this simulation with simplified constant
temperature walls, Case 3 provides the best results. It is expected in Case 3 that the room will
be heated more at the radiator side and stay cool on the window side. The reason we cannot
observe this behavior in this study is that the wall with the window is also set to a constant
temperature of 20°C. This (ans actually all walls) will be changed to a convective boundary
condition in a further study.
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Evaluation of Building Envelope Performance Constructed with Phase-Change Materials
in Terms of Heating and Cooling Energy Consumption
Eda Köse, Gülten Manioğlu
Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, Department of Architecture

SUMMARY
It is a priority to take precautions in the building envelope design as the building envelope is
the determinant of these energy consumptions. One of the new approaches used to control the
heat transfer of the building envelope is phase-change materials. In this study, in a single-storey
building, a 10m / 10m sized zone, in Diyarbakır (hot and dry climatic zone) and in Erzurum
(cold climatic zone) was taken into consideration. Only the southern facade of the determined
zone has a transparent component in order to reduce the heating loads, the phase-change
material was applied in the building envelope of the studied zone. The thickness of the phase
change material and the percentage of the transparent component on the applied surface were
increased at every step, and alternatives of different building envelopes were created. For every
different alternative, annual heating and cooling energy consumptions of the zone were
calculated.
Keywords: Building envelope; Heating and cooling energy consumptions; Hot-dry and cold
climatic regions; Phase-change materials; Transparency ratio
INTRODUCTION
Today, majority of the energy consumed in the world is used in buildings. This rate is
approximately 30% for buildings in Turkey [1]. Studies mostly focus on heating energy
consumption when energy consumed in buildings is discussed and reduction on energy
consumption is generally concentrated on heating energy. However, cooling demand in
buildings is also increasing as the side effect of the climate change [2]. Therefore, reducing
cooling energy consumption has also become a necessity.
When we look at cooling and heating energy consumptions and comfort requirements for
different climate regions in residential buildings in Turkey, we see that the distribution of
energy consumption and priorities (heating-cooling) vary depending on the climatic region.
Reduction of cooling energy consumption is important in hot-dry climatic regions while
reduction of heating energy consumption is important in cold climatic regions. Based on the
above, it is possible to reduce energy consumptions by taking the right decisions about the
variables which affect heating and cooling energy loads in buildings in different climatic
regions [1,3].
A building envelope, a component which separates indoor from outdoor, is an important
variable that plays a role in converting and transferring the effects of outdoor climate conditions
to indoors and in creating indoor thermal comfort conditions depending on its thermo-physical
properties [3]. Therefore, every decision regarding a building envelope can have a direct effect
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on the energy consumption of the zone enclosed by the envelope and vary depending on the
climatic conditions [4].
Phase Change Material (PCM) applications on building envelopes use the materials' thermal
energy storage properties to reduce heating, cooling and total energy consumption. PCMs can
be defined as innovative materials alternative to conventional thermal mass, which absorb heat
and stores in the building component
on which they are applied; delay the effects of outdoor climatic elements and decrease their
amplitude to transfer to indoors. PCMs can store thermal energy as latent heat [5,6,7].
Additionally, latent heat storage capacity of PCMs per zone mass is higher than sensible heat.
Since PCM's temperature remains almost constant during the phase transition (energy storage
process) of the building component they are applied on, it is suitable for energy storage and
recovery applications. Melting temperature value should be close to indoor temperature value
when selecting PCMs [8]. Solidification temperature of PCMs should be a few degrees lower
than indoor temperature which is necessary to balance indoor thermal comfort conditions [9].
These materials use the principle of preventing heat losses on the building components they are
applied on.
Performances of PCMs can vary depending on different climate regions. PCMs have a reducing
effect on heating energy consumption in winter and cooling energy consumption in summer
using the energy stored during the day and released later. These materials are generally used as
a passive strategy to reduce energy loads in cooling required regions [9]. However, PCMs were
demonstrated to have a significant effect on the reduction of heating loads in previous studies
[10,11].
PCMs are mostly applied by integrating into plaster, filler, concrete and other building materials
or as a surface of blocks among building component layers [6]. With effective use of this
material, heat transfer through building envelopes can be controlled to reduce energy loads.
METHOD
In this study, several alternatives for building envelopes were developed for the zone included
in the study to reduce heating and cooling energy consumption. These alternatives were
evaluated for a building with a single zone in Diyarbakır and Erzurum. Energy performance of
the building envelop surface on which Phase Change Materials were applied was comparatively
evaluated with the simulation tool EnergyPlusTM version 9.0.1.
Determining Building Related Variables
In this study energy consumptions of a building with a single zone were evaluated with PCM
alternatives with varying thicknesses in different climate regions and with façades with different
transparency ratios. Based on these, building component alternatives were developed to achieve
minimum annual heating, cooling and total energy consumption in Diyarbakır, a representative
city in the hot dry climatic region of Turkey and in Erzurum, a representative city in the cold
climatic region of Turkey. Thus, PCM performance was evaluated for heating and cooling
energy consumption in Diyarbakır and Erzurum.
In accordance with the standard TS-825 "Thermal insulation requirements for buildings", total
heat transfer coefficient values which should be achieved on building envelopes in Diyarbakır
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(region 2) and in Erzurum (region 5) were determined based on the upper limits recommended
by the regulation and are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. U values recommended for regions [12].
UWALL (W/m2K)
UROOF (W/m2K)
Region 2
0.57
0.38
Region 5
0.36
0.21

UFLOOR (W/m2K)
0.57
0.36

UWINDOW (W/m2K)
1.8
1.8

The study was conducted on a square building with a single zone and flat roof and with a
building footprint of 10x10 meters on a level ground. Different transparency ratios were used
for the south façade of the zone to have a comparative evaluation. These ratios for the south
façade were 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60% while for other façades only 0% was used. The
zone evaluated is shown in the Figure 1.

Figure 1: Zone evaluated in the study.
Total heat transfer coefficient of transparent element was taken as U= 1,5 W/m²K in all
calculations in accordance with the standard TS-825 "Thermal insulation requirements for
buildings". Solar heat gain coefficient of the transparent component was 0.6 and visible
transmittance was 0.7. The building envelope layering details are shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Building Envelope Layering Details of the zone in accordance with the standard TS825.
λ (W/mK)

Exterior Wall

1. Lime Mortar
2. XPS Extruded Polystyrene
3. Brick
4. Gypsum Plastering

0.8
0.034
0.72
0.4

0.01
0.045
0.19
0.01

Ground Floor

Diyarbakır (D)
U
Erzurum (E)
U
Thickness(m) (W/m2 K) Thickness(m) (W/m2 K)

Materials

1. Timber Flooring
2. Floor/Roof Screed
3. XPS Extruded Polystyrene
4. Cast Concrete (Light)
5. Cast Concrete

0.14
0.41
0.034
1.9
1.13

0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.12

Roof

Opaque Components

1. Miscel Mater
2. Floor/Roof Screed
3. XPS Extruded Polystyrene
4. Cast Concrete
5. Gypsum Plastering

1.3
0.41
0.034
1.13
0.4

0.08
0.03
0.075
0.15
0.01

0.564

0.02
0.075
0.19
0.01

0.345

0.569

0.03
0.03
0.075
0.05
0.12

0.359

0.379

0.08
0.03
0.15
0.15
0.01

0.205

Determining the variables of calculation
The zone selected for the evaluation was assumed to be used for 24 hours. Thermal comfort
value for indoor temperature during the year was taken as 20°C in the heating period and 26°C
in the cooling period. Other variables included in the calculation are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Other variables included in the calculation
1
2
3
4

Illuminance level per square meter in the zone
Infiltration rate (according to the ASHRAE
Standard 55 and BEP-TR Calculation Method
for Building Energy Performance).
Natural Ventilation
Mechanical Ventilation

5
6

Occupant Intensity (TUIK 2017)
Equipment Use

7

Climate data for 2 and 5. degree day regions

8
9

Calculation Algorithm
Selected PCM types

8 W/m2
0.5 h-1 [12].
Closed
Mechanical ventilation was assumed to be
activated only when indoor air temperature
rises above the thermal comfort value (26°C
for cooling period).
4 persons [13].
Daily usage density was determined.
[12,14].
2009 Meteonorm climate data files were
used.
Finite differences calculation method
SPE26E for Diyarbakır
BioPCM/M27/Q21 for Erzurum
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PCM types shown in Table 3 were entered in the EnergyPlusTM 9.0.1 simulation program.
Performance evaluation of the surfaces on which PCM was applied was repeated for different
alternatives developed with these materials. When designing alternatives, PCM material was
considered as a separate layer like other materials. Melting temperature of the PCM selected in
the study is a determining factor during phase change. Based on previous studies, indoor
temperature value close to PCM melting temperature allows PCMs to show a better
performance [5,6]. Therefore, in this study, different PCM types were used in Erzurum and
Diyarbakır which have different climate characteristics. Material properties are shown in Table
4.
Table 4. Thermophysical properties of the PCM used in the study
Thermophysical properties
Sensible Heat
Melting Temperature
Conductivity
Density

SP26E
2000 J/kg-K
26°C
0.9 W/mK
1500 Kg/m3

BioPCM/M27/Q21
1970
21°C
0.2
235

Determining the position and thickness of phase change materials on a building envelope
Previous studies on the subject reported that application of PCMs on the inner surface of the
insulation material led to a better performance related to reduction in energy consumptions [11].
Therefore, PCM was applied on the inner surface of the insulation material in this study. To
evaluate heating and cooling energy consumption performance of the building envelope on
which PCM was applied;
*Building envelope alternative with no PCM and
*Building envelope alternatives with 3 cm, 4 cm, 5 cm PCM were developed (Table 5).
Table 5. U values of the building envelope if different PCM thicknesses are applied

Erzurum

Diyarbakır

PCM thicknesses
3 cm
4 cm
5 cm
3 cm
4 cm
5 cm

UWALL (W/m2K)
0.328
0.323
0.318
0.553
0.55
0.546

UFLOOR (W/m2K)
0.34
0.335
0.329
0.558
0.555
0.551

UROOF (W/m2K)
0.199
0.197
0.195
0.375
0.373
0.372

PCM thickness alternatives created for the zone were evaluated by applying on all façades of
the building envelope (exterior walls, roof, internal floor).
In order to make a comparative evaluation for the zone; alternatives with and without PCM
were combined with varying transparency ratios of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%.
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RESULTS
Annual heating and total energy consumption values in the zone, which changed with the
changes in the façade transparency ratios and PCM thickness were calculated for Diyarbakır
and Erzurum. Heating and cooling energy consumptions in Diyarbakır and Erzurum are shown
in Table 6.
When we look at the heating and cooling energy consumptions of the cities; the alternative with
5 cm PCM was the alternative with the lowest consumption in both cities, which was in direct
proportion with the increasing PCM thickness. Additionally, as the transparency ratio
increased, heating energy consumption for the two cities decreased and cooling energy
consumption increased.
When heating and cooling energy consumptions of the zone in the alternatives developed for
the study are evaluated;
For Diyarbakır; compared to the alternative without PCM, the alternative with 5 cm PCM
reduced the heating energy consumption of the zone by 15.56% with 60% transparency ratio,
15.22% with 50% transparency ratio, 14.89% with 40% transparency ratio, 14.63% with 30%
transparency ratio, 14.09% with 20% transparency ratio and 13.69% with 10% transparency
ratio. Compared to the alternative without PCM, the alternative with 5 cm PCM reduced the
cooling energy consumption of the zone by 31.86% with 60% transparency ratio, 33.58% with
50% transparency ratio, 34.88% with 40% transparency ratio, 33.87% with 30% transparency
ratio, 36.79% with 20% transparency ratio and 36.82% with 10% transparency ratio.
For Erzurum; compared to the alternative with no PCM, the alternative with 5 cm PCM reduced
the heating energy consumption of the zone by 14.05% with 60% transparency ratio, 13.86%
with 50% transparency ratio, 13.65% with 40% transparency ratio, 13.36% with 30%
transparency ratio, 13.21% with 20% transparency ratio and 12.97% with 10% transparency
ratio. Compared to the alternative with no PCM, the alternative with 5 cm PCM had the highest
increase in the cooling energy consumption of the building. No cooling energy consumption
was observed in the alternative with no PCM. In the alternative with 3 cm PCM and 60%
transparency ratio and in the alternatives with 4 and 5 cm PCM with 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
50%, 60% transparency ratios, cooling energy was consumed.
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Table 6. The demonstration of cooling, heating loads and total loads calculated for different
PCM thicknesses in Diyarbakır and Erzurum.

2393.08

50%

5403.69

2226.99

40%

5634.34

2067.72

30%

5827.97

1908.89

20%

6124.29

1779.72

10%

6382.16

1652.33

60%

4452.05

3348.06

50%

4656.07

3153.12

40%

4871.16

2957.43

30%

5048.74

2712.01

20%

5334.63

2568.53

10%

5580.67

2376.04

60%

4415.12

3242.75

50%

4619.04

3049.64

40%

4834.13

2861.89

30%

5013.01

2619.83

20%

5298.34

2489.14

10%

5545.49

2304.75

60%

4377.05

3155.66

50%

4580.73

2974.99

40%

4795.01

2789.01

30%

4974.99

2555.61

20%

5261.15

2434.64

10%

5508.44

2260.74

Cooling Energy Consumption (kWh)

Transparency Ratio(% )

5184.13

60%

10984.99

0.00

50%

11295.11

0.00

40%

11617.95

0.00

30%

11790.06

0.00

20%

12302.39

0.00

10%

12662.10

0.00

60%

10567.51

0.09

50%

10873.20

0.00

40%

11190.64

0.00

30%

11371.97

0.00

20%

11866.90

0.00

10%

12223.27

0.00

60%
Transparency Ratio(% )

60%

50%

9553.38

101.50

9842.40

40%

66.32

10145.28

30%

35.69

10326.53

10.90

20%

10792.64

2.64

10%

11136.29

0.07

60%
Transparency Ratio(% )

Transparency Ratio(% )
Transparency Ratio(% )
Transparency Ratio(% )
Transparency Ratio(% )

With no PCM
With 3 cm PCM
With 4 cm PCM
With 5 cm PCM
#

ERZURUM
Transparency Ratio(% )

DİYARBAKIR

#

50%
40%
30%

9441.56

104.91

9729.46

68.80

10031.04
10214.70

37.76
11.73

20%

10676.56

2.91

10%

11019.05

0.07

Heating Energy Consumption (kWh)
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DISCUSSION
When today’s energy consumption rates are analyzed, it is seen that energy used in buildings
has a higher percentage. This study comparatively evaluated the contribution of the application
of PCMs with different thicknesses on the building envelope to the heating and cooling energy
performance of the building depending on different transparency ratios of façades. The findings
of the study are summarized below.
 When correct design decisions are taken, PCM seems to contribute to the reduction of total
annual energy consumption in buildings.
 The best alternative with PCM for the reduction of heating energy consumption is the
alternative with 5 cm PCM.
 For cooling energy consumption; the best alternative for Diyarbakır was the alternative with
no PCM.
 In the alternatives with PCM, increase in the thickness of the material leads to a reduction
in cooling energy consumption. However, it is still higher than the alternative with no PCM.
 For Erzurum, increase in the PCM thickness leads to an increase in the cooling energy
consumption.
 When all transparency ratios used for PCM were compared for both cities, increasing
transparency ratio decreased heating energy consumption but increased cooling energy
consumption.
Based on this study and its findings; further studies on evaluation of PCM application according
to the orientation of the zone in the building and variation of PCM applications in order to
balance energy loads in the zone can be recommended.
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Water Efficient Technologies For Sustainable Homes: The House Residence Bomonti
Sample
Gözde Çakır Kıasıf
Halic University, Architecture Faculty- Architecture Department
SUMMARY
Water resource, which are found limited in the world and cannot be increased, are polluted and
disturbed as a result of irresponsible usage. With globalization, misuse of freshwater resources
has become a global problem threatens the entire world beyond being a national problem. The
building sector has to adopt water-efficient technologies to cope with this negative situation.
One of the basic principles of sustainable buildings is conservation of water. Residences are
among the groups of buildings that need the highest amount of water. In the study, LEEDcertified The House Residence-Bomonti in İstanbul will be examined, with which methods they
use water efficiently will be discussed. The purpose of the study is to reveal with which
practices and strategies residences, which have high levels of water consumption, may achieve
substantial water savings. Literature review, interview with LEED sustainability management
firms and field study was carried out. The score of “The House Residence-Bomonti” that was
examined in the study on 3 criteria regarding LEED Water Efficiency was analyzed. These
criterias are Water-Efficient Landscape Organization, Innovative Wastewater Technologies and
Reduction of Water Usage. As a result of this analyze, The House Residence Bomonti is
revealed to be a water efficient building with 10 full points.
Keywords: Water Efficiency, Sustainability, LEED, Water Efficient Residence
INTRODUCTION
Humankind was in harmonious interaction with physical environment around it from its
existence to Industrial Revolution. As of the end of the 18th century, with the opportunities
technology provided together with the Industrial Revolution, the non-abstemious societies
consumed much more than they needed. As a result of unconscious intervention of the human
in nature natural balance was disturbed and serious environmental disasters occurred and the
next generations’ opportunity of living healthily was put at risk. Sustainability concept,
proposed as a solution to that situation, became prominent in building sector, as in many sectors,
and it revealed the truth that we should adopt sustainable construction methods [1].One of the
most important elements of our sustainability is to reach healthy water. Freshwater resources,
which are limited in the world, are disturbed and polluted as a result of unconscious usage [2].
The construction industry has been one of the sectors that always need water during their
building-life cycles. It is considered that this problem may be overcome by water efficient
application and methods in building sector. Among building kinds, residences are among the
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groups of buildings that need the highest amount of water. Because of this reason using water
efficient systems in residences are so important for our sustainability. The principle of
sustainable water management in residences is possible by [3];
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient use of water during construction,
Wastewater treatment,
Ensuring water quality,
Using low flow plumbing fixtures and faucets,
Choosing water efficient washing machine and dish washers,
Using water efficient toilet reservoirs, urinals, faucets with aerator,
Water audit,
Reuse of rainwater,
Efficient irrigation,
Water harvesting,
Landscape design,
Porous paving system using pervious concrete.

The percentage of household grey water is generally between 50% and %80 of the total water
used. So it is so important to reuse grey water by recovery system for our sustainability [4]. On
average the volume of water use in the house per day is 135 L/person/day. In literature review
some sources mention that approximately 84% (113 L/person/day) of this water can be captured
and recycled from the grey water [5]. In the water consumption survey conducted by the
Ministry of Commerce, 40 percent of the water used in homes is used for personal cleaning in
showers, bathrooms and sinks, 13 percent for laundry, 25 percent for toilet reservoirs, 5 percent
for cleaning, 5 percent for garden irrigation and 12 percent for kitchen use was determined.
With some measures to be taken in water efficiency, it was calculated that both the rational use
of water resource and the family budget could make a significant benefit. Studies have shown
that it is possible to reduce the annual water consumption from a total of 189 thousand 800 liters
to 84 thousand 480 liters in a family of 4 if the water efficient techonogies are applied at
homes[6].
In this study, The House Residence Bomonti sample is discussed. This residence has a
sustainability certification LEED. The LEED certificate (v2009) has a seven category. These
are sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy&atmosphere, material&resources, indoor
environmental quality, innovation and regional priority. Within the scope of the study, only the
water efficiency of the building was handled and analyzed. The purpose of the study is to reveal
with which practices and strategies residences, which have high levels of water consumption,
may achieve substantial water savings. The score card of The House Residence Bomonti was
supplied from official web site of USGBC (Figure 1). This project examined in the LEED
certification system, evaluated out of 110 point, was observed to show significant success
related to sustainability. In this context, The House Residence Bomonti became entitled to
receive the LEED Golden Certificate with 66 points (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The Score Card of “The House Residence Bomonti” in LEED [7].
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METHODS
In the first stage of the present study, literature review was made, as the method. Journal articles,
research articles and important thesis studies with important field indices, revealing the
importance of sustainability and water efficiency in the world and in Turkey and also dealing
with the features of water efficient buildings, were synthesized with a critical evaluation after
a meticulous literature review. The relevant international and national symposiums,
conferences and congresses were investigated and proceedings books were examined. The
House Residence Bomonti's LEED scores were obtained from United States Green Building
Council (USGBC) official website. The necessary examinations were made by examining on
site within the scope of field work. The support of Altensis and Erke Sustainability Management
companies was received. And the last, experts who are worked in this project, were interviewed
in obtaining the data which belonged to the LEED certified "The House Residence Bomonti".
RESULTS
Within the scope of study, it was seen that The House Residence Bomonti was so successful
building with 10 complete points in the category of water efficiency (Table 1). In LEED, Water
Efficieny has some subcategories. These are WEp1:Water use reduction (required),
WEc1:Water efficient landscaping (4 points), WEc2:Innovative wastewater technologies (2
points) and WEc3:Water use reduction (4 points).
Table 1. The Score Of Water Efficiency In LEED of The House Residence Bomonti [7].
WATER EFFICIENCY
WEp1 Water Use Reduction

AWARDED:10/10
REQUIRED

WEc1 Water Efficient Landscaping

4/4

WEc2 Innovative Wastewater Technologies

2/2

WEc3 Water Use Reduction

4/4

• WEp1: Water Use Reduction in “The House Residence Bomonti”.
Intention of WEp1 is to increase water efficiency within buildings to reduce the burden on
municipal water supply and wastewater systems (Figure 2). In total, reduce the water use rate
calculated for the building with strategies that will be 20% less.
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Figure 2. WEp1 Water Use Reduction-Required [8]

• WEc1: Water Efficient Landscaping in “The House Residence Bomonti”.
Intention of WEc1 is to bring a quota or disposal the use of potable water or other natural surface
or groundwater resources at or near the project site for landscape irrigation.
Option 1 (2 points): Reduce 50% potable water consumption for irrigation by;
-

Chosing Plant species like endemic and low water vegetation,
Taking advantege of suitable climatic conditions,
Water efficient irrigation,
Reuse of rainwater,
Reuse of wastewater.
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Option 2 (4 points): No potable water use for irrigation.
The House Residence Bomonti project took 4 points from water efficient landscaping criterian.
This proves that potable water is not used for irrigation. And also in this project endemic and
low water vegetation was preferred and used recycled greywater.

• WEc2: Innovative Wastewater Technologies for The House Residence Bomonti
Intention of WEc2 is to reduce wastewater generation and potable water demand.
Option 1: Reduce 50% potable water consumption for building sewage conveyance by;
-

Water conserving fixtures like low-flow faucets, toilet reservoirs, urinals,
Captured rainwater,
Reuse of greywater,
Treated wastewater.

Option 2: Treat 50% of wastewater on-site to tertiary standards. Treated water must be
infiltrated or used on-site.
The grey water recovery system of The House Residence Bomonti consists of 3 parts: grey
water tank, ultrafiltration tank and clean water tank (Table 2). The grey waters coming out of
the shower, bathtub, sink, kitchen, dishwasher and washing machine go through the fine grid
with 50µm pore diameter and go to the grey water tank. The amount of oxygen is increased by
ventilating the water at certain intervals and the ideal aerobic environment is created. Biological
treatment is carried out by aerobic bacteria to obtain an odorless and colorless water. Then the
second stage is transferred to the ultrafiltration tank. In this tank, water is filtered through
ultrafiltration membranes. At the last stage, the filtered water will be transferred to the clean
water tank with a permit pump and kept ready for use. The quality of the treated water complies
with European Union potable water regulations and DIN 19650 Irrigation Water hygiene
standards [9].
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Table 2. Grey Water Recovery System of “The House Residence Bomonti” [9].
(Technical Report1-Technical report was supplied from technical expert who is currently
working in this project.)
GREY WATER RECOVERY SYSTEM
TECHNICAL PROPERTIES
Flow Rates
Purified Gregy Water: 15 m3/day

Raw Water Values
Grey Water
COD(KOI)= 150-400mg/l
BOD5 (BOI)= 85-200 mg/l
N (Total nitrogen)=10mgN/l
P(Total
phosphorus)= 2,5 mgP/l
Minimum Temperature: 15 °C
pH= 7-8

Purified Water Values
COD(KOI)= <30 mg/l
BOD5 (BOI)= <5 mg/l
N (Total nitrogen)= <5 mgN/l
P(Total
phosphorus)= 2 mgP/l
N-NH4= 2mgNH4/L
SST= < 2 mg/l
E.Coli= <10 UFC/100 (80% of the sample)
Bristle Filter - 1unit, Material= pPolythene, Connection Diameter: 50 DN
Grey Water Storage Tank- 1 unit, 10m3, Material=Polythene, Dimension: Q:270
cm, h= 220cm
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Submersible Pump - 1unit, Q=1,5m3/h, Motor Power=1,26kW, H=6mSS
Aeration Tank - 1unit, 5m3, Material=Polythene, Dimension: Q:180cm H: 225cm
Blower - 1unit, Q=50m3/h, Motor Power=2,2kW-3ph 380V-50Hz, H:250mbar
Diffuser: Capacity:1,5-10 Nm3/h, Type: Disc Type
Membrane Filtration System - 1unit, 120kg, Membrane Material:
Polyethersulphone
Total Filter Module: 1 unit(50m2), Flux:11-12,5 l/m2h (Limit 10-20 l/m2h),
Ph:2-11,
Maximum Operating Temperature: 55°C, Filtering Pressure: max 150mbar, Pore
Size: 0,04 µm.
Two stage vakuum pump (Permit Unit) - 1unit, permeate two staje extraction
pump,
Q=1,5m3/hr, H= -1/1bar (works with converter) 0,25Kw, 50Hz, 230/400 V (Three
Phase)
Control Panel and PLC (Programmable Logic Controller)

•

WEc3: Water Use Reduction in “The House Residence Bomonti”.
The minimum water savings percentage (except irrigation) for each point threshold is as Table
3:
Table 3. Water Savings Percentage.
% Reduction

Points

30%

2

35%

3

40%

4

The House Residence Bomonti takes 4 points in this segment. This shows that water efficient
water closets, urinals, lavatory faucets, showers, kitchen sink faucets and pre-rinse spray valves
are used and at least 40% savings are achieved in this project.
As a result, in this study, The House Residence Bomonti sample was analyzed within the scope
of water efficiency and it was revealed that high water savings can be achieved by applying
water efficient technologies in houses.
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DISCUSSION
In the last decade, achieving water efficiency become an increasingly important part of policy
programmes to ensure enough resource and future supply. If the necessary precautions are not
taken, it is possible that the natural water resources will be polluted and insufficient [10]. The
western world has introduced water-efficient practices into government policies and programs
in order to combat increasingly felt water crises. It offers some incentives for the
implementation of water efficient system in buildings. Compared with western countries,
Turkey is lagging behind somewhat in terms of water efficiency. Therefore, water awareness
should be created by conducting the necessary studies and it should be ensured that the water
efficient systems are used more in the buildings.
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Introduction of residential ventilation units on the European Product Database for
Energy Labelling (EPREL)
Kiyan Vadoudi, Michael Mieszczanski, Huseyin Yuksel
Eurovent Certita Certification
SUMMARY
Since January 2019, suppliers need to register product information relating to the energy label,
technical documentation and compliance monitoring in European Product Database for Energy
Labelling (EPREL), before selling on EU market. Ventilation units and precisely Air Handling
Units (AHU), are one of the most relevant causes of energy consumption in the residential
building sector. Energy performance of these products is variant and related to the functions of
fans, heat exchangers, heaters and climate, which make the calculation complex. Today, energy
labelling of residential AHU is included in the scope of EPREL as residential ventilation unit
(RVU). However, in EPREL platform there should be a model to calculate and analyze those
different functions for different uses with related product information. In this regard, this article
proposes a methodology to highlight, how integration of EPREL data model with Eurovent
Certita Certification’s product technical database could facilitate and complete this process for
AHUs.
Keywords
Energy Labelling, Energy Efficiency, Modeling, Air Handling Unit, Certification, European
Product Database for Energy Labelling (EPREL)
INTRODUCTION
The current focus on reduction of carbon emission has led to increased attention on energy
efficiency in the built environment and related energy consumption devices such as HVAC
(Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning), water heating, lighting, and appliances [1]. In this
regard, the introduction and implementation of energy labels and eco-design can be viewed as
an important step to enhance the transparency of energy consumption.
Energy efficiency standards and labels are developed together. Standards are more on technical
setting of energy efficiency while labels are educating consumers about the relative efficiencies
of various units [2]. Energy labels and eco-design regulations jointly not only set guidelines of
efficiency that manufacturers should follow; it also encourages them to improve their products
while keeping their cost low in order to increase their market shares.
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The objectives of this regulation are in line with the Circular Economy policy, which aims to
provide better information to consumers, thus enabling informed choices at purchase [3].
The Regulation that sets rescaling deadlines for energy labels and which comes into force on 1
August 2017 is divided in three product categories [4], [5]:
1. White / household equipment: rescaled labels to be displayed by November 2019.
Delegated acts should be adopted by 2 November 2018 with a maximum 12-month
transition period
2. Heaters and boilers (Regulations 811/2013, 812/2013 & 2015/1187): rescaled labels
to be displayed between 2027 and 2032. Delegated acts should be adopted by 2
August 2026 (or 2030, in any event); the transition period is not specifically fixed.
3. Other product groups: rescaled labels to be displayed by 2024 /2025. Delegated acts
should be adopted by 2 August 2023 with a maximum 18-month transition period.
By 1 January 2019, this regulation obliges suppliers (defined as ‘a manufacturer established in
the Union, the authorized representative of a manufacturer who is not established in the Union,
or an importer') who places a product on the Union market, from that day onwards, to upload a
selection of data and documentation into a database called European Product Database for
Energy Labelling (EPREL) for products that are subject to energy labelling obligations [6]. The
EPREL database is required by the energy labeling framework Regulation 2017/1369/EU,
which should be implemented for: Air conditioners, Cooking appliances (domestic),
Dishwashers (household), Heaters (space and water heaters), Lamps, Local space heaters,
Refrigerating appliances (household, professional and commercial), Refrigeration
(professional), Solid fuel boilers, Televisions, Tumble dryers, Ventilation units (residential) and
Washing machines (household) [7].
Ventilation unit (VU) means an electricity driven appliance equipped with at least one impeller,
one motor and a casing and intended to replace utilized air by outdoor air in a building or a part
of a building; ‘residential ventilation unit’ (RVU) means a ventilation unit where:
• The maximum flow rate does not exceed 250 m3/h
or
• The maximum flow rate is between 250 and 1 000 m3/h, and the manufacturer declares its
intended use as being exclusively for a residential ventilation application.
The Eco-design and Energy Labelling regulations for ventilation units (VUs), respectively
Regulations (EU) No 1253/2014 and (EU) No 1254/2014 were published in July 2014 and have
been applicable since 1 January 2016. The European Commission (EC) has already
commissioned a study to VHK for the review of both regulations. The regulatory recast should
be conducted no later than 1 January 2021 due to expected technological progress.
Residential ventilation units must display a label indicating their energy efficiency on a scale
from A+ (most efficient) to G (least efficient).
These ratings are calculated taking into account different variables such as specific power input
(SPI), thermal efficiency of heat recovery and type of ventilation control. The aim of this article
is to demonstrate how the integration of EPREL’s data model with Eurovent Certita
Certification’s data model can facilitate and speed up the declaration and registration of
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Residential and Non-Residential Ventilation Units. We make an introduction about EPREL,
Eurovent Certita Certification (ECC) [8] and highlight how integration of EPREL’s data model
with ECC’s product databases could facilitate, support and complete energy labelling for
residential Air Handling Units.
EUROPEAN PRODUCT DATABASE FOR ENERGY LABELLING
European Product Database for Energy Labelling (EPREL) is a protected database, which
enables the exchange of data securely between the industry manufacturers, importers and
authorized representatives and the European Commission. This database aims to support market
surveillance activities by the EU’s Member States and provide consumers with a tool to
compare the energy efficiency of appliances. It should also provide up-to-date information on
regulated products notably for the review of labels. The public part will display the name /
trademark and contact details of the supplier, model identifier, energy label together with
energy efficiency class and other parameters. It will also provide the parameters of the product
information sheet [9], [10].

Figure 1. EPREL Architecture [9]

The EPREL system is divided in two parts as shown in figure 1, in line with the requirements
of the Regulation:
• A Compliance part: a secured database hosted by the European Commission (EC) for
all the energy efficient models introduced by suppliers. It is the access point for
entering/editing the required public and compliance data by Suppliers, and for
consulting compliance information by Member State Authorities (MSAs).
• A Public part: a database that will include relevant information about products
cloned from the public data in the compliance database. Citizens, resellers, researchers
and any other stakeholders will be able to access all relevant public information and, in
particular, to consult the public data for all registered models.
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Regarding the compliance part, it should be made accessible only to market surveillance
authorities and the European Commission. As from 1 January 2019, suppliers must fulfill the
database before placing on the market a unit of a new model (covered by an energy label). They
are required to provide the model identifier of all equivalent models already placed on the
market as well as specific parts of the technical documentation; additional parts can be
voluntarily uploaded [9].
The EPREL database will be accessible through a public web portal, on which the EC will also
include wider information pertaining to the Energy Labelling (and Eco-design) policy.
Suppliers are able to enter the required model information (creation/modification) exclusively
for their own product models in different modes:
• Interactive mode: via a web application, the registered supplier is allowed to
interactively create/modify the information for its own models. No access, to
competitors' compliance data is possible.
• File upload: via a web application, the registered supplier is allowed to upload Zip files
containing both metadata of the model’s registration in XML format as well as product
labels, technical documents and any other additional files in PDF, text, PNG, etc.
Registered users for the EPREL system with access to the Compliance part are categorized
within three different user groups; Suppliers (Importers/Manufacturers/Authorized
Representatives), Market Surveillance Authorities (MSA) and EC officials. Envisaged nonregistered user categories with access to the Public portal and the public part of the database
will be; Consumers, Dealers, Experts and researchers, such as those interested in
energy/resource policy analysis and Others [9].
EPREL Data model
With consideration of the principle of separation of concerns, the data exchange related
specifications that stipulates how the information should be exchanged between software
systems is separated from the content data model that specify what is exchanged.

Figure 2. EPREL generalized data model [11]
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The EPREL exchange model is designed in a modular way. The main idea is to limit the impact
of major changes. Each service, each product group is specified in separated XSD files (a native
file format engineered for fast retrieval of columnar data) in order to limit the impact of a
change. E.g. an update on the data structure of water heaters will not impact suppliers which
are dealing only with household appliances. The EPREL model is composed of three main parts
and one as support part (figure 2), which are detailed in the following sections [11].
Service and actions
As the system to system communication is based on an asynchronous solution, the model
defines, on one hand, the request services made available to suppliers to perform actions on the
EPREL database and, on the other hand the response services to be made available by suppliers
so that EPREL can acknowledge or return the requested data to suppliers. "Service action" is
available for suppliers to operate the following operations on product models: pre-register
product models, register product models, update product model registration and declare the date
of end of placement on the market of a product model. “Energy label service” can be used by
suppliers to retrieve the label from the EPREL database for a given product model. This service
could mainly be helpful for suppliers that would be interested in retrieving in their back-end
system, label that are generated by the EPREL system [11]. “Product model search service” can
be used by suppliers to check the product model details as registered in the EPREL database.
Search result is limited to public data in respect with EU Regulation 2017/1369 Article 12.8.d.
The product groups
The product groups are the part of the model that defines the specifications of each product
group (dishwashers, washing machines, space heaters, lamps...). The "product model" attempts
to provide a data structure for the 18 product groups [11].
The core elements
Core elements constitutes the data structure that is common to all types of product models
(product groups). Conceptually speaking, each product group extends the product model core.
The ProductModelCore Class gathers attributes that are common to product models of all
product groups. These common attributes are completed with attributes that are specific to each
product model by using the association to "ProductGroupDetail". The only purpose of creating
ProductGroupInterfaces class is to remove direct dependencies between ProductModeCore and
each product group. “REFERENCE” attribute is only needed for base model having
equivalences declared within the same transaction (same zip file). This reference can then be
used when declaring an equivalent model to target the base model. This reference is not
persisted in the EPREL Database. “EPREL_MODEL_REGISTRATION_NUMBER” is a
unique identifier that is determined at registration time by the EPREL system. This registration
number is candidate to be the dynamic part of the link that would present as a QR code in future
Energy labels. “DELEGATED_ACT” is requested in order to support the rescaling feature. The
same product model (same supplier name/trademark, same model identifier) might have to be
registered multiple times with respect of successive revisions of the EU delegated regulations
[11].
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Figure 3. EPREL Product Model Core class with related attributes [11]
The "DELEGATED_ACT" is not always sufficient to determine the product group (E.g. EU
Delegated regulation 65/2014 deals with both domestic ovens and range hoods). Thus, the
'PRODUCT_GROUP' is needed to avoid Ambiguities. “ENERGY_LABEL” is about the labels
that should be provided by suppliers. “ON_MARKET_START_DATE” is an attribute about
the date on which the model will be/has been placed on the market (or put into service). Since
neither the public, the EC nor Market Surveillance Authorities (MSAs) will be able to access
the product details before this date the registration will not be considered as effective until the
“ON_MARKET_START_DATE” has been reached. “ON_MARKET_END_DATE” is about
the date after which the final unit of the model has been placed on the market. This date does
not
have
to
be
provided
at
registration
time.
And
finally,
“DEPARTMENT_OWNER_REFERENCE” must be used to limit the visibility of the product
to a given department of the supplier organization. By default, products are attached to the root
organization (or to the user department in case of manual upload). Reference data is a service
made available to suppliers by EPREL through its eDelivery Access points [11].
The objective of this article is to propose the possible integration between the residential
Ventilation units program certified by Eurovent Certita Certification (ECC) and EPREL
platform. Therefore, a simplified data model from EPREL (Figure 4) would be enough to
explain the methodology about the data exchange between ECC and EPREL platforms. In this
simplified data model, ProductModelOperation is an Intermediate type between the container
"ProductModelRegistrationRequest" and the Product Models.

Figure 4. Simplified EPREL Data Model [11]
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“TechnicalDocumentation” is a general description of the model, sufficient for it to be
unequivocally and easily identified [11]:
• References to the harmonized standards applied or other measurement standards
used.
• Specific precautions that shall be taken when the model is assembled, installed,
maintained or tested the measured technical parameters of the model.
• The calculations performed with the measured parameters.
• Testing conditions if not described sufficiently in point (b).
• In addition, the supplier may upload additional parts of the technical documentation
on a voluntary basis into the database.
EUROVENT CERTITA CERTIFICATION
Eurovent Certita Certification (ECC) as a major European certification body in the field of
Heating, Ventilation, Air conditioning and Refrigeration with more than 500 audits performed
per year around the world throughout 41 certification programs is supporting the consumer to
select energy efficient products [8]. Products are certified in four categories: Air Quality,
Comfort, Heat pumps and Refrigeration. As a certification body accredited by CofracAccreditation 5-5017, ECC fulfils the requirements of the EN ISO/CEI 17065:2012 standards.
Cofrac is a signatory of the European co-operation for Accreditation (EA) Multi-Lateral
Agreement, recognized at an international level by the IAF (International Accreditation Forum).
Consequently, ECC’s accreditation is recognized worldwide by the signatories of the IAF [8].
Eurovent Data Model
In figure 5 ECC’s data model is simplified in a way that presents both products and processes
about the certification and labeling of products. “PROGRAM” class corresponds to the 41
product categories that are certified by this European certification body. For each program there
is a specific standard which could be supported by ISO or developed by ECC. “DIPLOM” class
supports all labels that are given to ECC’ clients (“CLIENT” class). For each program, there
are different models that are included in class “ModelType” and for each model, there could be
different product types (“PRODUCTTYPE” class). Product parameters, geometries and
characteristics are supported by “TECHNICALITEM” class. All data related with certified
products, ProdBIM, BAFA and EDIBATEC are feeding ECC’s database platform, named as
“SOFTWARE” class.

Figure 5. Eurovent Certita Certification’s Simplified data model
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Eurovent’s program for Ventilation units
Eurovent’s program for residential ventilation units (RAHU) is based on independent sampling
of products on the market and independent laboratory testing. This certification program applies
for mechanical supply and exhaust ventilation units used in single dwelling as defined in
EN13141-7:2010:
• Only units with heat recovery systems
• Units with any type of heat recovery systems (including extract air / outdoor air heat
pumps)
• The maximum flow rate as defined in RS 15/C/001 does not exceed 1000 m³/h or is
between 250 and 1000 m³/h and the manufacturer does not declare its intended use
exclusively for a non-residential ventilation application.
ECC AND EPREL INTERCHANGE DATA MODEL
This proposed methodology highlights the possible interchange of data between EPREL and
Eurovent certification platforms. Most of the certified products by Eurovent Certita
Certification exist in EPREL product categories. Therefore, Eurovent Certita Certification
could support accurate and legalized data about different products which are going to put on
the European market. Data model proposal in figure 6 explains the methodology of this possible
interchange. ProdBIM by “EPRELL-ECC” class connects two independent data models.

Figure 6. Data model proposal (ECC and EPREL integration)
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EPREL-ECC Data Model Proposal for RVU
ECC and EPREL data models integration, gives the opportunity to share data between two
platforms for different products. In Figure 6, the process of data interchange between EPREL
and ECC in a general overview is illustrated. In this section this model is explained more in
details based on RAHU product category (Figure 7).
The class “Program” has one attribute as RAHU which corresponds to the type of program
which is selected from the ECC database. “TechnicalItems” class indicates all technical data
about product features and performances. The data is provided by clients as declared and by
laboratories as measured. These certified characteristics could be summarized as Leakage class,
Airflow/Pressure/Power Input, Efficiency, Acoustic performances and cold climate condition.
“ModelType” presents three different models based on their heat recovery types as; (1)
Recuperative heat exchangers (e.g. air-to-air plate or tube heat exchanger) cross flow or counter
flow, (2) Regenerative heat exchangers (e.g. rotary or reciprocating heat exchanger) and (3)
Extract Air-to-Outdoor Air heat pump for extract air heat recovery.

Figure 7. Eurovent Certita Certification’s Simplified Data model for RVU (RAHU)
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As the certification process of products is based on specific standard, in class “Standard” the
EN 13141-7 :2010 standard is implemented for RAHU. Class “EPREL-ECC” is the connection
class between two platforms, which includes same renamed technical items in ECC with the
same values. This class is going to feed EPREL platform.
In this class all existing technical items proposed by EPREL are calculated through
TechnicalItem Class in Eurovent Certita Certification’s data model.
CONCLUSION
This article demonstrates how the integration of EPREL’s data model with Eurovent Certita
Certification’s data model can facilitate and speed up the declaration and registration of
Residential Ventilation Units.
Although there is no regulatory requirement today to register non-residential ventilation units
in EPREL, the on-going review study of Regulations (EU) 1243/2014 and 1254/2014 has
opened the debate on the definition of “residential” versus “non-residential” ventilation units.
This could in future widen the scope of AHUs falling into former category thus increasing the
number of units requiring registration with the European database.
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SUMMARY
Employing antibacterial coating on inner surfaces of ventilation ducts is a common application
to keep a HVAC system clean and healthy. In the present study, performance of a novel method
where antibacterial solution is pressurized and sprayed into recirculated air through nozzles, is
investigated numerically. This resembles a jet in crossflow problem where the solution mixes
with ventilation air and further adheres to inner surfaces of the duct. It can be assumed that
particles injected into air have low Stokes number and thus, their advection can be modeled like
that of a passive scalar, such as temperature. Therefore, single phase three-dimensional
turbulent flow of air at two different temperatures is modeled and velocity and temperature
fields in the ventilation duct are calculated using the commercial code ANSYS Fluent, while
air injected through nozzles has relatively higher temperature. Temperature distribution on
inner surfaces of the duct can be regarded as indicator of how efficiently the duct is coated by
antibacterial solution. With the help of the numerical solutions, it is aimed to perform
parametric studies to develop an efficient injection system and predict effect of various
geometric and dynamic parameters such as arrangement of nozzles and jet injection angle, on
temperature distribution.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years cleanliness and reliability of ventilation systems have been considered as
significant issues as they are used to create healthy indoor environment in living and working
areas; especially in crowded places such as hospitals, shopping malls and schools. HVAC units
and air ducts may become a place where harmful microorganisms such as mold, fungus and
other microbial contaminants easily accumulate and reproduce, endangering human health, as
well as decreasing performance of a ventilation system and increasing its energy consumption.
One way to keep the indoor air quality at an acceptable level is to clean the HVAC unit and
duct system periodically. There are three different conventional methods for cleaning air ducts,
i.e., contact method, air sweeping method and rotary brush method [1]. There is another method
where a volatile liquid, in which the antibacterial substance is dissolved, is sprayed through the
duct inlet; as the solvent further evaporates and a dry film layer of polymer-supported
antibacterial agent forms on the duct walls to prevent formation of a suitable environment for
fungi and bacteria [2]. In this method antibacterial substance or sealant is sprayed through the
duct inlet and is intended to be carried along the duct along with the air flow. However,
according to the NAIMA (North American Insulation Manufacturers Association) report [3],
the tests performed for this method showed that the solution cannot effectively cover all
surfaces of the duct. The numerical study of Wang et al. [4], having reported that particles of
various sizes in a rectangular channel tend to accumulate in the corner regions of the channel,
justifies this observation.
The present study investigates a novel method for duct coating where antibacterial aerosol is
sprayed into the ventilation air not through the duct inlet, but through nozzles as a jet stream.
This is a basic fluid mechanics problem known as jet in crossflow (JICF), on which a vast
amount of experimental [5-10] and numerical studies [11-18] can be found in the literature.

Therefore, in this study computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of a classical JICF
problem in a duct with square cross-section is performed to predict effect of various geometric
and dynamic parameters such as injection angle and relative location and arrangement of
nozzles on the effectiveness of the duct coating system.
METHODS
A parametric study is conducted to investigate effect of the parameters such as nozzle
arrangement and jet injection angle (𝛼 ) by numerical simulations. For this purpose, threedimensional, turbulent, non-isothermal and single-phase incompressible jet in cross flow
problem in a ventilation duct of square cross section is modeled using the commercial CFD
code, ANSYS Fluent.
The numerical solution domain has a height (H) and length (L) of 150 and 2000 mm,
respectively, while it has only half-width (W/2) of the actual duct, i. e. 75 mm, since the mean
flow and time-averaged turbulent structures are assumed to be symmetrical about the
longitudinal vertical mid-plane (Fig. 1a). An unstructured grid of 1.2 million hexahedral prism
elements is generated, while elements of relatively smaller size are accumulated adjacent to
wall (Fig. 1b). Boundary conditions are also illustrated in Fig. 1a. At the inlets for crossflow
and jet, uniform velocity and temperature profiles are applied by employing velocity inlet
boundary condition. Duct exit is modeled by pressure outlet condition, where static pressure is
fixed at zero gauge. Symmetry condition is given to the vertical midplane, while duct walls are
defined as no-slip walls. Definitions of jet injection angle, as well as crossflow and jet
velocities, 𝑉 and 𝑉 , respectively, are schematically shown in Fig. 1c.

a.

b.

c.
Figure 1. A general view of a) the solution domain with some geometric parameters and
applied boundary conditions, b) the grid used in calculations related to the M1 model, and c)
definition of crossflow and jet velocities (𝑉 and 𝑉 ) with jet injection angle (𝛼 )
There is no turbulence model which can accurately reproduce all the essential features of threedimensional complex turbulent flows, which is evident in numerical studies of Karvinen and

Ahlstedt [11], as well as Keimasi and Taeibi-Rahni [12], where they compared performance of
several RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) turbulence models for jet in crossflow
problem and concluded that there were deviations in the predicted values of turbulence
quantities compared to those obtained experimentally; although they could closely predict mean
flow field. In the present work steady, incompressible, three-dimensional RANS equations are
solved. For modeling turbulence, k – 𝜔 SST turbulence model, i.e. a two-equation RANS
model, is employed with SIMPLE algorithm for pressure-velocity coupling. Second order
upwind interpolation scheme is used for discretization of the convective terms in the momentum
equations. The energy equation is also solved since it is assumed that particles injected to the
crossflow has a very small Stokes number, allowing concentration field of the antimicrobial
solution to be represented by that of a passive scalar such as temperature, in a single-phase flow.
The percentage area of the inner surfaces wetted by the jet stream is considered as the main
criterion to assess the effectiveness of a single case. For this purpose, temperature distribution
on the inner surfaces of the duct is evaluated by introducing a dimensionless parameter, 𝜃,
which normalizes the temperature data into the interval 0 and 1:
𝜃 =

𝑇 −𝑇
𝑇
−𝑇

Here 𝑇 indicates calculated values of temperature at the center of an individual face element
on the wall. Since the region downstream of the jet inlet is of interest, it is reasonable to set the
reference values of 𝑇
and 𝑇
to 293 and 298 K, respectively. Thus, temperature variation
along the wall is evaluated more precisely by eliminating areas of relatively higher temperatures
near the jet inlet. Further, the range of 𝜃 is subdivided into five discrete zones and percentage
of surface areas corresponding to each temperature zone is calculated by implementing a userdefined function in Fluent (Table 1).
Table 1. Temperature zones and their corresponding areas on the inner surfaces of the duct
Temperature
zone
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃

Range of 𝜽
0.0 ≤ 𝜃 < 0.2
0.2 ≤ 𝜃 < 0.4
0.4 ≤ 𝜃 < 0.6
0.6 ≤ 𝜃 < 0.8
0.8 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 1.0

Area of temperature
zone [%]
𝐴
𝐴
𝐴
𝐴
𝐴

RESULTS
A parametric study is conducted by means of two series of numerical calculations. In the first
series, four geometrical models having different nozzle arrangements (Fig. 2) are compared for
an injection angle of 𝛼 =90° and velocity ratio of 𝑉 =3.3. Each geometrical model is identified
with the letter M preceding sequential numbers. Nozzle diameter is D = 20 mm and the nozzles
are located 3D downstream of the duct inlet, while they are equally spaced in spanwise
direction. Crossflow and jet stream enter the domain at temperatures of 293 and 313 K,
respectively, while the Reynolds number based on the crossflow velocity and hydraulic
diameter of the channel is 30 800, for all cases. Jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio 𝑉 (𝑉 = 𝑉 ⁄𝑉 )
is also constant and kept at 3.3. It must be noted that for the sake of saving memory and CPUtime, only one-half of the physical domains shown in Fig. 2 are employed in the numerical
calculations due to symmetry of both the geometry and flow.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 2. Illustration of the geometrical models of physical domain of the problem and
corresponding nozzle arrangements
The temperature zones and their distribution on the inner surfaces of the duct for the first series
of calculations are presented in Fig. 3, where a positive trend indicates a better interaction
between the mixture of jet and crossflow, and the wall. Considering the results related to M2
and M3, it can be concluded that it is the existence of the opposite jets, rather than mass flow
rate of jet, which enhances spreading of the passively advected agent, in this case, temperature,
on the inner walls (Figs. 3b and 3c). Likewise, superiority of M4 over M2 cannot be solely
explained by its larger total flow rate of jets, and therefore the geometrical model of M4 is used
for the second series of calculations.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 3. Percentage areas corresponding to each temperature zone for the first series of
calculations

In the second series, effect of the jet injection angle (𝛼 ) is investigated using the geometrical
model of M4 by keeping 𝑉 and Reynolds number the same as in the first series. In Table 2,
values of percentage area of each temperature zone related to the second series of calculations
are tabulated. It must be noted that cases with a relatively smaller value of 𝐴 , as well as a larger
value of 𝐴 are favorable. Thus, it can be deduced that, configurations with injection angles of
75° and 90° both yield the best performance for coating of the wall. 𝐴 is the smallest for
𝛼 =135°, however it has the smallest value of 𝐴 as well, among all the cases. The most
homogenous distribution of temperature zones is achieved for 𝛼 =105° as it has the smallest
standard deviation. An interesting result is that, distributions are nearly the same with the jet
injection angles of 60° and 120°, which does not apply for the other symmetrical pairs of angles.
In general, weak interaction between the opposite jet streams injected from bottom and top
surfaces of the duct results in an unfavorable temperature distribution. This might be the cause
of relatively poor performance of the cases with an injection angle far below or above 90°, as
the vertical component of the jets’ momentum is smaller.
Table 2. Percentage area of each temperature zone obtained from the second series of
calculations
Jet injection
angle, 𝜶𝒋
45°
60°
75°
90°
105°
120°
135°

𝑨𝑰

𝑨𝑰𝑰

𝑨𝑰𝑰𝑰

𝑨𝑰𝑽

𝑨𝑽

36.22
23.49
15.49
15.29
23.92
22.44
13.52

23.92
24.86
8.57
8.42
14.25
24.14
56.75

33.22
20.97
37.87
34.95
28.96
23.45
25.26

6.62
30.66
35.14
41.31
27.62
29.94
4.20

0.00
0.00
2.91
0.03
5.25
0.01
0.07

DISCUSSION
Effect of nozzle arrangement and jet injection angle on performance of duct coating is
investigated. A single-phase, non-isothermal jet in crossflow problem is solved, assuming that
the advection of particles used for coating can be modeled as that of a passive scalar, such as
temperature.
Numerical calculations are performed in two series, the first of which being for investigation
of four different arrangements of nozzles for a jet injection angle of 90° and velocity ratio of
3.3. The Reynolds number based on the crossflow velocity and hydraulic diameter of the
channel is 30 800, for all cases. Results of the first series show that the most favorable
temperature distribution is achieved with the model having one pair of nozzles both on the
bottom and top surfaces. The second series of numerical calculations investigates effect of the
jet injection angle, using the same geometrical model. Seven different angles are considered,
and jet injection angles close to 90° are found to yield better performance. It is concluded from
the numerical solutions that existence of the opposite jets and their interaction enhances the
distribution of the passive scalar, in this case temperature. Generally, for the injection angles
far below or above 90°, interaction between the opposite jet streams weakens since the vertical
component of jets’ momentum is smaller, which causes the passive agent carried by the jet not
to be transferred effectively towards the wall. Further research can be done by extending the
present investigation with introduction of other parameters such as velocity ratio, and pulsatile
jet inlet profile.
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A Study On The Determination Of Hydrodynamic And Thermodynamic Parameters In
A Water Collector
Melih Meriç
Wi Design Office, Engineering Company

SUMMARY
In this study, pressure loss values for different connection numbers of collectors used in hot
water heating systems obtained. Selected collector type is five inputs and calculations was done
with five different total heat capacity and inlet/outlet velocity. An open source CFD software
will be used in the study. The numerical study was carried out with the acceptance of 3D, time
dependent, turbulent flow and constant thermophysical properties. In order to reduce the
solution time, the model was thought symmetrically and the number of cells was halved.
As a result of the five working conditions selected for the collector, a solution was made and
no significant difference occurred in the collector outlet temperatures for each condition. The
total pressure loss values in the collector for the mentioned inlet conditions were obtained as
48,97 Pa, 76,514 Pa, 110,178 Pa, 149,967 Pa, 195,87 Pa, respectively.

INTRODUCTION
In this study, collector systems that allow hot water to be shared for different heating zones
after the boiler are examined. The collector examined serves four heating zones. This collector
has been tested for five different thermal capacities. These are considered as the total boiler
heating power of 40 kW, 50 kW, 60, kW, 70 kW and 80 kW, respectively. However, the total
boiler power equally serves four heating circuits. On this occasion, for example, 40 kW of boiler
power is transmitted to four 10 kW heating zones.
In this context, volumetric, mass flow rates and velocity values for the inlet and outlet heating
lines corresponding to each thermal power value for the solution of the problem were calculated
by equations 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
(1)
(2)
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Here, the unit of mass flow,
, is kg/s, the unit of thermal power, Q, is kW, the unit of
specific heat, C, is kJ/kg°C, the volume flow of unit, , is m3/s, the unit of speed, U, is m/s,
and the pipe diameter, d, is m.
Table 1 shows the collector configurations studied. Here, inlet-outlet pipe diameters, collector
diameter, inlet and outlet thermal powers and outlet number are given.
Table 1. Collector configuration.

Design Inlet Thermal Outlet Thermal Inlet Nominal
Number Power (kW)
Power (kW)
Diameter
1
40
10,0
DN32
2
50
12,5
DN32
3
60
15,0
DN32
4
70
17,5
DN32
5
80
20,0
DN32

Outlet Nominal
Diameter
DN25
DN25
DN25
DN25
DN25

Collector Nominal
Diameter

Outlet
Count
4
4
4
4
4

The collector nominal diameters given in Table 1 are calculated with the equation 3 numbers
given below.

The collector diameter from Equation 3 [1] was chosen as the closest nominal diameter. The
speeds at the collector inlet and outlet were found from equation 2, and mass flows from
equation 1. These calculated data are shown in table 2.
Table 2. Velocity and mass flow values for the collector.

Design
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Inlet Inner
Diameter (m)
0,0352
0,0352
0,0352
0,0352
0,0352

Outlet Inner
Diameter (m)
0,0269
0,0269
0,0269
0,0269
0,0269

Inlet Velocity
(m/s)
0,501
0,626
0,751
0,876
1,002

Outlet Velocity
(m/s)
0,214
0,268
0,322
0,375
0,429

Inlet Mass Outlet Mass
Flow (kg/s) Flow (kg/s)
0,477
0,119
0,596
0,149
0,715
0,179
0,834
0,209
0,953
0,238

The speed values recommended in the heating installation in accordance with the Turkish
standard TS 2164 are shown in table 3
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Tablo 3. Recommended speed values in heating installation. [1]

Application Name
Residential; branch, riser, radiator.
Residential main distribution (between boiler and riser).
District heating distribution line.
Industrial building inside building.
Industrial building outside building.

U (m/s)
0,5 - 0,7
0,8 - 1,5
2,0 - 3,0
1,0 - 2,0
2,0 - 3,0

The temperature and thermophysical values of the water to be used in the analysis are shown
in table 4. While the mass flow rate calculated in Equation 1 is found, the heating system
water regime is taken as 80-60 °C
Table 4. Water temperature and thermophysical properties.

Fluid Tempereture
80 °C

Density
977,78 kg/m3

Specific Heat
4,1963 kJ/kg°C

Dynamics Viscosity
0,0003544 Pa.s

Heat Conduction
0,670 W/Km

METHODS
Meshing
Considering the grid production of the problem, keeping the minimum solution cell
count and solution element quality high can be considered as key parameters to get the most
accurate result.
Therefore, the classical tetrahedral solution element was preferred for the core part of the model
due to the curvature of the geometry.
To meet the boundary conditions in the pipe wall correctly, the type of solution grid suitable
for boundary layer solution is used in the pipe wall. The important thing here is to cover or
resolve the turbulent boundary layer in the most accurate way and to transfer the information
to the core flow area correctly.
As a result, the solution grid remained within the quality criteria, the convergence value of the
model was ensured to be in the order of 10-6, and in addition, flow velocity, temperature and
mass flow values in the inlet and outlet sections were used as a convergence / solution criterion.
Because of all this mentioned approach, solution network independence study was not required.
Figure 1 shows the grid of the entire flow area.

Figure 1. Mesh view for entire volume.
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Figure 2 shows the grid taken from the full midplane / symmetry plane of the collector.

Figure 2. Mesh view for symmetry plane.
Figures 3 and 4 show the grid from the collector / pipe intersection at the cap part at the end of
the collector.

Figure 3. Mesh view for end of the collector – curved region.

Figure 4. Mesh view for junction region.
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Figures 5 and 6 shows the grid in the inlet and outlet pipes stuck in the collector.

Figure 5. Mesh view for inlet region.

Figure 6. Mesh view for outlet region
Table 5 gives the general features of the solution network system used to discriminate the digital
model.
Table 5. Mesh parameters.
Mesh Type
Tetrahedral + Boundary Layer

Cell Count
496498

Node Count
163773

BL Count y+ Value
5
<6

Table 6 shows the values of important quality parameters of the grid system used to discriminate
the physical model.
Table 6. Mesh diagnostics.
Quality Metrics
Elemen Quality
Aspect Ratio
Skewness
Orthogonality

Minimum
0,1011
1,1734
1,0183e-003
0,38039

Average
0,63725
3,3715
0,61961
0,79958

Maximum
0,99943
18,348
0,19921
0,99146
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION
In the study, the pressure losses in the heating system distribution collector, the
properties of which are specified, were found with the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) method. Within the scope of this method, conservation of mass (equation 4),
navier-stokes (equation
5) and energy conservation (equation 6) equations are solved for each finite volume.

(4)
(5)
(6)

Reynolds number is calculated by equation 7. The numerical model is summarized in table 7.
Equations 4, 5 and 6 are solved for turbulent flow and k-e realizable [2] is used asthe turbulence
model. Turbulent boundary layer effects near the wall wereadded to the model with a two layer
approach.
Since the model is solved based on time, the URANS equations are solved.
Table 7. CFD Model parameters.
Desing No:

Fluid

Fluid State

Flow State

1
2
3
4
5

Water
Water
Water
Water
Water

Incompressible
Incompressible
Incompressible
Incompressible
Incompressible

Unsteady/Turbulent
Unsteady/Turbulent
Unsteady/Turbulent
Unsteady/Turbulent
Unsteady/Turbulent

Flow Field Re Number
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D

48655
60795
72934
85073
97310

Turbulence
Model
k-ε-realizable
k-ε-realizable
k-ε-realizable
k-ε-realizable
k-ε-realizable

While solving URANS equations, PISO algorithm was used, time discretization was made in
1st degree and other discretizations in 2nd degree. During the solution phase, the time step was
taken as a variable considering the number of CFL.
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RESULTS
As a result of time-dependent CFD analysis, collector inlet and outlet temperature and total
pressure loss values in the collector are shown in Table 8.
Table 8. CFD Model results.
Design
No:
1
2
3
4
5

Total Pressure Drop (∆P) Temp. Çıkış 1 Temp. Çıkış 2 Temp. Çıkış 3 Temp. Çıkış 4
48,97
76,514
110,178
149,178
195,87

345,15
345,15
345,15
345,15
345,15

345,15
345,15
345,15
345,15
345,15

345,13
345,13
345,13
345,13
345,13

345,10
345,10
345,10
345,10
345,10

In Table 9, speed and mass flow values are given for collector inputs and outputs for all models.
The values obtained were sensitive enough to be considered the same as analytical values.

DISCUSSION
The values obtained in the study were higher than the pressure loss values obtained with the
darcy-weisbach equation. This is not an unforeseen issue for the CFD method.
However, in the problem solved in the study, the velocity and thermal boundary profile were
not given fully developed at the collector inlet. Since it is not taken as a fully developed flow,
the effects of the velocity distribution of the entrance zone can also be a description of the
results obtained.
This study, which can be counted at the entry level to find the pressure loss in the collectors,
can be generalized based on the Reynolds number and a correlation can be obtained. With the
correlations obtained, a calculation database can be created for end users in the industry.
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Effect of Heat Exchanger Selection on the Fan Annual Energy Consumption
Mete Özşen
Systemair HSK Havalandırma Endüstri San. ve Tic. A.Ş., Turkey
SUMMARY
Fan is the one of the energy consumption device in an “Air Handling Unit (AHU)” and operates
whole year. For this reason, it is important to decrease fan power to save energy. One of the
factor effected fan power is airside pressure drop of coil. In this study, geometric parameters of
coil (row count, fin pitch, circuit count and fin type) and selection criteria (maximum allowable
fluid side pressure drop) were investigated to decrease fan power.
Airside pressure drop, fan power, investment and fan annual energy consumption were
compared between different coil selections. Consequently, flat fin type coils have always less
annual energy consumption than corrugated ones. To make flat fin type be suitable in view of
investment, maximum allowable fluid side pressure drop criteria should be increased.
Maximum 7% annual energy saving is obtained.
INTRODUCTION
The biggest part of the energy is consumed by Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning +
Refrigeranting (HVAC+R) system in the buildings [1, 2, 3]. It is indicated that 40-60% of total
energy is used by HVAC+R [1]. In a well insulated buildings, Air Handling Unit (AHU) is the
most energy consumption system [4]. For this reason it should be studied on energy savings for
AHUs.
Fan is the most important and one of the energy consumption component of an AHU. Fan power
depends on other AHU component selection for example filter, rotary, plate heat exchanger,
heating coil, cooling coil etc. These components have air side pressure drop and the value of
pressure drop is directly effects the fan power. Fan is selected according to air volumetric flow
and static pressure drop of all components. The more pressure drop is the more fan power is
necessary. To decrease airside pressure drop, components should be selected as less pressure
drop as possible.
The components’ pressure drop is effected by AHU dimensioning due to the cross-section
velocity. If cross-section velocity is decreased, fan power is decreased however price of AHU
is increased. For this reason cross-section velocity is in recommended value. With
recommended cross-section velocities, to decrease air side pressure drop of components,
components geometric parameters should be changed. All components have their own
individual characteristic parameters. In this study, “flat-plate finned-tube heat exchangers” as
using heating and cooling coil in AHU were studied. Its geometric parameters investigated and
tried to select component that has possible minimum air side pressure drop.
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Air side pressure drop of flat-plate finned tube heat exchanger is effected by “row count”, “fin
pitch” and “fin type”. There are lots of studies on this type heat exchanger geometric effect in
literature [example: 5, 6, 7, 8]. Row count and fin pitch is selected according to request capacity.
There are two common fin type, one is “flat” and the other one is “corrugated”. Coil with
“corrugated” fin type is more compact than “flat” one because corrugated one has more
capacity. However corrugated one has more air side pressure drop than flat. For this reason fin
types should be compared in view of investment and fan annual energy consumption.
Generally, when components are selected, some limits are determined. The cheapest component
is selected among all selectable ones that suitable with limits. This method does not take into
account of the effect of selections on the fan annual energy consumption. Annual energy
analysis uses weather data (bin data). These data give an assumption about annual outdoor air
conditions and their hours in a year. Thanks to these data, selected coil performance data can
calculate and fan annual energy consumption can compute. An example study [9] used
probability theory to determine outdoor air temperature condition and energy consumption
analysis.
In this study coil geometric parameters and selection criteria investigated to decrease fan power
and make fan annual energy consumption analysis for Istanbul region.
METHODS
Air handling unit (AHU)
To analyze of the energy consumption, a basic AHU was selected. AHU consists of G4 and F7
class filter, heating and cooling coils, drop eliminator and EC fan. All components except
cooling coil was fixed in all analysis.
The important parameter is cross-section air velocity when dimensioning an AHU. In this study
air volume is 12000 m3/h and cross-section velocity is 2,22 m/s. Cooling coils was selected to
fit in cross-section.
Design condition
Design outdoor air temperature was determined according to İstanbul region (33 ˚C DB / 48%
RH). To select different cooling coils, design supply air temperature was changed. In another
words, temperature difference between air inlet and outlet temperature called as “design
temperature difference (ΔTD)” was changed. Thanks to this assumption, different row count,
fin pitch and circuit number was able to be selected and compared the effect of these parameters.
Cooling fluid is water and inlet and outlet temperature assumes 7 ˚C and 12 ˚C respectively.
Coil selection
It is difficult to design coil to obtain design supply temperature or capacity as same as requested
ones. Generally, coil is designed to more surface area that means more capacity than necessary
ones. With this way, design supply temperature can be easily obtain with changing fluid flow
via automatic control methods. In this study, coils are tried to select maximum 15% bigger
capacity than necessary one. The “maximum capacity reserve (MaxCR)” is one of the selection
criteria.
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Another selection criteria is “maximum allowable fluid side pressure drop (MaxdPF)”. The
more MaxdPF is the less surface are is required due to increase of the fluid side velocity and
inherently fluid side and overall heat transfer coefficient. In this study, different MaxdPF were
compared.
Variable coil geometric parameters are shown in Table1. The other geometric parameters are
constant.
Table 1. Coil selection parameters

“Air side pressure drop (dPA)” is calculated for each climate data. According to outdoor air
conditions sometimes condensation occurs. In this case, dPA is more than non-condensation
case. In this study, the effect of condensation on dPA is taken into account. Calculated dPA is
used to calculate fan power.
All coil calculations was done using “Friterm FrtCoils” software. The calculation accuracy
and logic is explained in studies [10, 11, 12].
Fan power
Fan power is effected from dPA of coil. The less the dPA is the less the fan power and inherently
less energy consumption. For this reason the dPA decreasing methods is examined. One of the
method is changing fin type from corrugated to flat. In analysis, corrugated fin type and flat fin
type was selected separately and coils were compared. Another method is increasing the
MaxdPF. If you increase fluid side heat transfer coefficient and inherently overall heat transfer
coefficient, the less surface area needed. To decrease surface area either decreasing row count
or increasing fin pitches was made. Both ways make dPA decreases.
Fan motor rpm is controlled via frequency invertor to obtain air volumetric flow for different
dPA. Each rpm has different fan power. To determine fan power, equation (1) obtained from
“EBM FanScout” software is used.
Fan Power [W] = 4,5783 x dPA [Pa] + 296,26 (1)
Annual energy consumption analysis
BIN weather data for İstanbul are taken from “ASHRAE Weather Data Viewer” software.
Cooling coil assumes active when temperature bigger than 20 ˚C and cooling coil dPA is
calculated. For the non-running situation, dry dPA at design condition is used to calculate fan
power.
To simulate same run hours for different coil designs, “reference temperature difference (ΔTRef
)” is used. ΔTRef is difference between “dry bulb temperature of bin data” and
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“reference supply temperature (20 ˚C)”. The running hours is taken according to ΔTRef. In
addition “virtual dry bulb temperature” and “virtual wet bulb temperature” are used to simulate
bin data for different coil designs. “Virtual dry bulb temperature” is sum of “supply
temperature” that is used in coil selection and ΔTRef. “Virtual wet bulb temperature" is
calculated to be as same humidity ratio as annual humidity ratio of bin data. An example for
supply temperature of 26 ˚C is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. BIN weather data example for 26 ˚C design supply temperature.

DB: Dry bulb temperature [˚C] (21 - 39)
MCWB: Wet bulb temperature [˚C]
RESULTS
Design supply temperature was changed from 26 to 12 as step 2. With this way ΔTD is changed
from 7 to 21. Generally, row count increase and fin pitch decreases when ΔTD increases. Also,
circuit number is changed to comply with the maximum allowable pressure drop and capacity
required. Selected coils are given in Table3.
dPA change is shown in Figure 1. Two fin type results are shown in different lines. It can be
shown that dPA increases for both fin types when ΔTD is increased because the necessary
surface area increases. Due to the fact that coil should be fitted in constant width and height,
surface area can be increase via increasing row count or decreasing fin pitch or both of them in
same time. In Table 3, row count increase from 2 to 10 for flat fin type. Fin pitch is changed
from 3,2 to 2,1 for same row count of 2 for corrugated one.

Figure 1. dPA change with ΔTD (MaxdPF = 50kPa)
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When examining dPA difference between corrugated and flat fin types, corrugated ones are
always bigger than flat. The difference is between 18% and 33%. There is no linear increasing
or decreasing trend. The reason is capacity reserve difference between corrugated and flat ones.
For example, the biggest difference occurred in ΔTD 9. In this case, corrugated coil has 11,13%
and flat coil has 4,78% capacity reserve. So difference is much more than other cases and the
biggest difference is seen in this case.
Fan power consumption change is shown in Figure 2. Same result with dPA was obtained. Fan
power increases when dPA or ΔTD increases. In addition, flat fin types have always less fan
power. In contrast to dPA difference trend, fan power difference between corrugated and flat is
nearly always increasing. Fan power difference is between 1% and 7%. We can say that design
changing, that made dPA decrease, gets much more effective when pressure drop increases.
Maximum difference occurs in maximum dPA case that is ΔTD-21.

Figure 2. Fan power change with ΔTD (MaxdPF = 50kPa)
Percentage of price difference between corrugated and flat coils is shown in Figure 3. For same
capacity, flat fin type coils require more row count or less fin spacing than corrugated ones due
to the better heat transfer performance of corrugated fin type. Therefore, it is expected that flat
ones is always expensive than corrugated ones. However, in some cases flat one is cheaper or
same price with corrugated one in Figure 3. When we examine these cases in detail, corrugated
fin coils have 5% more “capacity reserve” than flat ones. This causes that the corrugated one
has more or same surface area and price compared to flat ones. In normal cases, we can say that
if fan power is wanted to decrease, investment cost should be increase. In case that has the
maximum fan power difference, the investment cost increases 15%.
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Figure 3. Fan power and price difference between corrugated and flat (MaxdPF = 50kPa)

To eliminate the investment cost disadvantages, we need to decrease surface area in a way. It
is well known situation that when overall heat transfer coefficient increases, required surface
area decreases for constant capacity required. Overall heat transfer coefficient depends on air
side and fluid side heat transfer coefficients and tube resistance. In this study fluid velocity in
tube was increased to increase overall heat transfer coefficient. MaxdPF is increased from
50kPa to 100kPa.
Comparison between corrugated coil with MaxdPF-50kPa and flat coil with MaxdPF-100kPa
is shown in Figure 4. The column shows price difference and line shows fan power difference.
It can be shown that coil prices of flat fin is cheaper than corrugated one except ΔTD-13. This
result shows that increasing MaxdPF criteria runs successfully. If price differences compare
differences shown in Figure 3, flat fin price disadvantages of cases ΔTD-7, 15, 19, 21 were
eliminated.

Figure 4. Fan power and price difference between corrugated- MaxdPF-50kPa and flat-MaxdPF100kPa
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In view of fan power comparison, again same result that flat coil fan power is less than
corrugated ones is obtained. Fan power differences of cases ΔTD-13, 15, 19, 21 increases with
increasing MaxdPF criteria. Maximum fan power difference is increased from 7,03% to 9,54%
for case ΔTD-21. In ΔTD-7 and 17 there is no difference between 50kPa and 100kPa because
same row count and fin pitch is selected. In case ΔTD-9 and 11 fan power difference is slightly
worse (0,15%) but it is negligible. Reason of this is a slightly more condensation occurring due
to increase overall heat transfer coefficient.
In Figure 4, for case ΔTD-13, flat coil is more expensive than corrugated one while flat one has
less fan power than corrugated one. To show the advantage of less fan power, operating cost
analysis should be made. To do this, the annual fan energy consumption is compared in Figure
5. In case ΔTD-13 annual energy consumption saving is 1.2%. It is estimated that the coil price
difference is compensated in maximum one year with operating cost saving due to the fact that
price difference value is generally small (50-100 Euro).

Figure 5. Fan annual energy consumption (corrugated- MaxdPF-50kPa and flat-MaxdPF-100kPa)

As expected that flat coil energy consumption is less than corrugated ones. The difference
increases with increasing dPA. The difference is between 0,6% and 7,1%. As we said in fan
power difference trend, we can say that annual energy consumption difference trend is
continuously increases with dPA increases.
DISCUSSION
In this study coil geometric parameters (row count, fin pitch, circuit count and fin type) and
selection criteria (maximum allowable fluid side pressure drop) were investigated. Air-side
pressure drop, fan power, investment and fan annual energy consumption were compared
between different coil selections.
Coils that have flat fin type are always advantages in view of performance parameters. The
advantages is much more when air-side pressure drop increases. Fan annual-energy saving is
obtained bigger than 3% when air-side pressure drop is bigger than approximate 85kPa.
In view of coil investment, depend on cases, flat type is cheaper than corrugated one. However,
in some cases flat one is more expansive. The maximum investment difference obtained
approximate 22% in case ΔTD-15. To decrease disadvantage of investment of flat type, the
maximum allowable fluid-side pressure drop is increased. With this way, all flat type coil make
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suitable cost except case ΔTD-13. The maximum price decreasing is 18,7% and is at case ΔTD15.
To examine the fan power advantage, fan annual-energy consumption is analyzed. The energy
saving is calculated. The feedback of investment is tried to obtain especially in case ΔTD-13.
It is estimated that the feedback ratio is approximately 3-6 month.
Consequently, flat fin type coils have less energy consumption independent on other coil
geometric parameters compared to corrugated ones. It is noted that corrugated fin type coils
have much more capacity than flat fin type coils. If the space where coil place at is not enough
big to fit flat type coils, corrugated one should be chosen because corrugated one is more
compact. If there is enough space it is recommended that flat fin coils should be chosen without
care investment. In addition, the fluid pump annual energy consumption should be taken into
account when maximum allowable fluid side pressure drop is increased. It will be studied in
our future studies. Moreover, in this study, approximately 2300 different cases were computed
and obtained more than 34450 data. These data will be analysis to improve and optimize coil
selection algorithm.
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Analysis of Heat Recovery Systems in AHU for Humid and Hot Climates
Murat Özer
Product Group Manager, ÜNTES Air Conditioning Systems, Ankara
SUMMARY
There are several types of heat recovery (HR) systems used in air handling unit (AHU). Heat
wheel (HW) and horseshoe systems are popular for hot and humid climate conditions. Also,
those are used to control humidity and reduce cooling capacity. In order to understand how
these applications react in different climates, six outdoor design conditions were defined. In
this study, four different AHUs were compared under these six outdoor design conditions. The
first AHU is without any HR, the second AHU is only with latent heat wheel, the third AHU is
latent HW with horseshoe, and the last one is with double heat wheel. For each AHUs, chillers
were selected as outdoor units according to cooling capacities at six outdoor design conditions.
Then, the systems (AHUs with chiller), were compared with electricity consumption,
investment costs of AHU, chiller, plumbing and installation.
INTRODUCTION
The design of heat recovery system which utilize outdoor air has to be considered carefully to
optimize energy efficiency [1]. Heat recovery has an important effect on energy performance
of air conditioning systems, especially in regions with extreme weather condition. Because,
cooling capacities are decreasing by the help of HR. The amount of decreasing of cooling
capacity depends on temperature and humidity differences between supply and return air and
also depends on HR system type [2]. In this study heat wheel and horseshoe is used as HR
system, with different configurations.
Heat wheel is a good solution for HR when the hygienic criteria isn’t considered. There are
many kinds of heat wheels. Some of them can only transfer sensible heat, some of them can
also transfer the latent heat. Sometimes they can be used together, sometimes they can be used
with horseshoe system. If these two HWs are used together, the system is named as double heat
wheel.
Double heat wheel and horseshoe components can be used for pre cooling in air handling units.
In double heat wheel systems, outdoor air come across firstly with a rotary heat wheel capable
of latent heat transfer, then a cooling coil, followed by a second rotary heat wheel capable of
sensible heat transfer respectively. As the outdoor air passes through the first rotary heat wheel,
it transmits latent and sensible heat to the exhaust air. So, the cooling load of the cooling coil
decreases. The air, cooled to the desired conditions in the coil, passes through the second rotary
heat wheel and heats up by the help of the return air temperature.
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Horseshoe is used in places where relative humidity and outdoor temperature are high. The
cooling coil is placed between the precooling and reheating sections of the horseshoe HR. The
outdoor air is cooled first by passing through the precooling coil. Then the air is cooled down
up to required cooling capacity with cooling coil. Finally, air passes through the reheat coil to
reach the desired temperature and relative humidity.
AHUs have a big role to carry the air from outside to inside. By using HR in AHUs, energy
consumptions can be decreased. Energy consumption value depends not only AHU design but
also chiller and plumbing for buildings. AHUs, which have a chilled water cooler, are not an
alone unit for the calculation of energy consumptions and calculation of investment cost.
Reducing cooling capacity means chiller capacity reduces. So, investment cost for chiller
decreases. Also, we can say plumbing and installation cost decreases by the help of reduced
cooling capacity.
It is known that, according to outdoor design conditions, chilled water cooler capacity can
change. And also it is known that, according to HR system used in AHU, cooler capacity and
cost can change [3]. This study explains us that, which HR system can be a better choice in
given outdoor conditions.
METHODS
To make a comparison between HR systems we need a traditional AHU as reference. This
AHU, given in Figure 1, does not have any HR system. It has a chilled water coil and electrical
heater to reheat the air up to design supply air. To compare double heat wheel effect we need a
unit only with one latent heat wheel HR. Figure 2 shows us the unit configuration, it has a latent
heat wheel, chilled water coil and electrical heater.

Figure 1. AHU without HR
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Figure 2. AHU with Latent HR Wheel
Horseshoe heat pipe can be added to AHU which is given in Figure 2 as an alternative. Figure
3 shows us this alternative. As we know, there is a re-heat coil with horseshoe components but,
it does not have enough capacity to catch the required supply conditions in some cases. Because
of that, an electrical heater was added to also this unit.

Figure 3. AHU with Latent HR Wheel and Horse Shoe
Finally, the configuration of double heat wheel system is shown in Figure 4. In this unit, there
isn’t an electrical heater, the second HW has a role for post heating. According to this post
heating capacity of second HW, supply air conditions were defined. And other three units’
electrical heater capacities are designed according to this capacity. In this study, electrical
heaters were selected to simulate the sensible rotary heat wheel.
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Figure 4. AHU with Double HR Wheel
These four AHUs should be selected at the same selection criteria for a reliable comparison.
Supply and exhaust air flow rate, external static pressures, chilled water coil temperatures, the
air conditions of supply air, return air and cooling coil leaving air, fan and filter types and all
other selection criteria were same [4]. These values can be seen in Table 1.
The room condition was defined as 24 oC DB and %50 RH. Six outdoor design conditions were
selected from the points which are more humid and have higher temperature than room
conditions. The point F dry bulb temperature was selected as equal to room air temperature to
analyze the systems at equal outdoor and room air dry bulb temperatures. These six points (A,
B, C, D, E and F) are showed on the psychometric chart in Figure 5. And also the data for these
points are given in Table 2.
Table 1. AHUs’ selection criteria
AHU Design Type
Without Heat Recovery
With Latent HR Wheel
With Latent HR and
Horseshoe
With Double HR Wheel

Air [Dry Bulb Temp. °C,
Relative Humidity %]
u1
u3
u4
e1
Outdoor
24,0,
Airs
13,1,
19,9,
(A, B, C, % 94-99 % 62-64 % 50
D, E, F)

Air Flow and External Chilled Water
Static Pressure of
Inlet and Outlet
Return and Supply Air Temperature
7.500 m3/h
500 Pa

7 – 12 oC
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Figure 5. Outdoor Air Design Conditions (A, B, C, D, E, F)
Table 2. Data of outdoor air design conditions
Point Data
Dry bulb temperature °C
Wet bulb temperature °C
Dew point °C
Relative humidity %
Absolute humidity kg/kg
Enthalpy kJ/kg
Density kg/m3

A
46,0
33,4
30,4
43,1
0,0279
118,4
1,088

B
46,0
29,1
23,7
29,1
0,0186
94,3
1,094

C
46,0
26,6
19,3
22,1
0,0140
82,5
1,097

D
35,0
26,6
23,8
52,3
0,0186
82,9
1,133

E
35,0
23,8
19,3
39,6
0,0140
71,1
1,136

F
24,0
20,7
19,3
74,7
0,0140
59,8
1,178

room
24
17,1
13
50
0,0093
47,8
1,181

Depending on outdoor dry bulb temperature, EER is changing. When the outdoor temperature
decreases, EER increases. So, for the point A, B, and C, EER was assumed as 2,7; for the point
C, D and E, EER was assumed as 3,0; for the point F, EER was assumed as 3,2. For this reason,
absorbed power for chiller much more decreases with the decrease on outdoor temperature.
RESULTS
Cooling capacity is the biggest factor of total absorbed power by 44 – 74 percent. The second
factor is electrical heater by 18 - 41 percent. It can be seen that cooling capacity is decreasing
with HR systems, especially with the third and the fourth system, even though HR components
affect to increase motor absorbed power and total absorbed power 11 – 23 percent. Also these
two units disable electrical heater requirement, except for the third unit at the point D, E, F.
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Table 3. Absorbed power and investment costs for design condition A
AHU with
AHU without
Latent HR
Heat Recovery
Wheel
Fan-Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
6,6
9,2
Wheel Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
0,1
Electrical Heater Capacity [kW]
17,1
17,1
Absorbed Power for Cooling (EER =
67,8
34,9
2,7) [kW]
A
Total Absorbed Power [kW]
91,5
61,4
46,0 °C, Investment Cost for AHU [Euro]
3.467
4.807
%43,1
Investment Cost for Chiller [Euro]
12.817
8.592
Investment Cost for Plumbing and
3.204
2.148
Installation [Euro]
Overall Investment Cost [Euro]
19.488
15.547
Comparison Value 108 / (kW x Euro)
56,09
104,82

Outdoor
Compared Values
Air

AHU with
Latent HR and
Horse Shoe
10,5
0,1
28,9

30,8

39,5
5.706
7.958

42,4
5.397
8.245

1.990

2.061

15.654
161,56

15.703
150,10

Table 4. Absorbed power and investment costs for design condition B
AHU with
AHU without
Latent HR
Heat Recovery
Wheel
Fan-Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
6,5
9,2
Wheel Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
0,1
Electrical Heater Capacity [kW]
17,1
17,1
Absorbed Power for Cooling (EER =
49,0
27,1
2,7) [kW]
B
Total Absorbed Power [kW]
72,5
53,5
46,0 °C,
Investment Cost for AHU [Euro]
3.391
4.747
%29,1
Investment Cost for Chiller [Euro]
9.785
7.496
Investment Cost for Plumbing and
2.446
1.874
Installation [Euro]
Overall Investment Cost [Euro]
15.622
14.117
Comparison Value 108 / (kW x Euro)
88,26
132,51

Outdoor
Compared Values
Air

AHU with
Latent HR and
Horse Shoe
10,3
0,1

AHU with
AHU without
Latent HR
Heat Recovery
Wheel
Fan-Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
6,3
9,1
Wheel Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
0,1
Electrical Heater Capacity [kW]
17,1
17,1
Absorbed Power for Cooling (EER =
40,5
23,3
2,7) [kW]
C
Total Absorbed Power [kW]
63,9
49,6
46,0 °C,
Investment Cost for AHU [Euro]
3.338
4.728
%22,1
Investment Cost for Chiller [Euro]
8.901
6.856
Investment Cost for Plumbing and
2.225
1.714
Installation [Euro]
Overall Investment Cost [Euro]
14.464
13.298
Comparison Value 108 / (kW x Euro)
108,18
151,72

AHU with
Double HR
Wheel
11,3
0,2

20,9

22,5

31,3
5.622
6.466

34,0
5.394
6.658

1.617

1.665

13.705
233,06

13.717
214,31

Table 5. Absorbed power and investment costs for design condition C
Outdoor
Compared Values
Air

AHU with
Double HR
Wheel
11,4
0,2

AHU with
Latent HR and
Horse Shoe
10,5
0,1

AHU with
Double HR
Wheel
11,3
0,2

16,9

19,2

27,5
5.643
5.798

30,7
5.317
6.274

1.450

1.569

12.891
282,31

13.160
247,68
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Table 6. Absorbed power and investment costs for design condition D
AHU with
AHU without
Latent HR
Heat Recovery
Wheel
Fan-Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
6,5
8,9
Wheel Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
0,1
Electrical Heater Capacity [kW]
17,1
17,1
Absorbed Power for Cooling (EER =
36,2
19,5
3,0) [kW]
D
Total Absorbed Power [kW]
59,8
45,6
35,0 °C,
Investment Cost for AHU [Euro]
3.307
4.686
%52,3
Investment Cost for Chiller [Euro]
8.901
6.586
Investment Cost for Plumbing and
2.225
1.647
Installation [Euro]
Overall Investment Cost [Euro]
14.433
12.919
Comparison Value 108 / (kW x Euro)
115,95
169,83

Outdoor
Compared Values
Air

AHU with
Latent HR and
Horse Shoe
9,3
0,1
13,5
19,4

16,6

42,3
5.505
6.586

28,0
5.325
6.138

1.647

1.535

13.738
172,14

12.998
275,01

Table 7. Absorbed power and investment costs for design condition E
AHU with
AHU without
Latent HR
Heat Recovery
Wheel
Fan-Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
6,3
9,0
Wheel Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
0,1
Electrical Heater Capacity [kW]
17,1
17,1
Absorbed Power for Cooling (EER =
26,0
16,6
3,0) [kW]
E
Total Absorbed Power [kW]
49,4
42,8
35,0 °C,
Investment Cost for AHU [Euro]
3.278
4.702
%39,6
Investment Cost for Chiller [Euro]
7.958
6.138
Investment Cost for Plumbing and
1.990
1.535
Installation [Euro]
Overall Investment Cost [Euro]
13.226
12.375
8
Comparison Value 10 / (kW x Euro)
153,12
189,00

Outdoor
Compared Values
Air

AHU with
Latent HR and
Horse Shoe
9,3
0,1
13,5

AHU with
AHU without
Latent HR
Heat Recovery
Wheel
Fan-Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
6,4
8,9
Wheel Motor Absorbed Power [kW]
0,1
Electrical Heater Capacity [kW]
17,1
17,1
Absorbed Power for Cooling (EER =
17,5
12,4
3,2) [kW]
F
Total Absorbed Power [kW]
40,9
38,4
24,0 °C,
Investment Cost for AHU [Euro]
3.244
4.707
%74,7
Investment Cost for Chiller [Euro]
6.466
4.847
Investment Cost for Plumbing and
1.617
1.212
Installation [Euro]
Overall Investment Cost [Euro]
11.327
10.766
Comparison Value 108 / (kW x Euro)
215,65
241,86

AHU with
Double HR
Wheel
11,2
0,2

16,0

13,1

38,9
5.516
5.962

24,4
5.325
4.847

1.491

1.212

12.969
198,36

11.384
359,48

Table 8. Absorbed power and investment costs for design condition F
Outdoor
Compared Values
Air

AHU with
Double HR
Wheel
11,2
0,2

AHU with
Latent HR and
Horse Shoe
9,2
0,1
14,1

AHU with
Double HR
Wheel
11,2
0,2

11,4

9,0

34,8
5.431
4.650

20,4
5.170
4.193

1.163

1.048

11.244
255,44

10.411
471,73
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Total Absorbed Power [kW]
100,0
80,0
60,0
40,0
20,0
0,0

A

B

C

AHU without Heat Recovery

D

E

F

AHU with Latent HR Wheel

AHU with Latent HR and Horse Shoe AHU with Double HR Wheel

Figure 6.

Investment Cost for AHU [Euro]
6.000
4.000
2.000
0

A

B

C

AHU without Heat Recovery
AHU with Latent HR and Horse Shoe
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E
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AHU with Latent HR Wheel
AHU with Double HR Wheel

Figure 7.

Overall Investment Cost [Euro]
25.000
20.000
15.000
10.000
5.000
0
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Figure 8.
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Comparison Value 10^8 / (kW x Euro)
600
400
200
0

A

B

C

AHU without Heat Recovery
AHU with Latent HR and Horse Shoe

D

E

F

AHU with Latent HR Wheel
AHU with Double HR Wheel

Figure 9.
If we only take care investment cost of AHU, most favorable AHU is the first one, without HR
unit. But this comment is missing. Because, we know that AHUs can’t work without any chiller
or outdoor unit. So we should also need to calculate the chiller, plumbing and installation cost.
In this study, “total absorbed power” and “overall investment cost” are revealed as mostly
directly proportional. Also, high total absorbed power and high overall investment cost are
undesirable values. So, to compare the systems easily, a “comparison value” was defined as 108
/ (kW x Euro). If “total absorbed power” and/or “overall investment cost” are/is low,
comparison value becomes high. Therefore the larger this value means a better system. Under
this consideration, it can be seen in Figure 9 which system is a better choice.
In Figure 9 we can see that the best option is latent heat wheel with horseshoe unit for the point
A, B and C. But, for the point D, E and F the best option is double wheel system. Because, with
the unit latent heat wheel with horseshoe, supply temperature can’t catch the target point
without electrical heater for the point D, E and F.
DISCUSSION
Air to air heat recovery is an essential aspect for air-conditioning systems. Heat recovery units
have to guarantee pre-cooling and post-heating in addition to reduce energy costs.
In this study it is clear that HR reduced cooling capacity by pre-cooling. Low investment costs
and low electricity consumptions were achieved with low cooling capacity. Therefore, there is
no need to calculate annual electricity consumptions or to calculate amortization.
It should be noted that the heat recovery systems used in the comparison are analyzed with
100% outdoor air. It should be keep in mind that, results may vary for different outdoor rate.
When the outdoor air has the same dry bulb temperature with room air and has more humid
than room air, like the point F, AHU with double heat wheel still is the best choice. Additionally,
we can say that, for low ΔT between room and outdoor air, AHU with double heat wheel system
can be a better choice than the other three AHUs. On the other hand, when the ΔT is high, the
third AHU is a better choice than the other three AHUs.
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1. SUMMARY
Additional heat content in urban areas compared to surrounding rural areas caused by the urban
formation is called Urban Heat Island. Urban Heat Island (UHI) Effect is well-documented,
micro-climatic formation that effects people’s life especially in the large urban areas.
Anthropogenic heat release, solar radiation, resulting absorbed radiation and emitted heat cause
overheating in urban areas. Factors that form UHI could be listed as sky view factor, urban
design and material, urban ventilation (air flow) and urban albedo.
Aim of this paper is to show dynamics of urban formation and its relation with the surrounding
rural areas by explaining factors, variables that form UHI and related mitigation strategies in
order to build a ground and related common language for those who wants to study and research
UHI which requires extensive multi-disciplinary contribution. Tools used while studying UHI
could be listed as; numerical modelling, field measurements and satellite sensors.
Key Words: Urban Heat Island, Mitigation, Cool Materials, Energy Consumption

2. INTRODUCTION
Urbanization increases human comfort and quality of living by altering ground canopy layer.
Building facades, roads, pavements, roofs and other urban materials are parts of the urban
formation. 21st century has seen a rapid urbanization. Conflicts, better life expectancy and lack
of resources in rural areas have drawn people into the large cities.
2008 was a threshold year in that globally, urban population exceeded rural population. In 2018,
urban population reached 55% of the whole population. Urban population was 30% in 1950
and projected to be 68% by 2050. Urbanization levels vary according to different geographical
regions. In Northern America 82% of the population is urbanized, in Europe 74%, Asia is now
approaching to 50% and only geographical region that urbanization level is below 50% is Africa
where 43% of its population lives in urban areas. The global urban population is projected to
grow by 2.5 billion urban dwellers between 2018 and 2050, with nearly 90% of the increase
concentrated in Asia and Africa. As rapid increase in urbanization continues, sustainable
development relies on sustainable urban growth and planning. Today’s cities account for
between 71% and 76% of CO2 emissions, between 67% and 76% of global energy use and
approximately 80% of global gross domestic product (GDP) [1]
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Rapidly increasing population in the cities pawed the way to the increased anthropogenic
formation on ground canopy layer and the release of the anthropogenic heat. Urban formation
differs from its surrounding rural areas by having different material, shape and geometry.
Altered air flow throughout the city and reduced sky-view factor because of the urban design,
increased solar absorption because of the urban material combined with the lack of green areas
led to the increased ambient temperatures in the urban areas. This heat content called as Urban
Heat Island and damages the thermal balance of cities. Coupled with Climate Change, UHI
Effect induces lots of problems. Tackling the temperature increase caused by anthropogenic
formation, solar and infrared heating requires additional cooling which causes additional
anthropogenic heat release. In return, it also causes temperature increase as in vicious circle;
solution to one problem creates another problem.
Hot Climates that require cooling more than heating are especially vulnerable to UHI effect
which increases urban temperature, mortality rates, cooling loads, peak and total electricity
demand, causing air pollution and decreasing environmental comfort and public health. In hot
climates, in the summer due to rapid increase in anthropogenic heat and solar radiation, UHI
effect may raise temperatures by up to 10°C. [2] As these adverse effects seem to be enormous,
potential UHI Mitigation strategies are also quite promising. Factors that form UHI could be
listed as sky view factor, urban design and material, urban ventilation (air flow), urban albedo.

3. FORMATION OF URBAN HEAT ISLAND
UHI is caused by Anthropogenic Heat Release and Solar radiation. Anthropogenic Heat enters
urban area immediately and causes temperature increase. While part of the solar radiation heats
the urban area directly, some part of solar radiation is absorbed by urban formation. This
absorbed heat is then re-radiated to the urban area with a time lag thus, causing infrared heating.
[3] Formation of Urban Heat Island could be described best by Surface Energy Balance (SEB)
Equation. The general form of this equation for a unit surface area which is flat, horizontal and
homogeneous is given by; [4]
𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 𝑄𝑄 + 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 𝑞𝑞 + 𝛼𝛼𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿 + 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 = 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝑇𝑇04 + ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑇𝑇0 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 ) + 𝑘𝑘

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

|
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 𝑧𝑧=0

+ λ𝐸𝐸

(1)

Where 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 and 𝛼𝛼𝐿𝐿 are absorptivity for short and long wave radiation respectively, 𝑄𝑄 and 𝑞𝑞 are
the direct and diffuse short-wave radiative fluxes respectively, 𝐿𝐿 is the incoming long wave
radiative flux, 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 is the anthropogenic heat flux, 𝜖𝜖 is the emissivity of the surface, 𝜎𝜎 is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 𝑇𝑇0 and 𝑇𝑇a are respectively the surface and air temperatures, ℎ𝑐𝑐 is a
convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝑘𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of the ground, 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is the surface
temperature, λ is the latent heat of vaporization and 𝐸𝐸 is the evaporation rate. The first two
terms on the left-hand side represent the absorbed solar radiation, the third term is the absorbed
long wave radiation, and the fourth term is anthropogenic heat flux at the surface. The first and
second terms on the right-hand side represent the radiative and sensible heat fluxes, the third
term represents heat conduction into or from the sub medium through the surface, and the fourth
term is the latent heat flux.
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Eq. (1) can be recast as: [4]
(1 − a)𝐼𝐼 + 𝐿𝐿∗ + 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 = 𝐻𝐻 + λ𝐸𝐸 + 𝐺𝐺

(2)

Where 𝑎𝑎 is the albedo, 𝐼𝐼 is the incoming solar radiation, 𝐿𝐿∗ is net long wave radiation at the
surface, 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 is anthropogenic heat and 𝐻𝐻, λ𝐸𝐸, and 𝐺𝐺 are the sensible, latent, and ground heat
fluxes, respectively.
3.1. Solar Radiation
Both urban and rural areas receive the same solar radiation from the sun. Albedo meaning
fraction of incident radiation reflected by a body or surface determines the amount of shortwave solar radiation absorbed. Due to the low albedo values, short-wave solar radiation is
absorbed by the urban materials. Absorbed solar radiation is then re-radiated to the urban area
with a longer wave-length thus causing infrared heating.

Fig.1 Typical Spectral Solar Energy Intensity [5]
[6]

Fig.2 All wave radiations to/from earth

Solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface consists of 3 bands; UV (∼5%), visible (∼43%),
and near-infrared (NIR, ∼52%). NIR Radiation (Nearly half of the solar power) is absorbed by
the surfaces but not visible to human eyes. (see Fig.1 and Fig.2). Dense and compact urban
materials absorb short-wave radiation and emits it with a longer wavelength as infrared heat.
Both solar radiation and infrared heat radiation are the means of heat gain thus subject to
contribute cooling loads. Long-wave infrared radiation intensity, depends on albedo,
emissivity, temperature, thermal inertia of the material and sky-view factor. [7] Due to reduced
sky-view factor in the cities, infrared radiation can’t be directed to the sky and would be incident
on the urban formation and people.
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3.2.Anthropogenic Heat
Anthropogenic heat is the heat content that is released as waste heat from Buildings (HVAC
Equipment), Transportation systems(vehicles) and power plants. Anthropogenic Heat (AH) and
moisture enter urban area immediately and causes temperature increase. Higher AH release
could be seen in cold climates in winter because of the high heating demand. 40% of AH comes
from buildings in large cities. [2] AH release might be related to the population density and
energy consumption. For major US city centres AH values vary between 20 W/m2 and 40 W/m2
in the summer, 70 W/m2 and 210 W/m2 in the winter. (210 W/m2 being uncommon extreme)
[4]
[3] reports from various research on AH release, values vary as; 5–20 W/m2 for Basel,
Switzerland, 32 and 35 W/m2 from Lodz, Poland and Reykjavik, Iceland, respectively. 60 W/m2
in summer and 75 W/m2 in winter from six large cities of USA while 200 W/m2 in summer and
400 W/m2 in winter and the highest value of 1590 W/m2 in Tokyo. AH needs intense field
measurements for proper evaluations. As AH can’t be converted into radiation (other than
amplifying atmospheric thermal radiation) it should either be converted into sensible or latent
heat or stored.

4. URBAN HEAT ISLAND MITIGATION STRATEGIES
As seen in Eq. (2) solar radiation, corresponding long-wave radiation and anthropogenic heat
release (partially dependent on solar radiation) should be converted either sensible or latent heat
or stored. Mitigation strategies for a given area should take into consideration of related SEB
Eq. of that area. Increase in albedo decreases absorbed solar radiation and emitted/absorbed
long-wave radiation. Anthropogenic heat release should also be lowered by proper design and
using efficient solutions. Ambient air temperature could be mitigated by evapotranspiration
(evaporation +transpiration) with the help of increase in urban greening. UHI Effect, increases
cooling load in the summer while It reduces the need for heating in the winter. In cold climates
in the winter, absorbed solar radiation by the horizontal surfaces is only a fraction of that
absorbed in the summer. [8]

4.1. Cool Urban Materials
Urban formation consists of vertical and horizontal surfaces listed as facades, roofs, pavements
that absorb and reflect solar radiation then emitting the absorbed part as infrared radiation. On
a dry surface, 50% of the absorbed solar radiation is convected to the air. Using cool materials
for urban formation that absorb less (high reflectance) and emit more (high thermal emittance)
helps to keep surface temperatures low. Cooler surfaces convect less heat to the air, reducing
ambient air temperature, conduct less heat to the buildings, reducing heat gain. Materials with
high solar reflectance and high thermal emittance are referred to as “cool” materials [5]. Cooler
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roofs include, reflective cool-coloured and green roofs. Green roofs; provides favourable
conditions because of having more mass, retaining water for evapotranspiration, providing
shade and filtering the air around it. Most of the paving materials used in urban areas are asphalt
and concrete which are mostly dark-coloured and don’t retain water for evaporation. Porous
and permeable paving materials retain water, decrease the amount of run-off water thus helps
storm water management capabilities.
4.2. Urban Ventilation
Typical urban formation in the large urban areas consist of narrow streets confined by buildings
on both sides causing Urban Canyon Effect. [9] This formation reduces the air flow throughout
the city hence reducing the dispersion of pollutants and removal of heat by convection. The
reduction of air flow within urban area, may be up to 10% of corresponding air flow in rural
surrounding. [10] Mitigation of UHI effect by air flow is an important countermeasure thus
should be taken into account in the design phase of an urban area. Air flow increases heating
load in the winter and reduces cooling load in the summer. By careful selection of the
orientation of the urban formation with the help of different prevailing wind directions in the
summer and winter makes air flow an important asset of mitigating UHI.
4.3. Reflective and Retro-reflective materials
High rise buildings on both sides in a typical urban canyon configuration, creates reflective
surfaces for radiation incident upon it thus, entrapping the radiation within the built area and
converting it to the heat. As solar radiation passes through the atmosphere some of it gets
absorbed, scattered, and reflected. This type of solar radiation is called as diffuse solar radiation.
Solar radiation reaching to earth without getting diffused is called direct beam solar radiation.
[11] Each type of urban materials reflects solar radiation differently. Windows reflect the solar
radiation as specular (mirror like). Roofs, pavements and opaque walls reflect solar radiation in
the manner of diffuse radiation. (see Fig.3) Visible Band of the solar radiation creates
illuminance, feeling of openness and reduces lighting demand. By contrast, NIR Band of the
solar radiation is not visible to human eyes and heats up the surfaces.

Fig.3 Reflection characteristics of
Solar Radiation [13]

Fig.4 Effect of different reflections from window [12]
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Conventional high-reflective windows which are mostly transparent to VIS Band of solar
spectrum and translucent to NIR Band provides energy efficiency by reducing the cooling load
and lighting demand with selectively reflecting the NIR band as opposed to conventional
windows (see Fig.4) If reflected radiation by the window (as it is a mirror like reflection)
directed downward onto the urban area (pavements, sidewalks etc.) causes discomfort and
temperature rise on the ground level. From the ground level, infrared radiation goes upwards
but due to the reduced sky view factor it is possible that it is going to return to the ground level.
By changing reflection direction of the windows to the sky by having retro-reflection capability
means, reflecting the incident radiation towards its incoming direction. It is possible to send
NIR Radiation back to the sky without directing it to the ground. Selectively Retro-reflecting
NIR Band of solar radiation both satisfies building energy savings and urban environmental
comfort. Retro reflective materials include coatings and thin films. [12] [13]
4.4.Super-cool materials
Everything (people, buildings, pavements etc.) that has a temperature more than 0 K radiates
heat in the infrared band. (see Fig.2). Radiated heat escapes to the space through atmosphere.
Earth’s blanket like atmosphere absorbs most of it and radiates it back to earth’s surface.
Infrared rays between 8 and 13 micrometres in wavelength, however, are not captured by the
atmosphere and leave earth. Night time passive radiative cooling below ambient air temperature
has long been utilized.
Eq. (3) [14] can be applied in order to evaluate a passive radiative cooler material
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑇𝑇) = 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑇𝑇) − 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ) − 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐+𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(3)

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑇𝑇) is cooling power of the material at ambient temperature as a function of its temperature
(𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ), 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑇𝑇) radiated heat from the material, 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 ) is the absorbed power due
to atmospheric thermal radiation corresponding to the ambient air temperature, 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the
absorbed solar radiation, 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐+𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the conductive and convective heat transferred to the
cooler. If there is a positive net outflow from the material, it can be defined as passive radiative
cooler at night (when 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is zero). During daytime, when cooling power is most needed, if a
material achieves a positive net outflow meaning, it radiates more heat than it gains from solar
radiation and atmospheric thermal radiation. It can be defined as passive radiative cooler under
direct sunlight.
[14] devised a material that stays cooler than ambient air temperature (4.9°C cooler) by emitting
selectively and strongly only between 8 µm and 13 µm, where the atmosphere is transparent,
and reflect at all other wavelengths. Research teams around the world have made types of
materials including films, spray paints and treated wood, that stay cool in the direct sunlight
reaching different temperature drops up to 10°C [6]. These materials work best in arid climates
as water vapor traps infrared heat. There is still ongoing R&D on these materials in order to
prevent cooling in the winter thus causing increase in heating demand.
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4.5.Urban Greening
Urban greening is most widely applied mitigation strategy for UHI Effect. Vegetation provides
shade and increases evapotranspiration by retaining water especially in hot and arid climates.
Parks and gardens create urban cool islands that are 2°C to 8°C cooler than their
surroundings.[4] Green cover could be listed as; parks and gardens, green roofs, green facades.
Evapotranspiration which is water loss of the plant in the form of vapor in which required
energy to evaporate retained water by the plant is taken partially from surrounding air thus
resulting cooling of leaves, soil and air surrounding the plant. Urban greening may decrease
cooling loads in summer because of the shade provided by the leaves at the same time it may
increase the cooling load because of the obstruction of the air flow (summer breeze) by the
leaves and trees (reverse in winter). [7] Careful evaluation and field measurements are needed
in order to utilize urban greening for mitigation.

5. URBAN HEAT ISLAND EFFECT ON ELECTRICITYCONSUMPTION
Higher ambient temperature due to urban formation increases the total and peak electricity
demand for cooling needs. Studies are carried out to determine the impact of various primary
climatic parameters on the electricity demand such as; humidity, ambient temperature, solar
radiation, wind speed, cloud cover and supporting parameter as penetration of air conditioning.
Most of the studies conclude that, ambient temperature is most effective parameter on the
electricity demand. Eleven studies analysing the impact of ambient temperature increase on
peak electricity demand show that, for each degree of temperature rise (DOTR), peak electricity
demand increases between 0.45% and 4.6%. Fifteen studies analysing the impact of ambient
temperature increase on the total electricity demand show that, total electricity demand
increases between 0.5% and 8.5% for each DOTR. Utilities use response functions in order to
estimate additional electricity demand for each DOTR. Electricity demand increase means an
increase in electricity supply in order to meet the demand thus constructing new power plants
leading to higher costs of electricity supply.[15]. [16] analysed a typical office building in
London heat island and found that, heating load reduced by 22% while cooling load increased
by 25% due to the UHI Effect. [10] assessed the UHI of Athens where the mean UHI intensity
exceeds 10°C and found that, the cooling load may be doubled, the peak electricity demand for
cooling may be tripled and because of the higher ambient air temperatures COP values of air
conditioners may be decreased up to 25% thus creating a vicious circle. In parallel, heating load
may be reduced up to 30%.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Heat waves in Europe, bush fires in Australia showed how much overheating matters not only
in urban areas but also in rural areas. UHI is the by-product of urban formation. Solar radiation
and anthropogenic heat are the main causes of UHI while, increasing solar reflectance and
evapotranspiration are the main mitigation strategies. For a given urban area; from SEB
equation to deciding required method to mitigate UHI by selecting proper material then policies
to govern and implement these strategies in order to lead to sustainable urban areas is a must.
Boundary of Building information Modelling (BIM) tools should be extended to whole urban
area with an increased capability of simulating energy consumption, anthropogenic heat release
and electricity demands. Future sustainable cities would require more data and collaborative
tools. For the future work, research will be focused on a case study using CFD and thermal load
calculation tool.
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SUMMARY
Filter change constitutes one of the biggest operating costs in air handling units. In addition, the
pressure losses they create on the system directly affect the capacity of the selected fan.
Therefore, improvements on filters can reduce both operating costs and initial investment cost.
Within this context, the structure, advantages, disadvantages and the usability of electrostatic
filters in air handling units was investigated in this study. The cost of electrostatic filters was
compared with F7 (ISO ePM2,5 50%) and F9 (ISO ePM1 70%) class filters and determined
whether it is feasible or not by calculating the payback period as well.
In order to see the effect of electrostatic filter usage in air handling units, two cases were
considered: comfort type AHU with and without electrostatic filter and hygienic type AHU
with and without electrostatic filter. In the first case initial investment and operating costs of
comfort air handling units equipped with ISO course panel filter and ISO ePM2,5 50% pocket
filter and the units equipped with ISO course panel filter and electrostatic filter were compared.
Then the same process was repeated for hygienic units with ISO course panel filter and ISO
ePM2,5 50% and ISO ePM1 70% bag filters and the units with ISO course panel filter and
electrostatic filters.
As a result of the study, the use of electrostatic filter in the comfort air handling unit is not
applicable considering the current costs. On the other hand, electrostatic filter usage was
determined feasible in hygienic type air handling units with an average payback period of 3
years 9 months.
Key Words: Electrostatic filter, air handling unit, initial investment and operating cost
INTRODUCTION
The fact that people breathe on average 15-20 times per minute and survive for 1-2 minutes
without breathing shows how important the air is for human life. Unfortunately, air pollution
has been increased with developing industrial activities day by day and the quality of this
precious source is getting very crucial. Therefore, both exhaust and outside air may be filtered
if necessary. This filtration process is accomplished by using different filters and processes.
Usually, filters are used for grease elimination and odor filtration in exhaust applications
whereas they are used for dust elimination and odor filtration in supply air units.
Supplying clean and conditioned air for indoor spaces is provided by air handling units which
have an important role in HVAC industry. And cleaning the air is performed by filters capable
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of holding dust and odor using inside air handling and ventilation units. They are the most
significant elements that determine the quality of the supply air. These components are usually
disposable or cleanable filters and the life of these filters is between 3-12 months depending on
the type and working conditions. As a result, filter replacement means cost for the facility but
unchanged filters cause both health problems and energy loss in the system.
Meanwhile, increasing construction sector investments has resulted in higher demand in
ventilation systems in Turkey recently. Since almost all units possess at least one-stage filter,
investment and operating costs of these components have an important place in total cost. In
order to decrease the cost of ventilation units, electrostatic filters can be an alternative and
substitute for pleated media filters. Even if initial investment cost of pleated media filters is
low, lifetime of these components are short and creates high pressure drop in the system. In
order to obtain more efficient air handling units and reduce the operating costs, the use of low
energy consuming and long-lasting electrostatic filters in air handling units was studied. In this
context, the applicability of electrostatic filters in comfort conditioning and hygienic systems
has been investigated. Approximately 12.000 air conditioning units including hygienic types
were manufactured (2019 statistics of Turkey Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Manufacturer’s Association) in 2019 in Turkey. This figure by itself shows the capability of
potential savings in case of using low energy consuming filter alternatives.
AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS
Indoor air quality is influenced by mainly outdoor air pollution created by different sources
such as vehicles, exhaust gases spreading out from heating and cooking devices, tobacco smoke,
dust and industrial plants. Volatile organic compounds, pollens, bacteria, viruses, mites, molds
and fungus are biological pollutants and affected the air quality as well [1]. Therefore, filters
are supposed to eliminate these contaminants before the fresh air going inside the building. The
size of these contaminants varying from 0,005 µm to 100 µm and classified according to their
aerodynamic diameters. Particles smaller than 0,1 μm called ultrafine, smaller than 1 μm called
fine and larger than 1 μm called course particles [2]. EN ISO 16890 standard classifies the
particles as:
•
•
•

0,3 to 1 μm (PM1)
0,3 to 2,5 μm (PM2,5)
0,3 to 10 μm (PM10)

In general, particles larger than 10 μm can be catch by the upper respiratory tract and assumed
less risky. Particles smaller than 10 μm can reach lungs and provoke serious illnesses such as
respiratory disorder, asthma and lung cancer. It is known that the smaller the size of particles
the higher the effects and health risks [2]. Some contaminants and the effects on human health
is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Particle Size of Some Contaminants and Effects on Humans Health [3-4]
Contaminants
Dust
Pollen
Bacteria
Virus
Tobacco Smoke
Fungus
Exhaust Gases

Particle Size (μm)
1-100
10-100
0,001-10
0,001-10
0,01-1
1-1.000
0,01-5

Effects on Humans
Allergic symptoms
Rhinitis, conjunctivitis, asthma, urticaria
Respiratory disorders
Wide range of disorders in terms of diseases
Cardiovascular and respiratory disorders
Toxic pneumonitis, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, tremors
Wide range of disorders in terms of diseases

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS (ESP) AND FILTRATION
Electrostatic precipitation is a filtration method using the electrostatic forces creating by a
strong electric field. This technique has been extensively applied in removal of different types
of particles generating from industrial processes like cement production, food
processing/cooking and power plant applications. It has been also used in ventilation systems
for air cleaning purpose in houses, offices and hospitals etc. [5]. The first successful commercial
type electrostatic filter was developed by Frederick Cottrell professor of physical chemistry at
University of California in 1900’s in order to collect sulfuric acid fumes [6]. The first large
scale electrostatic filter installation was carried out in cement industry in California. This filter
started to work in 1911 and operated for more than 50 years to remove the cement kiln dust.
Three different names electrostatic precipitator, electrostatic filter and Cottrell filter are used
for the same meaning to identify the device explained in this study [7].
Theory of Electrostatic Precipitation
The electrostatic filter mainly consists of discharge electrodes, collecting plates, high voltage
power supply and isolators. Discharge electrodes and high voltage are used to create a strong
electric field and therefore ionize the particles. Collecting plates are in the filter to accumulate
charged particles on themselves. And isolators are used to separate high voltage components
from grounded parts and usually made of ceramic or alumina.

Figure 1. Schematic View of ESP
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When the electrodes are loaded with high voltage, electric field and a corona discharge occurs
simultaneously which induces the ionization of gas molecules and electrons [5]. And the
particles suspended in air incoming the filter surface are electrically charged by discharge
electrodes. Then these charged particles crossing between the collecting plates are exposed to
Coulomb forces and remain firmly attached to the surface of plates [8]. Subsequently, purified
air leaves the outlet of the filter without particles.

Figure 2. ESP Working Principle
Aforementioned process is occurred in four fields and seven major steps which are given below:
1. Inlet
a. air suspended particles entering the precipitator inlet
2. Ionization field
b. corona generation
c. charging of particles
3. Catchment field
d. crossing the charged particles between collecting plates
e. accumulating of the charged particles onto the collecting plates
f. removing the particles from the collecting plates
4. Outlet
g. purified air exiting the precipitator outlet
Important parameters that effect the performance of filters using in ventilation units are given
below. It is crucial to consider these parameters before using the filter in ventilation device.
Precipitator Size: The length and the height of the filter. It affects the ESP’s removal
efficiency, larger filter results in higher efficiency.
Aspect Ratio: The ratio between the length of the precipitator and the effective height (collector
surface height). Aspect ratio is primary factor for reducing rapping loss [7].
Specific Collection Area: The ratio of total collection surface area to the gas flow rate into the
collector. It is an important factor for collection efficiency. (m2/(m3/h))
Operating Voltage: The electric power loaded to the system to induce the electric field and
corona discharge.
Collection Efficiency: The ratio of weight of dust collected per unit time to the weight of dust
entering the precipitator (%) [9].
Ozone Generation: Ozone is harmful not only for living beings but also fabrics, walls, plastics,
paints etc. and excessive amount can cause coughing, chest tightness and respiratory disorders.
While ozone is a preferred parameter in exhaust filtration, its existence is risky for supply air
applications. Therefore, ozone generation has to be limited for indoor air purification systems
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[10]. During the operation of the electrostatic filter, ozone molecules are produced due to corona
discharge and it is a by-product since ozone generation is not the intended result of the
operation. [11]. The amount of ozone that produced in the filter depends on current, type of
corona (positive or negative corona), wire(electrodes) thickness, wire material and temperature
[12]. Higher corona current results in higher amount of ozone, so that current should be high
enough to ensure the filtration and low enough to limit the ozone generation [13]. Positive
corona generates lower ozone than the negative corona [7]. Therefore, positive corona is always
used in ventilation and air purification processes [5]. Ozone concentration was found to
decrease with decreasing electrode thickness [14]. So the smallest possible wire diameter must
be used considering breaking off wire. Using silver and copper electrodes ensures less ozone
production than titanium and tungsten electrodes [15]. In high temperatures, ozone generation
decreases. So that in order to decrease the amount of ozone, discharge electrodes are heated
[11]. Countries have their own maximum permissible ozone concentration like 0,1 μg/m3 in the
Russian Federation and 0,2 μg/m3 in the USA [16]. And these values can be achieved if positive
corona is created with possible thinnest silver or copper wire and the lowest current level that
produces an acceptable filter efficiency.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION of ESP and COMPARISON with OTHER FILTERS
Electrostatic filters have been using in industrial filtration processes and kitchen exhaust
applications for several years. In this study, their utilization for general ventilation was
investigated only and their competitors are bag filters in this area. It is possible to catch particles
0,5µm in diameter or smaller with 95% to 99.9% collection efficiency by electrostatic filters.
Moreover, this efficiency can be reached at around 50-300 Pa pressure drop [7]. Therefore,
electrostatic filters can be assumed ePM1 class filter according to EN ISO 16890. This results
make ESP’s very attractive alternative over bag filters.
To compare ESP with bag filters, energy consumption can be checked. The energy consumption
of the filter is a function of volume flow rate, average pressure drop, fan efficiency, operation
time and it is calculated according to Equation 1 [17].
𝑊𝑊 =

𝑞𝑞𝑣𝑣 .∆𝑝𝑝.𝑡𝑡
𝜂𝜂.1000

(1)

where W is the energy consumption (Kwh/year) the qv is the volume flow rate (m3/s), Δp is the
average pressure drop (Pa), t is the operation time (h/year) and the η is the fan
efficiency/performance.
The calculation should be carried out for 592 mm x 592 mm full size filter element. In Eurovent
4/21-2018 document, qv is fixed at 0.944 m³/s (3.400 m³/h), t is constant (6.000 h/a) and fan
efficiency is defined 0,5 which is explained as “typical average efficiency of a fan in an air
handling unit”. Consequently, the equation 1 becomes
W=11,33. ΔP

(2)

The annual energy consumption of two different bag filters and a ESP with equal efficiency
compared in Table 2. As seen in Table, ESP has the lowest energy consumption. The annual
energy consumption of the bag filter 2 is 3 times higher than ESP.
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Table 2. Comparison of ESP and Bag Filters
Pressure Drop (Pa)
Filter Class
Energy Consumption (kWh/a)
Energy Class

ESP
62
ePM1 70%
702
A+

Bag Filter-1
85
ePM1 70%
929
A+

Bag Filter-2
215
ePM1 70%
2.435
E

Note: Filter properties were taken from filter manufacturers’ test reports.

AHU SELECTION AND DESIGN
In order to see the effect of electrostatic filter usage in air handling units, two cases were
considered. In the first case, comfort type AHU with and without electrostatic filter were
compared. Eurovent regulations were taken into consideration during design process of all units
as well. Comfort units’ specifications are 10.000 m3/h flow rate, 350 Pa external pressure and
units have DX coil, heat recovery and silencers. Selection details are given in Table 3. In each
unit, two 592x592 mm and two 287x592 mm filters are used. Electrostatic filters are also in the
same dimension form.
Table 3. Comfort Type AHU Specifications
Cross Section

AHU-1
1.240mm x 930mm

AHU-2
1.240mm x 930mm

Supply and Exhaust Fan Flow Rates (m3/h)
Supply Fan Total Pressure (Pa)
Exhaust Fan Total Pressure (Pa)

10.000
1.314
904

10.000
1.161
904

Supply Fan Absorbed Power (kW)
Exhaust Fan Absorbed Power (kW)
Filters

8,58
5,47
Panel Filter (ISO Course)
Bag Filter (ePM2,5 50%)

7,61
5,47
Panel Filter (ISO Course)
Electrostatic Filter (ePM1 %70)

The second comparison is for hygienic type air handing units. Specifications of hygienic type
units which are similar to units in the first comparison are given in Table 4. These units were
designed at 10.000 m3/h flow rate, 450 Pa external pressure and units have DX coil, heat
recovery and silencers as well.
Table 4. Hygienic Type AHU Specifications
H-AHU-1
Cross Section
1.240mm x 1.080mm
3
Supply and Exhaust Fan Flow Rates (m /h) 10.000
Supply Fan Total Pressure (Pa)
1.913
Exhaust Fan Total Pressure (Pa)
956
Supply Fan Absorbed Power (kW)
8,43
Exhaust Fan Absorbed Power (kW)
4,49
Filters
Panel Filter (ISO Course)
Bag Filter (ePM2,5 50%)
Compact Filter (ePM1 70%)

H-AHU-2
1.240mm x 1.080mm
10.000
1.541
956
7,10
4,49
Panel Filter (ISO Course)
Electrostatic Filter (ePM1
%70)
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Comparison of Investment Costs and Calculation of Payback Period
Units’ total costs were calculated considering investment and operating costs for two cases and
determined the payback period of investments. NPV (net present value) method was used to
calculate the payback periods.
Operating costs were obtained for each unit by determining necessary filter replacement and
maintenance costs and calculating electricity consumption. For the calculation of electricity
consumption, it is taken into consideration that the comfort AHU’s operate 12 hours a day and
6 days a week except Sunday, while the hygienic AHU’s operate 7 days a week, 12 hours of
full capacity (daytime) and 12 hours of half capacity (nighttime). The electricity unit price of
2020 is taken as 8,20 Cent / kWh for the daytime period and 4,00 Cent / kWh for the nighttime
period. (Turkish Electricity Distribution Co.) Energy consumption of electrostatic filters are
below 0,1 kW and included into the calculation as well.
It is assumed that maintenance is performed once a year for comfort units and twice a year for
hygienic units and filters are changed during each maintenance for proper operation.
Maintenance fee is taken as 150 € for each unit. All costs are given in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of Costs
AHU
Investment Cost (€)
Annual Electricity Cost (€)
Annual Filter Replacement Cost (€)
Maintenance Cost (€)
Total Operating Cost (€)

AHU-1
4.750
4.147,33
138
150
4.435,33

AHU-2
7.500
3.861,00
68
150
4.079,00

H-AHU-1
10.500
5.773,27
644
300
6.717,27

H-AHU-2
13.000
5.178,97
136
300
5.614,97

Calculation of Payback Period of Investment with NPV Analysis
It is assumed that the useful life of the units is 10 years and at the end of 10 years, scrap values
are accepted as 10% of the initial investment costs. The discount rate was taken into account as
10%.
First, comfort AHU NPV analysis was carried out and return time of the investment was
calculated. When the initial investment costs of the two alternatives are compared, the option
with the electrostatic filter is 2.750 € more expensive. And there is a 356,33 € total operating
cost difference between two units. As seen in Table 6, it is not feasible to use the electrostatic
filter in comfort air handling units in terms of payback period.
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Table 6. NVP Analysis of Comfort Units
Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

AHU-1
Investment
Difference (€)
-2.750,00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Annual
Saving (€)
0
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33

AHU-2
Scrap
Value (€)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
750,00

Net
Cash
Flow (NCF)
-2750,00
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
356,33
1106,33

NPV
1
0,91
0,83
0,75
0,68
0,62
0,56
0,51
0,47
0,42
0,39

NCF
x Total
NPV
-2750
-2750
323,93
-2426,07
294,49
-2131,58
267,71
-1863,86
243,38
-1620,49
221,25
-1399,24
201,14
-1198,10
182,85
-1015,25
166,23
-849,02
151,12
-697,90
426,54
-271,36
-271,36

In second case, NPV analysis was carried out for hygienic units. There is a 2.500€ initial
investment cost and 1.102,31€ total operating cost difference between two units. As seen in
Table 7, it is feasible and the payback period of the electrostatic filter investment is 3 years 9
months. Moreover, in case of using until the end of its useful life, it ensures 4774,41€ savings.
Table 7. NVP Analysis of Hygienic Units
Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

H-AHU-1
Investment
Difference (€)
-2.500,00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Annual
Saving (€)
0
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31

H-AHU-2
Scrap
Value (€)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.300,00

Net
Cash
Flow (NCF)
-2500,00
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
1102,31
2402,31

NPV
1
0,91
0,83
0,75
0,68
0,62
0,56
0,51
0,47
0,42
0,39

NCF x
NPV
-2500
1002,10
911,00
828,18
752,89
684,45
622,22
565,66
514,23
467,49
926,19
4774,41

Total
-2500
-1497,90
-586,90
241,28
994,17
1678,61
2300,84
2866,50
3380,73
3848,22
4774,41

DISCUSSION
As a result of the analysis, it was revealed that the use of ESP in comfort air handling units is
not feasible. The reason for this is the high ESP price and the working regime of the air handling
units. If the analysis is repeated for 24 hours operating air handling unit instead of 12, it can be
seen that the investment becomes feasible and the payback period will be 6 years and 11 months.
In this case, end of its useful life, it ensures 1.488 € savings. ESP using in hygienic air handling
units is feasible even for today's conditions. When the cost of the electrostatic filter decreases
with the developing technology, it will be more feasible.
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In addition, due to the compact structure of electrostatic filters, they also provide a reduction in
the size of the air handling unit. In this study, 40 cm shortening was achieved in the size of the
unit that using ESP. Electrostatic filters should also be preferred as a more environmentally
friendly alternative since they have a long lifetime (10 years) and ensure low energy
consumption in the system.
Finally, in case of using ESP in air handling unit, attention should be paid to ozone formation.
And it should be assured that no ozone is generated above the permitted limit values. Therefore,
low ozone generating filters specified in the study should be preferred.
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SUMMARY
Current approaches towards making buildings more efficient in terms of water consumption are
often qualitative and simply based on the inclusion of certain water-saving and recycling design
features, or simple water quantity assessments. This paper presents a conceptual framework of
an approach that will allow an objective qualification of whether or not buildings qualify as
Net-Zero Water Building (NZWB) on the basis of a detailed water supply and demand balance.
It also allows to contribute and move beyond traditional deterministic calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Efforts to manage a sustainable use of resources in the built environment predominantly focus
on efficient use of energy and materials. However, sustainable use of water is of increasing
interest in the built environment, especially since climate change is leading to longer and more
severe droughts. Where initial efforts focused on the application of relatively straightforward
design principles such as rainwater collection and the reuse of grey water, more holistic
approaches to manage water in and around buildings are now appearing. In parallel to towards
the design of a Net-Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB), the concept of a Net-Zero Water Building
(NZWB) has emerged.
Water is an increasingly scarce resource, with rainfall reduced by climate change while
population growth puts pressure on the demand side. As with energy, buildings are responsible
for a significant percentage of national water use; for instance, figures reported for the USA are
in the order of 15% [1]. The cost of water and energy is quickly approaching the same order of
magnitude as gas and electricity, with annual household bills in the UK reported at around £600
for gas, £750 for electricity, and £ 400 for water [2]. Current approaches towards making
buildings more efficient in terms of water consumption are often qualitative and simply based
on the inclusion of certain water-saving and recycling design features, or simple water quantity
assessments.
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This paper contributes to efforts towards NZWB design, with the ultimate aim to develop
buildings that are more resilient towards changes in rainfall patterns due to climate change. It
has the following objectives: i) review the state-of-the-art in NZWB, ii) develop and initial
simulation-based water performance assessment method that allows to quantify water use and
to identify which buildings qualify as NZWB, iii) explore strategies to turn existing as well as
newly designed buildings into NZWBs;
METHODOLOGY
This paper builds upon a literature review of the state-of-the-art in Net-Zero Water Buildings,
which is used to underpin the development of a conceptual framework for the qualification of
buildings as NZWB. The framework is demonstrated though application to a simple residential
case in Ankara, Turkey.
NZWB: STATE-OF-THE-ART
There is a small emergent body of literature on NZWB. In the USA, the
ANSI/ASHRAE/USGB/IES Standard 189.1[3] on the design of high performance green
buildings gives some generic guidance on making buildings water efficient, but does not include
the net-zero concept. In the UK, CIBSE Guide G [4] provides details about the design of water
supply and plumbing systems, but again does not address net-zero buildings. The US
Department of Energy has published a handbook that provides general guidelines for the
development of Net-Zero Energy, water and waste buildings. This discusses system boundaries
in some detail and provides a general sequence of development stages, but no calculation
formulas [5]. A comprehensive academic overview of NZWBs is provided by Joustra and Yeh
(2015) [6] [7] . Further publications typically relate to specific aspects of the water balance,
such as: rainwater harvesting [8], flow in drainage systems [9] or general water resource
management [10]. Another body of work addresses water use at the urban scale, see for instance
Rathnayaka et al. (2017) [11]. Empirical studies are also reported, see for instance Costa
Proença and Ghisi (2010) [12]. However, most quantification efforts are deterministic, and
unsuitable for the propagation of uncertainties in both supply and demand. Joustra and Yeh,
2015 [6] explore the application of the net-zero and net-positive concept to the building water
cycle; they claim that each building water cycle is unique and that this limits the development
of a generic net-zero water strategy.
Water is used in or near buildings for drinking, hygiene, cooking, cleaning, sanitation,
irrigation, safety, recreation and aesthetics, and for various machines and processes [6]. Water
use can be studied at different scales: that of individual buildings, clusters or districts, and the
regional level [13]. Water use in cities is sometimes named ‘water footprint’ and is measured
in litres used per person (capita) per day; footprints range from as low as 20 l/pd in poor
countries to as high as 650 l/pd in the USA [13].
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Findings on the benefits of ‘green’ water systems vary. Ghimire et al. (2017) [14] have
conducted life cycle analysis and report that rainwater harvesting outperforms municipal supply
systems; yet Hasik et al. (2017) [15] claim that water-efficient buildings perform better than
net-zero water buildings. Yan et al. (2018) [16] conclude that water from a point-of-use
treatment system performs worse in terms of Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) than water from a
centralized treatment plant. Stephan and Stephan (2017) [17] note that wastewater treatment
requires subsidies to be financially competitive.
Rainwater harvesting is one solution to coping with water scarcity. However, rainwater
harvesting still faces environmental, political, economic, societal and technical challenges. For
instance, Lee et al. (2016) [18] discuss these issues in the context of Malaysia. A study on the
wash-off from road surfaces is presented by Andrés-Doménech et al. (2018) [19], with the
recommendation to install off-line water retention systems in SUDS in order to improve the
quality of discharge water.
Some demographic variables that are known to have an impact on water end use are household
size, presence of children, efficiency of appliances, and more in general the dwelling type [11].
Water management in buildings often lacks an integrated approach; while there is attention to
use alternative sources such as rainwater or to reuse wastewater there is no systematic approach.
Joustra and Yeh (2015) [7] present an Integrated Building Water Management (IBWM)
framework that tries to address this issue. For water management, comparison with the water
use of peer households may help to incentivize water saving behaviour by occupants [20].
Challenges to the use of rainwater harvesting systems may be economic and legislative.
Furthermore, there is a lack of empirical data on system operation, and on the relation between
water quality and system maintenance [8].
Looking at water in a different way, cities and the buildings therein also need to consider an
increased risk of flooding. In this context, urban flood resilience can be defined as “the ability
of an urban system exposed to a flood hazard to resist, absorb, accommodate, adapt to,
transform and recover from the effects of flooding in a timely and efficient manner, including
through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and functions” [21].
Water systems
Water sources include potable water, reclaimed water, rainwater, storm water, condensate,
greywater and blackwater [6]. The main components of a water distribution system are
reservoirs, pipes, pumps, tank and junctions [22]. Rainwater harvesting systems typically
consist of collection surfaces, gutters and downpipes, a tank, and a water distribution system;
mostly it also includes pumps, debris screens and filters [8]. Water use can be reduced by flow
limiters, which may be incorporated in different appliances. Benefits of such reduction are both
environmental and financial [23]. Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS) may include
water retention ponds which store water and dampen the effect of floods [24]. These ponds
harvest water for later use. SUDS reduce the runoff peak flow from rainfall, using a
combination of water retention, transport and infiltration mechanisms [25]. Emerging concepts
such as smart networks and the Internet of Things (IoT) may also be applied to the water
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network and help to monitor the network status, manage risk, forecast demand and supply, and
handle incidents [26].
Important parameters for the evaluation of a rainwater harvesting system are the catchment
area, collection efficiency, and tank volume. Further factors include rainfall and water demand.
Evaluation often is measured in terms of Rainwater Use Efficiency (RUE), Water Saving
Efficiency (WSE) and Cycle Number (CN). Often it is useful to consider V/A, in other words
the ratio of tank volume to catchment area [27]. For rainwater harvesting systems, typically
rooftop area is defined by building size, and demand depends on use; a key variable for decision
makers is tank size [28]. Water storage in ‘green’ systems may lead to higher water age in
building systems, which in turn may have consequences for water quality and human health
[29].
A study into the water savings, water supply reliability and potential cost savings of fitting
rainwater collection tanks in the Greater Sydney area is the work by Rahman et al. (2012) [30].
It is noted that the evaluation of economic benefits is strongly dependent on incentives such as
rebates offered by the authorities. Costa Proença and Ghisi (2010) [12] have explored the water
end-use of offices in Brazil, comparing and contrasting the findings from interviews with
building occupants with metered monthly water use data.
Net-Zero Water Buildings (NZWB)
A common definition of net zero water, by Joustra and Yeh (2015) [6] citing US Army, is:
“facilities that maintain the same quantity and quality of natural water resources, such as
groundwater and surface water, by decreasing consumption and directing water to the same
watershed” [6]. Net-zero water status may be achieved by using low-flow water fixtures as we
all a decentralized (local to the building) water treatment and reuse system [15].
Self-sufficiency of water supply may be available in households of countries with enough
rainfall like the Netherlands. Typical measures required include rainwater harvesting,
minimization of water demand, cascading, and multisource. However, to achieve selfsufficiency one needs to overcome temporal, spatial and location-bound constraints [31].
Water Use, Flows and Discharge Modelling
The basic water mass balance for buildings or urban areas is presented by Joustra and Yeh
(2015)[6] as:
ΔS = I + C + D + P – (W + R +G + ET) (1)
where:
ΔS: change is stored water in a system
I: inflow from adjacent systems
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C: centralized flows into the system
D: decentralized flows into the system
P: precipitation
W: wastewater discharge
R: stormwater runoff
G: infiltration to groundwater
ET: evapotranspiration
Kenway et al. (2011) [32] show how this balance can also be applied at the city scale. Based on
Mun and Han (2012) [27] the water balance for rainwater harvesting systems can be written as:
Vtk = ∑ (Qi,t – Qo,t – Qs,t) (2)
where
Vtk : tank volume (m3)
Qi,t : runoff from the roof (m3/day)
Qo,t : overflow for the tank (m3/day)
Qs,t : rainwater supply (m3/day)
t : elapsed time (days)
Water System Efficiency, ET, can be defined as the amount of water conserved in relation to
total water demand; in formula ET = 100 x (V/D) where V is volume of water conserved (m3)
and D is total water demand [33].
The classical method for predicting water use in buildings is based on “Hunter’s curve”, a
method dating back to 1940 which estimates the 99th percentile of water use in public buildings
on the basis of the number of fixtures in a building (n), probability that the fixture is busy (p),
and the flow rate of a busy fixture (q). A more recent method is the Wistort method from 1994,
which proposed a direct analytic method to estimate peak loads. Further work is ongoing to
develop a CDF plot that relates peak flow to probability [34].
Moving to modelling and simulation, a model to generate stochastic domestic end-use water
demands is SIMDEUM (SIMulation of water Demand; an End-Use Model); this has also been
shown to apply to non-domestic cases. SIMDEUM correlates functional rooms, end use, user’s
frequency of use, pulse intensity, pulse duration, diurnal pattern and time of water use [35]. A
simple method to predict water runoff from rainfall is the Soil Conservation Service Curve
Number (SCS-CN) curve; this is an empirical relationship that relates rainfall, soil water
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retention, and rainfall intercepted before runoff [36]. An advanced model for the prediction of
urban residential water end-use demands is presented by Rathnayaka et al. (2017) [11]. Their
model considers various spatial scales, from household to building development to suburb or
district. In terms of temporal scales, they differentiate between hourly, daily, weekly, seasonal
and yearly profiles. EPANET is a German commercial tool for the simulation of water
distribution systems that computes water flows and hydraulic heads [22] (Hallmann and Suhl,
2016). Detailed modelling of partially filled pipes that contain both fluid flow and gas can be
done on the basis of the finite difference method; Campbell (2012) [9] discusses the simulation
of such pipes using the AIRNET program. Sahin et al. (2016) [10] note that water systems may
be modelled using system dynamics, bayesian networks, coupled component models, agentbased models and knowledge-based models. For an analysis of the impact of water governance
decisions they explore system dynamics and agent-based models. Alfredsen and Sæther (2000)
[37] present water resource modelling in terms of flood calculations in river systems, which
may incorporate reservoirs and water transfer structures. Sulis and Sechi (2013) [38] provide
an overview and comparison of regional scale model that can represent a multi-reservoir water
use system, discussing AQUATOOL, MODSIM, RIBASIM, WARGI-SIM and WEAP.
WEAP21 models’ water at the watershed level. UWOT, the Urban Water Optioneering Tool,
focuses on the urban environment [7]. Another water management tool is MB or Mike Basin
[24]. AQUATOOL is a decision support system that is widely used by river basin authorities.
It contains, amongst others, a module to model rainfall runoff in complex river basins and a
module to simulate water supply/resources [39].
Rain run-off simulations may be used on GIS data, describing the terrain, buildings, catchment
properties and sewer network. Simulation also requires the definition of a design storm that
describes the amount of rain and the rainfall intensity over time. A tool that can capture how
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) deal with rainwater is Storm Water Management
Model (SWMM) [25].
SWMM is a tool developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). SWMM
allows the dynamic simulation of rainfall runoff from surfaces in urban and suburban areas.
Palla et al. (2017) [40] present a case study where SWMM is used to analysis system
performance of a domestic urban block in Genoa, Italy. Stave (2003) [41] presents the firstprinciple development of a water conservation management systems dynamics model for Las
Vegas, USA. Xi and Poh (2013) [42] use system dynamics to model water management in the
city state of Singapore.
Rainfall data may consist of historical observations or could also be synthetic; one way of
creating artificial rainfall data is by means of Markov chain models [28]. The adequacy of shortterm (1 or 2 years) and long-term (10-30 years) rainfall time series for the assessment of using
rainwater to supply potable water in homes is discussed Ghisi et al. (2012) [43]. Various water
usage scenarios can be generated using Monte Carlo simulation [28].
One way to express how rainwater harvesting systems are meeting the demand by building
occupants is through the Deficit Rate or DR – the amount of water that needs to be bought when
the system is unable to provide the water that is needed [28]. Crawford and Pullen (2011) [44]
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categorize embodied water analysis methods as process analysis, input-output (I-O) analysis,
and hybrid analysis. Park et al. (2018) [45] model the rain flow on facades in order to predict
the collection of dirt caused by runoff and to assess aesthetic impact using a CFD tool named
RealFlow. STUMP, Stormwater Treatment Unit model for MicroPollutants, is a dynamic model
that describes the movement of MicroPollutants in both the particulate and dissolved phases
[46]. SGMP, Standard Groundwater Model Package, is a tool that allows to analyze the impact
of water management measures on groundwater levels using partial-differential equations [47].
Another tool that allows to model groundwater and surface water is HydroGeoSphere [48].
Zeng et al. (2016) [49] demonstrate the modelling of a wetland ecosystem, which predicts
system discharge and allows allocation to human activities while considering wetland pollution
and ecological effects. The underlying model is based on linear programming. Leenhardt et al.
(2012) [50] present case studies that explore how scientist and stakeholders can use waterresource models to make informed water management decisions.
Like all construction objects, sewer and sanitation systems, treatment plants and similar can all
be modelled using BIM technology [51]. Calculations of risks in drinking water supply may
require advanced approaches such as Dynamic Fault Tree (DTF) analysis combined with
Markov chain and Mote Carlo simulations; see for instance Lindhe et al. (2012) [52]. A
theoretical discussion of urban wastewater system reliability, risk and resilience is provided by
Sweetapple et al. (2018) [53].
Water measurement and monitoring
Monitoring of hot water consumption, measured at a time step of 1 minute for 119 homes in
Canada, is reported by George et al. (2015) [54]. De Gois et al. (2015) [55] evaluate the water
use of a mall in Brazil, combining both on-site observation and monitoring with calculation of
the daily water consumption. Marzouk and Othman (2017) [51] describe a bespoke program in
C# which analyses flow meter readings from different sectors in a sewer system. Vezzaro et al.
(2015) [46] present water quality analysis conducted across the catchment area of the
Albertslund municipality in Denmark, which is fed into a simulation model to study the
efficiency of a range of control strategies. Blokker et al. (2011) [35] report on the validation of
a water end use prediction model using measurements from an office building, a hotel and a
nursing home. Ward et al. (2012) [33] describe the empirical assessment of a university building
with a large rainwater harvesting system in the UK; their paper provides an overview of further
studies in other countries across the world. An empirical study of sediment retention in SUDS
is presented by Allen et al. (2018) [56]. Empirical studies using scale models of urban surfaces
combined with artificial rain are reported by Liu et al. (2018) [36]. Water use is sometimes
reported as one of the parameters in more wide-ranging monitoring efforts on buildings that
report energy use; see for instance Gill et al. (2011) [57] who report on the monitoring of
affordable houses in the UK.
Yet detailed measurement of water end-use is not always feasible; main water meters do not
differentiate between specific fixtures and allowing water meters at a higher resolution level
might impair use of the water system [12]. Vieira et al. (2018) [20] discuss a case study that
comprised 43 households, where 100 participants kept water diaries and household water
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consumption was metered on a weekly basis. The paper by Rathnayaka et al. (2017) [11]
provides an overview of some water measurement data available from different surveys done
by third parties.
Energy consumption of rainwater harvesting systems is reviewed by Vieira et al. (2014) [58];
they report that theoretical studies typically report around 0.20 kWh/m3 whereas empirical data,
which also captures pump start-up energy and stand-by modes, is in the order of 140 kWh/m3.
ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR THE QUALIFICATION OF BUILDINGS AS
nZWB
Theoretically, qualification of a building as net Zero Water Building can be determined by
simple water mass balance equations. However, in practice it is necessary to understand the
impact of the relation between water storage and usage by analyzing the water balance over
time, and under uncertainties. The assessment framework thus requires three elements: i)Urban
scale balance: the basic water mass balance for urban areas. This comes from the equation of
Joustra and Yeh (2015a) [6] in which the possible water storage can be presented, ii)Building
scale balance: within the urban context, a similar water mass balance is used for individual
buildings. Building scale parameters vary depending on the design, function and occupant
schedule of the building, iii)Monte Carlo Simulation: The data for the site (building scale) is
processed in Monte Carlo Simulation to analyse the effect of rainfall variation on the water
mass balance.
Achieving the status of net Zero Water Building introduces a specific criterion which needs to
be considered during design: averaged out over a year, the water entering the building system
boundary from other sources than the utility supply needs to equal the use. The resulting
framework is depicted in Figure 1. Implementation of the water mass balance is in a spreadsheet
application that enables easy MC simulation efforts.
APPLICATION TO A CASE STUDY BUILDING
In order to develop these ideas, the framework is applied to a residential case study building.
This building is an existing house located in an arid climate, Ankara, Turkey. It was constructed
late 1990’s. The house is a typical single-family house of 250 m2 with 4 floors including
basement and attic. There are 4 occupants (2 adults and 2 children). The annual measured water
consumption of the house is ~156 m3. The water usage breakdown of the house is based on
occupants notifications is presented in Figure 3. Regarding the expression of the home-owners,
shower, faucet and toilet usages are the highest percentages relatively.
In terms of rainwater availability, Ankara’s annual precipitation value is 387mm/year. The roof
area of the house is 65 m2. The slope of the roof has an impact on how much water is collected
in the downpipes; for this case, an approximate loss of 25% has been assumed. The total amount
of possible rain water harvesting from the roof is therefore: 65x387x0,75 = 18866,25 litre /year.
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The garden area is 100m2. 50% of rainwater leaks into the soil. The rest can be harvested. The
total amount of possible rain water harvesting from garden is: 100x387x0,5 = 19350 litre/year.
Figure 1: conceptual nZWB analysis framework

Figure 2: typical domestic home
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Analysis of treated grey-water and rainwater harvesting is more complex. The treated greywater
can only be captured for recycling from the faucet and shower. The treated amount of greywater
will be 75% of the total. In other words, 75% of total 26% shower water use + 22% faucet water
use can be listed as the treated water recycle. Thus (26+22) x 0.75 = 36% greywater recycled

Figure 3: typical water uses in a single family home
For this example, possible potential of water recycle rates of each item are shown in the Sankey
diagram in Figure 4 below. Inputs and outputs for the Sankey diagram is derived from actual
water meter readings of the residence plus data gathered of the occupants depending on their
daily life usage patterns plus estimated calculations of rain harvesting potentials stated earlier
in the paper. Actual water meter readings back to a full year and is broke down related to
occupant usage patterns. Annual water usage of 156 m3 as taken fresh water from the grid and
remarked in the diagram as water (100%). Roof and garden rain harvesting values (16% and
25% respectively proportional to fresh water) are based on estimated calculations. The diagram
also figures out possible grey water usage potentials with other recycling options with their
possible percentages.
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Figure 4: Sankey diagram of domestic water flows
Attempts by the authors to expand this deterministic quantification to full Monte Carlo
simulation are ongoing. However, there are various challenges. An initial and unexpected one
is that many of the building simulation weather files provided by sources such as the EnergyPlus weather data for Ankara seem to have missing or erroneous rainfall data. However, even
without actual Monte Carlo simulations the simple example already shows that in order to
design for NZWB:
o Water storage is crucial:
Simple annual numbers do not cover the detailed matching of supply and demand.
Dynamic, hourly analysis is required to analyse whether a building is actually nZWB
throughout the year. This requires a new type of building water simulation not presently
available.
o Work on the harvesting side:
To create NZWB there is a need to design new and better roofs to collect water, and to find
innovative ways of collecting rainfall that would not hit the roof but is near enough,
collecting water from facades, outbuildings, pavements are the key concepts of harvesting.
o Redesign internal water flows:
Further work needs to review and redirect internal water flows, taking into account the
degradation from drinking water to grey water to black water.
o Water cleaning possibilities:
Local building-integrated water micro cleaning plants are needed to restore water to a
higher quality.
o Water use reduction:
Efforts are also needed to find further ways to reduce water use, by using efficient appliances,
timing, occupant training, right-sizing tanks and reservoirs, reducing pipe length.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper reports on efforts towards NZWB design and its quantification, with the intention to
develop buildings that are more resilient towards changes in rainfall patterns due to climate
change. It reviews the state-of-the-art in NZWB, noting that most definitions of the concept are
aspirational rather than based on well-defined engineering calculation. The paper then develops
a conceptual framework that allows to quantify water use and to identify which buildings
qualify as NZWB. The proposed assessment framework includes not only urban scale but also
building scale approach to water use balance and possible evaluation strategies depending on
Monte Carlo analysis. Future work will include an initial simulation-based water performance
assessment method and a monitoring campaign that can be used to validate quantification
efforts.
The most critical discussion on the subject is the limitations imposed by weather conditions and
roof size. NZWB may not be feasible everywhere and the benchmarks of feasibility should be
determined by quantitative methods. There are also specific problems as the lack of an option
to put water back into the grid, as one can do with energy. The relation between urban scale and
building scale water balance is critical at that point. Future work needs to consider these
circumstances while performing measurement and monitoring campaign.
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SUMMARY
Data centers are among the buildings that consume energy intensively due to their continuous
operation. The use of data for neural network and cloud computing applications in the IT sector
sharply increases, which in turn increases the need for data storage systems and heat load per
rack. Both the server and the computers and the energy equipment during the operation release
a high amount of heat and the computer and the energy equipment needs to be cooled. Different
air distribution layouts and cooling systems have been used to operate the facility with
maximum efficiency. On the one hand, efficiency studies on servers and computers continue,
while efficient system design is increasingly important in white space and energy room cooling
systems.
In this study, a TIER IV certified data center design which is defined as redundant and dualpowered instances of servers, storage, network links, power, and cooling equipment is
considered. TIER IV guarantees 99.995% availability with only 26.3 minutes of downtime per
year and the efficient design of this type of data center has great importance in terms of energy
costs per year. Also, proper heat removal from the racks directly affects the operation of the IT
equipment. Therefore, a CFD analysis of the white space is a must to investigate the heat
dissipation inside the room.
INTRODUCTION
Data centers have been growing rapidly over the last decade, increasing their investments.
Within the data centers, there are devices such as information technology (IT) technologies and
communication networks for processing and storing data. However, the safety of these devices,
cooling capacities, architectural arrangements of the building, etc. issues should be evaluated
in this context. In addition to the electrical infrastructure of the data processing facilities, these
electrical devices must be cooled independently of the outdoor temperature. For this reason, in
the location where IT equipment is available for a data center, the need for electricity and
cooling is continuing simultaneously. Increasing energy costs have made it necessary to operate
these facilities efficiently and to install efficient cooling equipment. Considering both
electricity consumption and cooling systems, these facilities have great amounts of carbon
footprints. In 2016, it was reported that the world’s data centers used more than Britain’s total
electricity consumption - 416.2 terawatt-hours, significantly higher than
the UK’s 300 terawatt-hours. At three percent of the global electricity supply and accounting
for about two percent of total greenhouse gas emissions, data centers have the same carbon
footprint as the aviation industry. Recent predictions state that the energy consumption of data
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centers is set to account for 3.2 percent of the total worldwide carbon emissions by 2025 and
they could consume no less than a fifth of global electricity. By 2040, storing digital data is set
to create 14 percent of the world’s emissions, around the same proportion as the US does today
[1].
Data centers can be of very different sizes according to the number of cabinets they host.
However, it shows the same design features due to both the electrical infrastructure and the
cooling infrastructure. Investors such as internet service provider companies, communication
companies, universities, hospitals, public institutions, private companies make data center
investments with many different thoughts. The most important parameters taken into
consideration in the investments made are; 1) reliability, 2) availability, 3) redundancy. There
are various certification processes for a data center design that takes into account these features.
The Tier classification is a measure of a building's response to planned and unplanned events,
including processes within the facility, including electrical, cooling infrastructure and
architectural design. For example, a Tier IV certified data center guarantees 99.995%
availability, which is the highest among other Tier classes and guarantees to work at 99.995%
of the year (only 26.28 minutes downtime in a year). To achieve such a high uptime, all systems
must be fully backed up with 2N + 1 configuration. Apart from that, a 96-hour backup power
must be available without feeding on any source. Besides, it is possible to take measures to
extend the life of equipment with architectural approaches in the facilities that have Tier IV.
Many issues such as access to the white space where the cabinets are located, placement of air
conditioners in this area, capacity, redundancy in case of break down, locations of auxiliary
equipment rooms (battery, mechanical systems, etc.) fire detection and extinguishing
infrastructure can also be discussed in detail within this scope.
For facilities with such intense energy consumption, evaluating energy efficiency in the first
plan and providing optimum solutions is a necessity due to the country's economy and carbon
footprint at the global level. However, it is an issue that energy efficiency is not taken into
consideration in the data centers in Turkey and unfortunately, the inefficient systems are
recommended by companies. According to 2017 data, data centers in the USA consumed 90
billion kWh of electricity [2]. If it is needed to make sense this consumption, Turkey's largest
lignite-fired thermal power plants Afsin-Elbistan Unit A (installed power: 1355 MW) and Unit
B (installed capacity 1440 MW) of the total capacity with 7000 h/a capacity factor fort he
equivalent electricity production 5 thermal power plant with the same capacity to the total
installed power is required. On a global scale, data centers use about 3% of the total electrical
energy produced. For such a rapidly developing sector with such energy development, facility
efficiency must be taken into account in the first planning. Some measures can be taken on the
cooling side to increase the efficiency of the facility. Among them, the most important issue
that will affect the design in terms of architecture will be to place the white space in the core of
the building to protect it from the effects of the ambient temperature. In a building without
windows and insulation, such an architectural approach will reduce the cooling loads. However,
ensuring the airflow between the cabinets and determining the optimum operating temperature
are important energy efficiency points that can be determined with the CFD (Computational
Fluid Dynamics). The efficiency of cooling systems, the use of an economizer on the airside,
replacing the outdated equipment and not positioning unnecessary heat sources in the white
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space are among the measures that can be taken. A misconception that has been settled in our
country is that ‘the colder the better’. This is a situation related to blowing temperature
optimization, and by increasing the indoor temperature by several degrees Celcius, serious
energy savings are possible even when the devices continue to operate at the same performance.
In this study, the issues taken into consideration in the design of a data center with Tier IV
classification are specified and the results of the CFD studies in the white area are given. In the
design phase of the mechanical systems, a trigeneration system was considered to increase the
PUE value of the facility. The CFD analysis was carried out for the main system room where
most of the cabinets with higher heat load are located. CRAH units supply cold air to the white
space via a cold corridor. In the simulations, normal operation mode with half airflow capacities
and fault mode with one of CRAHs is at full airflow capacity were compared.
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Data centers may differ considerably compared to conventional building systems, especially in
terms of mechanical equipment. Systems operating continuously and generating heat in these
structures and mechanical systems that require the constantly reject of this heat make this
building type different from others. Also, redundancy and reliability issues require different
evaluation of this mechanical and electrical infrastructure. The simplest approach in finding the
cooling load of the white space in the data centers is to multiply the total number of cabinets by
certain kW values according to the cabin type. Although this simplified approach works
roughly, it will mean that both chillers and all related mechanical equipment operate at partial
load for most of the year. However, as the Tier IV infrastructure requires all systems to be
backed up, grouping devices that can operate at full capacity on a software basis can leave a
solution in the static state and divide the load on this basis, providing a solution to the partial
load problem. Besides, replacement times for data center equipment are generally shorter than
replacement times for other mechanical equipment. Therefore, during the replacement of data
equipment, the thermal load in the first project must be taken into consideration and should be
planned if a capacity increase is required. Protocols for airflow in equipment for cabinets in
data centers have been arranged as shown in Figure 1 [3]. Cabinet dimensions in the data center
under consideration are 42U. This will directly affect the suspended ceiling height.

After determining the positions of the cabinets in the white space, the issue of the corridor
should be addressed. In terms of energy efficiency, cabinets can be evaluated as hot corridor,
cold corridor or cabin-based corridor. Air can be collected from the back of the cabinets with
front-to-back airflow protocol in the hot corridor and brought to the suction of the air
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conditioner (CRAH) with a duct. In the cold corridor, CRAH makes free suction through the
white space. In the cabin-based corridor, CRAH absorbs from the top of the cabinets with frontto-top flow protocol from a plenum to be created from the suspended ceiling with an air duct.
In all three methods, cold air is given to the white area from the front sides of the cabinets
according to the location of the grilles through the raised floor.
Air cooling or liquid cooling systems are used for cooling in data centers. Also, immersion
cooling systems have started to be used with the developing technology. CRAC (computer room
air conditioning units) or CRAH (computer room air handling units) are the most preferred
methods for air cooling. Besides, central air conditioning systems and evaporative cooling
systems are also a conceivable alternative in terms of energy efficiency. However, since many
air handling units need to be positioned around the building, it is also an issue to be considered
in terms of aesthetics and security. CRAHs are installed with water coils while CRACs have
DX coils. Fans in these units should be selected as plug type and electronic command type.
Usually, due to the static pressure limitation, they can either be placed inside the white space
or in a mechanical room physically separated from this area, but adjacent to it. Liquid cooling
systems, on the other hand, require the supply of chilled water to a heat exchanger installed
inside the cabinet. Regardless of which system is selected, sensitive humidity sensors should
be used, especially when water is used.
PUE (power usage effectiveness) is an accepted metric developed by The Green Grid
(http://www.thegreengrid.org/). PUE measures the effective energy of a data center facility's
data equipment. In the E. 1 for calculating PUE, the energy consumed by the entire data center
facility (measured from the meter for the facility or room) is divided by the energy consumed
by the datacom equipment of the facility. The fact that the PUE value is close to 1 is an
indication that the facility is working efficiently. Other metrics related to a data center facility
were tabulated by [5] including ERF (energy use factor), GEC (green energy coefficient), CUE
(carbon usage effectiveness), etc.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

(1)

One of the biggest challenges of ensuring high availability in data centers is to provide efficient
and effective cooling to all equipment in the space, wherever it is in the white space. The
complexities created by highly variable heat densities make it difficult to predict air movement
in the area.
CFD simulations are a useful tool to estimate the real cooling performance. With CFD analysis;
1) Testing different cooling strategies, 2) Comparing different arrangements and locations of
cooling, power and computing equipment, 3) Optimization of cooling airflow paths, including
raised floor height, ceiling height, return air plenum size, duct sizes, and corridor, 4) Testing
cooling efficiency and failure modes with partial load configurations, 5) Determining the best
location of the highest heat density data equipment from a cooling perspective. Although CFD
is a powerful tool, it is also possible that it was implemented incorrectly. Data centers are
complex and infrastructure and equipment need to be simplified for models to be viable.
Therefore, the designer needs to understand the key elements of the data center and the basics
of CFD modeling to succeed in the CFD simulations. Choo et al. [6] experimentally and
numerically simulated a data center in an academic campus with power failure scenarios. In the
analysis, CRACs were used in the data canter and PUE was found to be 2.73. The results show
that eliminating unnecessary CRACs, increasing return set temperature, applying the cold aisle
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containment and implementing a fresh air cooling are the measures to increase the effectiveness
of the system. Direct air cooling with thermal storage [7], cool thermal storage options [8],
energy harvesting from data center waste heat [9], heat reuse in liquid-cooled data centers [10],
and heat pipe based thermal management systems for data centers [11] are some of the other
alternatives that consider energy efficiency in data centers.
CFD ANALYSIS
In the architectural design, the network room (2), server room, core switch rooms (2), panelUPS rooms (2) and telecom rooms (2) are located around the server room and the rooms with
the same features are not adjacent to each other. Air distribution CRAH units are designed with
a water coil. The most important design detail of this project is that there is a trigeneration
system and chilled water will be supplied to the CRAH units from an absorption cooling system.
Although it is not covered in the scope of this study, the payback period of the system is
calculated as approximately 3.6 years. The fact that the payback period is so short is that the
system simultaneously needs electricity and cold. In CFD analysis, firstly, the system model
should be established in a 3D simulation environment (Figure 2). In the next step, the mesh
structure should be created by subtracting the flow volume. In this mesh structure, it is
envisaged that the air enters the white space and a more compact mesh structure around the
cabinets (Figure 3). In this case, 10.969.067 elements were obtained. Analyzes were examined
in two scenarios. The first is normal operation, the second is the fault condition. In normal
operation, all thermal loads occurred at full capacity, while CRAH devices were operated at
half airflow rate for the capacity control. In the fault scenario, while all the loads occurred at
full capacity, one of the CRAHs malfunctioned and the other operated at full flow. Other heat
gains in the room are; room floor is specified as 2220 W, sidewall 200 W, lighting 10W/m2.
The covers and rear air outlets of the rack cabinets are defined as thin perforated with 69%
openness. The diffusers in the raised floor are defined as a perforated sheet with 50% openness.
Besides, the raised floor is defined in the following features to include the heat transfer that will
result from the raised floor. The k-ω SST (Shear Stress Transport) was used as the turbulence
model.

RESULTS
According to the results, temperature and velocity contour results are shown in Figures 4 and
5. Figure 4 a shows the results in the normal operation mode, that is when the two CRAHs
operate at 50% airflow rate, and 4 b shows the temperature distributions for three different
planes in case of failure, that is when one of the CRAHs is at full capacity and the other is out
of operation. According to the location of the CRAHs in the layout where the cold corridor was
applied, it was concluded that the cold air was easily introduced in the corridor in the closer
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rows and that there were higher temperature distributions in the cabins in the middle row. In
the event of a breakdown, it is assumed that the CRAH on the right is malfunctioning according
to the figure. In this case, when the other CRAH operates at full capacity, the higher temperature
distribution was found in the farthest row. However, in both cases, the temperature values are
well below the threshold values, which means that the design operates smoothly.

When the velocity contours are examined in Figure 5, the velocity calculated as 1.4 m/s in the
areas where air enters the area under the floor of the CRAHs. In case of failure, a velocity of
approximately 3 m/s at full capacity was calculated under the floor. However, this velocity
value was found to be approximately 1 m/s at the entrance of the cold corridor.
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CONCLUSIONS
Energy efficiency and flow simulations with CFD analysis in energy-intensive data centers have
a direct impact on the decisions to be taken while designing these facilities. The proper selection
of the mechanical system infrastructure and the failure conditions to be handled in various
scenarios directly affect the initial and operating costs of the system. The water to be fed to
CRAH units in the data center designed according to Tier IV discussed in this study will be
supplied from a trigeneration system with a payback period of approximately 3.6 years. By
modeling different scenarios, the operating performance of the system and the measures to be
taken will be evaluated while it is still in the design phase. The results show that in normal
operation mode the temperature distribution inside the cabinets is lower than the limit values.
Besides, in the case of a failure in a CRAH unit, the airflow rate increases to full load to offset
the cooling requirement of the cabinet row. Also, other CRAH units will tolerate the flow in
the plenum where cold air is introduced into the white space. A CFD analysis should be an
essential consideration in the design of such buildings.
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